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The invention of paper in China nearly
2000 years ago revolutionized
written communication.
From the Practical Manual for Making Paper (1798)
by Jibei Kumhigashi.

Introducing Fortune: Word™

III

To use Fortune:Word, you'll need to know some basics about what it is, how
it works, and what it can do for you. That's the purpose of this guide. In the
next four chapters you'll learn about:
•
•
•
•
•

What advantages Fortune:Word offers you
What equipment and supplies you need to start training
How you can learn on your own
How different screens help you out
How you can use the cursor

Fortune:Word

IS

a trademark regIstered by Fortune Systems CorporatIOn.
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An Overview of Word Processing

What is word processing? It is an efficient method of producing documents
electronically on computerized equipment. Fortune:Word is a computer program that allows you to use your Fortune 32:16 for word processing. It speeds
up typewriter functions and offers you special features so you can produce
attractive, final documents in less time and with less effort than you can with
a typewriter. You can correct or change what you write without using messy
correction fluid or retyping pages. With a few keystrokes, you can quickly add
or delete words, paragraphs, and even pages.
When you press the keys on a typewriter, it simply prints the letters or
symbols on paper. Using Fortune:Word, you create and edit text on a screen,
and make any changes as you go. Then, you use a simple procedure to print
your document automatically. Finally, by storing your document electronically, you can always make another copy without retyping it.
Producing documents with word processing involves a sequence of steps
that we sometimes call the document cycle. This is illustrated below.

Create New Document

or

Print Document

1-2 Introducing Fortune: Word
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Fortune:Word Features

[

Fortune:Word has many features that speed your work by allowing you to
create a document and make corrections without retyping the whole document. You can also proofread your document and make any changes before
you print it. Some of these features and their uses are:
Feature

Use

Format line for margins
and tabs

Changes margins and tabs
quickly and easily

Decimal tab key

Aligns decimal points in column format

Center key

Centers titles automatically

Insert and Delete keys

Make corrections easily and quickly

Text that you type shows on
the screen

Allows you to check your
work before you print it

Archiving procedure

Stores documents on a flexible disk for
later use

Global search and replace

Locates and changes text automatically

Index

Shows a list of your documents

Copy and Move keys

Copy or move blocks of text quickly

No matter how long your document is or how complex the layout,
Fortune:Word can speed your work. Before you learn how, two terms we use
throughout this guide need definitions: text and document. Text is what you
type and what appears on the screen. This includes all the characters that
make up words, phrases, paragraphs, and columns of numbers. Document is
a general term for a type of text that you might call a memo, report, contract,
or list.
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The Training Process

, This guide lets you learn how to use word processing on your own and at a
schedule and pace that suits your needs. There are three reasons for this.
First, you will be working with training documents from the training disk
supplied to you with this binder. You do not have to spend time creating and
typing you own text to use for training. Second, special procedure charts
show you exactly which keys to use and what to type. Third, you do not have
to complete the entire training process at one time. We have clearly marked
the points in the training when you can stop and later restart the training
process. To prepare you for your training, in the following pages you will
learn what to have on hand for your training and how to use the procedure
charts.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TRAINING

Before you can begin your training, you must do four things. First, you must
have your Fortune 32:16 set up and running. Second, you must have your
printer or printers connected, tested, and loaded with continuous forms paper. Check your printer manual for more information. Third, you must have
your word processing application installed. And, fourth, you must install the
training documents. If you haven't done all of these things, refer to Meet Your
Fortune System and Understand Your Fortune System for information and complete these steps before you go on.

THE TRAINING DOCUMENTS

We designed the training documents so that you can perform particular
editing functions on each one to help you build your word processing skills.
In this step-by-step process you will use procedure charts with the documents. Some of the documents have spelling errors, missing words, or other
mistakes that you'll correct.
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THE TRAINING STRUCTURE
You'll learn the functions and features of the word processing application in
this guide from the simplest ones to the most complex as well as from the
most-used to the least-used. This arrangement helps the novice to begin using
word processing sooner. For instance, you'll probably use the Insert key more
often than the hyphenation and pagination feature, and so you'll first learn
how to use the Insert key. Also, we have structured the training so that each
part and its documents compose a self-contained unit that starts and ends at
the global menu.
If you've had some experience with word processing, you may want to
choose certain chapters to read. But when you skip chapters remember that
you'll need to work backward to find out where the training document you
want to work on to learn a procedure is first introduced. You'll need to work
through all the procedure charts for that document up to the point you want
to start learning. Otherwise, what you see on the screen won't necessarily
match what the procedure chart says.

TRAINING MORE THAN ONE PERSON
During the training process you'll work at your own pace and change the
training documents as you build your skill level. So, only one person can use
the training documents at the same time. Of course, when you must go on to
something else, you can mark your place in the manual and later begin again
where you left off. If there is someone else who also needs to learn word
processing, use the procedure in Understand Your Fortune System to remove the
training documents. Then the next person can put on a fresh copy.

STOPPING AND STARTING
Since we structured the training so that each part is a unit, you should work
through a complete part before you stop. In some parts, where the chapters
are also separate units, you can do one chapter and stop before going on.
Throughout the manual we have clearly marked the points where you can
stop your training by enclosing the instructions in a box.
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USING A MULTIUSER SYSTEM FOR TRAINING
If you're using a multiuser Fortune system, check with your system manager
to make sure that you are the only user who intends to go through the
training. The training documents are not protected in any way to prevent
more than one person from using them.

1-6 Introducing Fortune:Word
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Getting the Right Supplies

Ii]

You may already have some supplies for your computer. The list below
identifies the items you need to have on hand to complete the training. These
supplies are available at computer and stationery stores.
• Blank lIexible disks. You'll need a blank flexible disk to learn document archiving in Part 6. The disks must be 5 114", certified 96 tracks
per inch, 80 tracks per side, dual sided, double density, and softsectored.
• Printer paper. Check your printer manual to determine what kind
of paper you can use in your printer. You'll probably want to use
continuous paper so that you can print report after report without
changing the paper. Most cartons contain 3,000 sheets.
• Printer ribbons. Your printer manual will identify the type of
printer ribbons you need. Have several ribbons on hand.
• Printer elements. You should have at least one extra element for
your printer on hand.
• Disk labels. You'll need to label each disk you use to identify its
contents. Labels are available that are especially made for flexible
disks. If you can't find these, any I" x 2" labels will do.

Blank fleXible disks

\
§
I
\
~

I
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Using Procedure Charts

Procedure charts outline the sequence of steps you follow to learn what you
can do with word processing. The charts are always in the same format and
are easy to read and follow.
To use a procedure chart, begin by reading the Screen Says column, as
shown in the illustration on the next page.
Then read the Comments column. It may tell you what happened, advise
you about the functions you have performed, and tell you what will happen
next.
Then go to step 1 and read the text in the You Type column. It shows you
what text to type or what keys to press. Keys are enclosed like this:
( EXECUTE ). Here's an example of the way text and keys appear in the You
Type column and a guide to using them.

You Type column

What you do

writing ( EXECUTE)

Type the word "writing" and then press the
Execute key.

(3)Gill

Press the Tab key three times.

( SHIFT)
(4)

rn

While holding down the Shift
key, press the [II key four times.

After you finish typing, always read across to the Screen Says column
where you can check the results of your actions. For example, you may see
a screen message such as "Delete what?" or the results of your editing
changes. If nothing important has changed on the screen, this column may be
blank. The cursor position is shown with aD. Continue by reading the
Comments column, if it has a comment, and then going on to the next step.
The procedure charts build on one another, so be sure to follow them
exactly. In the beginning, you may not understand the use of every key, but
press the keys and type in what text is shown, including any spaces, in the
order in which they're listed. Never use lowercase letter I for the number one.
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START HERE
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

t------.t

1-0----...-<6)

El

COMMAND

SPACE BAR

Move the cursor
up 3 words.

choice

Which command?

choiceLJ

~----t~

The required space
is at the end of
the line and the
cursor is on the
space at the end
of the line.

Follow this path when you use a procedure chart.
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Selecting Your Application for Training

When you turn on your Fortune 32:16 to begin training, you should already
have installed the word processing application and training disk on your
system. After you log in, the screen will say FORTUNE SYSTEMS GLOBAL
MENU. When you want to start training, you should access the word processing application through training, T3, on the global menu, and not through
the application itself. Using this approach, you'll see the word processing
main menu and will have access to the training documents.
Using the procedure below, you can begin your word processing training.
You'll learn more about the keys in Chapter 3, but for now locate and use the
ones shown below.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU

1 T3

(

2
3

4

T3 Operator
Training
RETURN

)

2

OPERATOR TRAINING
2 Word Processing

( RETURN )

Going to the word
processing application through
operator training
gives you access
to the training
documents.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

LEAVING WORD PROCESSING
When you're finished with your training session or need to go to another application, you need to know how to leave word processing.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

[]

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
1

( CANCEL )

OPERATOR TRAINING

2

( CANCEL )

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU

Return to the
global menu or to
other applications
you're learning.

I'. ,. . . . ".. I
1

111* •• ' •• C•• fllI'

I

"*ltI,1I1I

Follow these paths to get to and from word processing for training.
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Using Word Processing

Now that you know how to access the word processing application and
training documents, you're ready to begin using them. But first take a detailed
look at the Fortune 32:16 keyboard and learn how to solve problems and get
help as you're training.

1-12 Introducing Fortune: Word
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The Keyboard

The keyboard of your Fortune 32:16 looks similar to a typewriter. However,
you can do many more things with it because it has special keys to use with
word processing. The following illustration shows the Fortune 32:16 keyboard with the word processing template in place below the keys labeled F1
through F16.

Pause a few minutes and study the keyboard carefully. As you go through
the descriptions below, locate the keys on your keyboard. Don't worry about
remembering what these keys do. As you go through the training, you'll learn
to use them one at a time. The descriptions start with the keys on the left side
of the keyboard and, for the most part, go clockwise around the central
keyboard, whose keys follow a placement similar to the keys on a typewriter.
In addition to the keys that you would expect to find on any
typewriter, the three additional keys on the left side of the
keyboard provide additional characters. When you press
one of the keys, one of the characters appears on the screen.
As with typewriter keys that have two characters, the Shift
key controls whether the top or bottom is displayed. If your
printer has a printwheel with those characters, it can print
them.

B
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Located at the top left corner of the keyboard, the Help key
gives you more information about an editing function or
menu selection you specify.

Using Word Processing 1-13

The following keys are marked FI through FI6 on the top. Their actual
marking, and the functions they represent are shown in the chart below.
Number

Function

Use

[]

INDENT

Left-justifies and aligns a line or block of text
with a tab stop.

G

PAGE

Adds an optional or required page break to
define text length and to set the cursor mode to
page.

G

CENTER

Centers text between left and right margin.

e]

DEC TAB

Aligns numbers on decimal points according to
a tab stop set in the format line. There's another
Dec Tab key on the numeric keypad.

GJ

FORMAT

Moves the cursor to the format line to make
changes or create alternate format lines.

GJ
8
G

MERGE

Used to separate text for an alternating heading
or footing.

NOTE

Adds bookmarks or notes to a document.

STOP

Used with the print queue to stop printing a
document.

G
G
G

SEARCH

Locates text in a document.

REPLACE

Removes and replaces text with other text.

COpy

Duplicates text in the same document or from
one document to another.
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Use

Number

Function

G

MOVE

B

COMMAND When used with another key, initiates functions such as bookmarks, horizontal scroll, hyphenation, required space, restoring a page,
searching backward, and vertical scroll. It is
also used to perform shortcuts between menus.

G

.....

Moves text to a different location within a document or in another document.

Used with the Shift key to print characters below (subscript) or above (superscript) other text
on the same line

G

MODE

When used with another key, adds emphasis to
text in the form of boldface, underline, double
underline or overstrike, and starts and ends a
glossary entry.

G

GO TO
PAGE

Moves the cursor to a particular page in a
document.

The other keys that follow have markings on the top that indicate their
word processing function.
Says no to any function or message. You can
ignore the characters "DEL" below "CANCEL."
Duplicates a calculator keypad, and makes it
more convenient to type numbers. The Dec
Tab and Return keys are here also.
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m

~
~

The Prev Scrn key moves the cursor back 21 lines to the previous screen.

[ SCRN
NEXT)

The Next Scrn key moves the cursor forward 21 lines to the
next screen.

[INSERT]

Allows text to be added.

Removes text.

Says yes to a function, feature, or message you're using.

The four keys with directional arrows control
the movement of the cursor up, down, left and
right.

Moves the cursor backward one space at a time.

~
~

Used with the glossary function for recalling text. You can
ignore the characters "LF" above "GL" because they don't apply to word processing.
Moves the cursor down one line and over to the
left margin. It is also used with the paragraph
cursor mode.
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The central portion of the keyboard contains keys that follow the general
placement of keys on a typewriter keyboard.

SHIFT

Permits the use of capital letters and other symbols when used
with the typewriter keys, and can activate a change in cursor
mode.

This key has no use in word processing.

(

TAB

Moves the cursor to a predetermined tab stop for a tab or
indent, and can mark a tab stop in the format line.

This key has no use in word processing.
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Problem Solving and Getting Help

While using word processing the first few times, you're bound to make a
mistake or two. Don't worry. If the screen doesn't do what you thought you
instructed it to do, you might be able to solve the problem yourself. First,
repeat the step-by-step instructions given in the procedure charts. If this
doesn't work, check the message areas in the upper right hand corner and
bottom of the screen. You may see a highlighted message telling you what to
do. You may want to check the Reference Guide and its list of error messages
for information on how to correct your errors.

WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS
If you decide to stop a function you asked for or if you don't want to save

changes you just made, press the Cancel key. For example, suppose you
begin to delete some lines and then realize you are deleting the wrong text.
Pressing the Cancel key stops the delete function.
In the following pages, you'll be using procedure charts with many different types of instructions. If you find you are getting lost, you can use the
Cancel key to end the function.

GETTING HELP

What do you do if you're using a menu and don't know how to proceed, or
if you press a function key and then forget how to use it? Press the Help key.
The Help key can rescue you quickly and save you time thumbing through the
reference guide. It's your on-screen operator's guide.
Whenever you are creating or revising text on the editing screen or using
any menu, you can press the Help key. You'll see a list of functions and keys.
Move the cursor to the item for which you need help and press the Help key
again. You'll see some instructions displayed on the screen to refresh your
memory. For example, if you're deleting text and press the Help key, move
the cursor to Delete on the list and press the Help key again. The screen will
display a description of the delete function that tells you what it does, how
to use it and how to abandon what you started.
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Or, if you're using a menu and don't know what to do, press the Help key.
You'll see a list of menu items. Move the cursor to choose the item you need
help with, and press the Help key again. You'll see a description either of how
the function works, or of what information you need to enter.
Using the procedure chart below, see how the Help key works. You may
not understand the text you see, but you'll get an idea of how the Help key
works.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

I

Comments

I

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I

(

1

You can move
through the help
list by using the
down cursor key.

IT]

Current library

Press the Help key
again to see an
explanation.

( HELP )

Current library

Now return to the
help list.

Welcome to Word
Processing Help

Now return to the
main menu.

(14)

2

3

)

Welcome to Word
Processing Help

HELP

4

(

CANCEL

)

S

(

CANCEL

)

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Ii]
1

Screens Move You Around

Screens allow you to move from one word processing activity to another and
keep giving you choices for what you can do next until you reach the screen
where you want to work. Your display shows you three general types of
screens. Starting with the global menu screen, the illustration on the next
page shows you the routes for moving from one screen to another. For now,
you'll learn about menu and editing screens in detail.

• A menu screen provides access to various functions in word processing. Menu screens give you a list of choices, like a menu in a
restaurant. You begin with a global menu, then go to the word
processing main menu, and from there to other menus or to other
screens.
• The summary screen maintains up-to-date facts about the editing and
printing of each document.
• The editing screen is where you create and edit your document.
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Main Menu
Other screens accessed from
the main menu:
Print Document
FORTUNE VOIO

'or tun. B,_t ••• Word Proc ••• !n,

Printer Control
Edl tOld

Docu •• nt

Create New Docum.nt

p'lnt;~o'u
... nt~_~_p'd~3;~~:!" Cont,ol
Index

Filing

Advanced rune t Ion.
Glo.sary Functlon. _ _ _ _ _ _ _"""
Supervisory Functlon. _ _ _ _ _ _-..

Filing
Advanced
Functions
Glossary
Functions
Supervisory
Functions

Document
Summary

Editing Screen

You move through word processing with a variety of screens.
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The Main Menu Screen

You just saw the main menu screen for word processing on your display
when you chose operator training, T3, from the global menu. It contains a list
of activities from which you can choose to perform word processing functions. You choose different activities at different times depending on whether
you want to edit text in documents, revise that information, print it, file it or
perform some maintenance activities.
The illustration below briefly identifies each activity. The codes to the right
of the edit, create, print, and printer control activities are shortcuts you type
in with the Command key to quickly move to those word processing activities. We'll explain them later after you've had more experience.

FORTUNE:WORD
Fortan. 8,.to •• Word Proe ••• lng
Please select

next

actIvIty
EdIt Old Document
Create New Document
PrInt Document
PrInter Control
Index
F I lIng
Advanced FunctIons
Clossary FunctIons
SupervIsory FunctIons

Creation

lIbrary

15

Mon Apr

4,

1983

at

0824

edd
crd
prd
prc

luI traInIng

The main menu screen is the beginning point for all word processing functions.
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Using The Marker

III

Notice on the main menu screen that the line for "Edit Old Document" has a
bright rectangle around it. This is called a marker. The letters inside it are
displayed dark on a light background instead of light on a dark background
like the other characters on the screen. This is called reverse video. The activity
marked by the marker is the one currently selected. There are five basic ways
you can move the marker on the menu. Try moving it from activity to activity
with each one of the keys listed below to find which is most comfortable for
you to use.

Key you press

What it does

( SPACE BAR)

Moves the marker down the list from top to
bottom, item by item, then jumps back to the
top of the list.

( RETURN )

Does the same thing as the spacebar.

E
C
P
P
I
F
A
G
S

rn

Moves the marker up one choice at a time.
When it reaches the top of the list, it jumps back
to the bottom.

rn

Moves the marker down one choice at a time.
When it reaches the bottom of the list, the
marker jumps back to the top.

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

Edit
Create
Print
Printer Control
Index
Filing
Advanced Functions
Glossary Functions
Supervisory
Functions

Moves the marker to the activity that
starts with same letter. You can type
the letters in either capitals or lower
case. When you type a p, the marker
moves first to print, and if you
type it again, the marker moves down to
printer control.

Once you have the marker positioned over the activity you want to use
next, press the Execute key. This displays the appropriate screen. These same
principles of moving the marker apply to all the other menu screens.
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Starting with the Editing Screen

Most of the time when you're doing word processing you'll be working your
way to and from an editing screen. To get to the editing screen, you move
from the main menu through the summary screen, as in the illustration on the
next page.
Using the procedure chart below, go to the editing screen and look at some
text from one of the training documents. If you type in the wrong document
name, press the Cancel key, and try again with step 1.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

1

(

EXECUTE )

2 wpdev

(

EXECUTE

3

(

EXECUTE

Comments
This is the main
menu for word
processing. Notice
that the marker
always starts on
the Edit Old
Document activity.

Please enter
document nameD

Type in the name
of a document
called "wpdev."

)

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

Here's the
summary screen
of the document
named "wpdev./1
Move past this
screen by pressing
the Execute key.

)

IIIROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

The text of the
document "wpdev/l
is on the editing
screen.
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¥ocument nome
E

X

E

C
U
T

E

E
X
E
C
U
T

E

When you use word processing to edit a document, you work from menu screens
through a summary screen to the editing screen.

PARTS OF THE EDITING SCREEN

You create and revise a document on the editing screen, so most of your work
will be done here. Four areas on your editing screen will guide you in creating
a document.
• Two status lines are located at the very top of the screen. The first one
tells you the document name and the current cursor location. The
second one tells you the cursor mode, format line number, line spacing, and text length.
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• The format line, located under the status lines, indicates the line spacing, format line number, tab settings, and right margin.
• The text area, in the center of the screen, is where the text of a
document is created and edited.
• The message areas in the upper right, bottom left, bottom center and
bottom right of the screen, are where messages to you are displayed.
Format line

Text area

Status lines

Page 1
LIne 1
Pos
SpacIng 1 Length 54
~

~2

~

~3

~

1
~4

~

~5

~

+FROM CAVE PAINTINGS TO KEYBOARDS~

~People have always found ways to communIcate WIth each other
-- pIlIng up stones, paIntIng on cave walls, or by sendIng smoke
sIgnals
Early man had no formal language as we k ow It today and
people talked wIth each other by USIng sounds and
estures
Cave
paIntIngs were the fIrst wrItten records people made of theIr
lIves and adventures ~
~As more complex sounds developed, sIgns were created to
descrIbe thIngs In phrase form
To say fIve sheep, for Instance,
requIred a number f,ve SIgn and a sheep sIgn
But sIgns, too,
became Indadequate and syllables were developed that could be put
together to form more complex words
The ChInese a d Japanese
languages stIll use syllable symbols to form words
~The fInal development In language broke down syllables Into
,ndIv,dual characters and the alphabet was born
I dlvldual
characters could be put together In endless combInatIons of words
People carved theIr words In wax, wood, or stone ta lets and later
paInted them on parchment, a specially treated anI
I skIn ~
~~hen Charlamagne conquered Europe In the 8th ce tury, he

Message areas

These are the four areas of the editing screen.

THE STATUS LINES

The two status lines illustrated on the next page are followed by an explanation of their parts. The information the status lines contain changes as you
change documents and the cursor location within a document.
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Cursor position

Doc

/+~

alpha

Page

t

1

Line

1

Pos

1

Document name

• Doc followed by characters or words identifies the document name
you are working on.
• Page followed by a number indicates on which page of the document
the cursor is located.
• Line followed by a number indicates the line on the page where the
cursor is located.
• Pas followed by a number indicates the number of character positions
from the left margin to where the cursor is located.

The page number increases as you progress through the document. Line
numbers increase as you move down a page. Position numbers increase as
you go across a line.
Format line number

word

t

~

Format

Cursor mode

1

Line spacing

~

SpaCIng

1Ltg

th

"

Text length

The first word or abbreviation indicates one of four cursor modes: word,
and
sentence, paragraph or page. The cursor mode controls the way the
cursor keys move the cursor through the document.

rn

rn

• Format followed by a number is the number that identifies which
format line settings you are currently using.
• Spacing followed by a number determines the amount of space between lines of text.
• Length followed by a number is the number of text lines you want on
a document page.
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Use the following procedures to see how the status lines change.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

[IJROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS~

Comments

The cursor is on
page 1, line 1,
and position 1 as
shown by the status
line. Move the
cursor down 4 lines.

1

(4)[]]

0ignals. Early

You/ve moved the
cursor to line 5,
position 1. Move
the cursor 10
positions to the
right.

2

(10)8

marly man was

The cursor is on
line 5, position
11. Move backward
3 positions.

3

(3)8

signalsD Early

Now press the
Next Scrn key
twice to see where
you end up.

4

(2)( NEXT SCRN )

QJhey had

You've moved the
cursor to page 1,
line 37,
position 1.

THE FORMAT LINE

The format line, located below the second status line, has information about
the format of your document. In addition to the information on the status line,
you'll always know where the cursor is by looking at the position marker on
the format line, which is shown as a +.
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A format line, with its parts, is illustrated below.
Position indicator

Line spacing

+

1 ( 1~

~1

.~

~

i

+

+ ~3

~

~4

~6

.....

i

Tab or indent

Line end

• Line spacing shows the same setting as line spacing on the second
status line.
• Tab or indent positions mark the points where you can tab or indent
text. You'll learn more about these in Part 3. The position marker
visually mirrors the cursor position across the page.
• Position indicators mark off the format lines into positions by lOs, for
example 10, 20, 3D, and so forth.
• Line end identifies how long the lines can be and therefore where the
right margin begins.
Later you'll learn how to make changes to the format line that change the
appearance of your printed document. Follow the procedures below to watch
the position marker change its location on the format line.
Step

1

2
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You Type

Screen Says

(10)8

Comments

[!]hey had

Move the cursor
10 characters to
the right.

they had b0 come

Notice where the
position marker is
located on the
format line. Move
the cursor down
2 lines.

(2)[]] the Mid[illie Ages

The position marker
doesn't move since
the cursor is in the
same position but on
a different line.
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THE TEXT AREA

You can display up to 21 lines of text on the editing screen at one time. This
is equivalent to one-third of a standard 8-112" x 11" typed page. The screen
displays what you type as soon as you press a key. You'll learn to use some
special cursor keys on the keyboard to move through your document quickly
and easily so you can see everything you typed.
The editing screen has a standard format indicated by a format line number
"1." For example, the standard line of text is 65 characters long, with tabs at
every 4 spaces. This leaves you free to type your document without thinking
about formatting. After printing, your document will look just the way it
appeared on the screen. Later, you'll learn about changing this standard
format.
The illustration below shows you how the text displayed on the screen
relates to printed copy.

... ~.

..

::;~.~:~~, ,~.::::.: ~ ~:::~~ ,~

..,

..

-~'''''''r,,,,,,,,.''''r-:O;-,,,~.~.,.,..,r-!c.''''''

- '-0 ""Oc, '!""_'"
,.

',w
•• p,or.'

o~"

"'",00

r,. ".,,, "or-, ..
,,<

,

0".
<,

e ••

'"«'

rev • • ro

,.,

,

,

0•••

% of a page

::::::'~:::::;:.:~;.
:::::~::.:~:
p:::,:e:.
,::_
:' -~.::~'.'
_~;r~~~:~::
__
__
_
_ r

~ .~"V-

What you see on the editing screen is equivalent to one-third of a page.
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THE SCREEN MESSAGE AREAS

The screens sometimes ask for information or tell you what functions are
being performed. Question messages such as "Insert what?" require you to
give precise directions. Other messages, like "(Searching)," give you information and need no response from you. Error messages alert you to possible
problems by explaining these problems to you when they occur. You'll encounter many of these messages throughout your training.
Messages appear on the screen in one of four places: the upper right,
bottom left, bottom center, and bottom right of the screen. Follow the procedure below to see how information messages work. You'll be using the Go
To Page key.

Step

You Type

GO TO PAGE

2 b

4/83

3

DELETE

4

CANCEL

S

GO TO PAGE

Screen Says

Comments

the Mid[I]le Ages

The cursor is
located here.

Which page?

The message in the
upper right corner
asks you for more
information.
Respond by typing
a b, meaning
to go to the
beginning of the
document.

[£JROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

Press the Delete
key to see another
message.

Delete what?

Press the Cancel
key to stop the
deletion.

[£JROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

Use the Go To Page
key for another
type of message.

Which page?

Type e, meaning
the end
of the document.
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Step

You Type

6 e

7

Screen Says

enjoy using it.

~:u~e~t :nd)

( GO TO PAGE )

8 b
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Which page?

=

Comments

The row of equals
signs and the
message "(Document
end)" mean the
same thing. Go
back to the
beginning.
Go back to the
beginning of the
document.

IIIROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....
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4

Cursor Modes

You've already moved the cursor around in the document using the cursor
keys, but you don't know that the cursor has different modes of operationthat is, different ways it can move across the screen or through the pages of
a document. The Mode key, in the top row of the keyboard above the Execute
key, is used in conjunction with other keys to change the way the up and
down cursor keys operate when they are used with the Shift key. If you want
to, you can skip these pages and go on to Part 2 and come back to this later.

MODE AND THE CURSOR KEYS

EI

The Band
cursor keys always move the cursor to the left or right one
and
character at a time, regardless of the current cursor mode. The
cursor keys move the cursor up or down one line at a time. However, when
you hold down the Shift key and press the
or
cursor keys, the cursor
will move backward or forward according to the current cursor mode, which
can be word, sentence, paragraph or page.

rn

rn

rn rn

CHANGING CURSOR MODES
When you begin creating a document, you'll be in the word mode, as shown
on the first status line, unless you change the mode. This means that when
you hold down the Shift key and press the
cursor key, the cursor will move
backward a word at a time instead of a line at a time. Holding down the Shift
cursor key, you move the cursor forward a word at
key and pressing the
a time. You can change this mode by pressing the Mode key and then one
other key. The chart below shows you the other keys you can use.

rn

rn

Cursor mode
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Key to use

Word

( SPACE BAR)

Sentence

. (period)

Paragraph

( RETURN )

Page

(PAGE)

Cursor Modes 1-33

After you press the Mode key, you'll see the message 'What mode?" Press
the other key of your choice and watch the mode change on the status line.
The cursor will remain in that mode until you change it or go back to the main
menu.

MOVING BY THE SENTENCE MODE
The sentence mode moves the cursor quickly, sentence by sentence, to the
exact one you want to change. When you use the sentence mode, the cursor
moves to a position directly after the punctuation at the end of a sentence. Use
the following procedure chart to change to the sentence mode and move the
cursor a sentence at a time.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

KEYBOARDS~

The cursor mode is
"word." Change
the mode.

What mode?

Type a period.

sent

The mode in the
second status line
has changed. Move
the cursor forward
4 sentences.
Move the cursor
forward one more
sentence.

IIlROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO

1

( MODE )

2

Comments

3

( SHIFT)
(4)[1]

phrase form.D To

4

( SHIFT )

sheep sign.D But

[1]

MOVING BY THE PARAGRAPH MODE
During editing you may want to skim through your document faster than a
word or sentence at a time. The paragraph mode is handy for this. As you
move the cursor by the paragraph mode, notice that it stops on the return
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symbol at the end of a paragraph. As it moves, the cursor counts any return
symbol as if it is the end of a paragraph. Use the procedure chart on the next
page to change to the paragraph mode and move the cursor a paragraph at
a time.

Step

You Type

Screen Says
sheep sign.D But

(

1

)

What mode?

)

para

The mode in the
second status line
changed. Move
forward 2 paragraphs.

languages still

Notice that the
cursor also moves
to a return symbol that's not at
the end of a paragraph. Move forward 3 more paragraphs.

(

RETURN

3

(

SHIFT)

(

You are here in
the document.
Change to the
paragraph mode.

MODE

2

4

Comments

(2) [I]

T~ final

SHIFT)

capital letters. ~

(3) [I]

The cursor is on
page 1, line 30,
position 37 as
shown in the first
status line.

MOVING BY THE PAGE MODE
If you want to quickly flip through the pages of a long document, use the page
mode. To change to the page mode, press the Mode key and then the Page
key. You'll always see the beginning of each page at the top of your editing
screen.
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~

1.:.1

Use this procedure chart to change to the page mode and move the cursor a
page at a time.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

capital letters .....

Change to the
page mode.

( MODE ) What mode?

1

(

2

3

Comments

(

PAGE

SHIFT

rn

)

)

page

The mode in the
second status line
has changed. Move
forward 1 page.

[JJnvention was

The cursor has
moved to the top
of the next page
and is now on page
2, line 1, position 1.

MOVING BY WORD MODE

As you create or revise documents, you'll probably use word mode more than
any other cursor mode. Each time you begin editing, the cursor mode is
already set in the word mode. Moving the cursor in this mode places it in
between words when moving forward, or on the first letter of each word
when moving backward.
Changing the cursor mode back to the word mode is easy to do. Move
through the practice document and see how it works.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
[JJnvention was

MODE

Comments
This is the
current cursor
location. Change
to the word mode.

What mode?
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Step

2

You Type

Screen Says

( SPACE BAR ) word

( SHIFT )

3

The mode in the
second status line
has changed again.
Move the cursor
forward two words.

was Dspecial

Move the cursor
five words back.

§Jetal type

The cursor just
backed up five
words, which put
it on page 1
again. The
dashed line shows
where page 1 ends
and page 2 begins.
End the edit.

(2)rn
( SHIFT)

4

(S)/IJ

S

(

CANCEL

) END OF EDIT
options

6

( DELETE )

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

7

( CANCEL ) OPERATOR TRAINING

8

( CANCEL ) FO RTU N E SYSTEMS

Press the Delete
key to erase the
changes.
You can skip the
next two steps if
you intend to
continue on to
Part 2.

GLOBAL MENU
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In the Middle Ages, each copy of each
book had to be written letter by
letter by scribes.
Courtesy of the New York Library.

Creating and Revising a Document

Producing a printed document with word processing involves three steps:
creation, editing, and printing. You'll perform these steps with almost every
document you work with. Up to now you've been working only with documents from the training disk. In this part, you'll be introduced to the basic
procedures you need to know to move through this document cycle.
In the following four chapters, you'll learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•
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Create a document
Choose a document name
Edit text and use the Insert and Delete keys
Preserve editing changes you've made
Print your work in a standard format

2-1

5

Creating a New Document

When you create a new document, the editing screen is empty except for the
status and format lines. It's like having a clean piece of paper to work on.
When you're finished creating and editing your work, you'll have to make
some choices about what to do with it. Your choices will be:
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To

save your work
do more editing
save a copy of an old document as well as your revised copy
abandon your work

In the next few pages you'll also get some more information about creating
and using document names. For now, take a look below to locate "Create New
Document" on the main menu.

FORTUNE-WORD
Fortune Sy.te •• Word Proce •• ine
Please

select

next

Mon Apr

actIvIty
Ed,t Old Document
Create New Document
PrInt Document

edd
crd
prd

PrInter
Index

prc

Control

4,

1983

at

08

24

FIlIng
Advanced FunctIons
Glossary FunctIons
SuperVIsory FunctIons

CreatIon lIbrary

15

lu/traIning

Select "Create New Document" to begin a new document.
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Starting a New Document

Before you reach the editing screen to start a new document, you'll name your
document, encounter a prototype function (which you'll ignore for now), and
move to the document summary screen. Because you're starting a new document, the summary screen is blank except for the document name. While it's
not a requirement that you fill in anything on this screen before you go on,
giving the requested information will help you identify the document in the
future. In Part 5 we'll explain the purpose of filling in the document summary
screen as well as its uses.
Use the following procedure to start a new document.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

rn
2

3

4

fortune

ICreate New Document I

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name

EXECUTE

Prototype [2]000

Ignore this information for now and
go on. We will
cover it in
Part 4.

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY
Document title

Fill in this
information now.

5 wp document
{ RETURN
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Use the down
cursor key to move
the marker down to
"Create New
Document."

D

D

Operator

D

Name your first
document
"fortune."

Type your name
for operator.

Creating a New Document 2-3

Step

You Type

Screen Says

6 (your name)

Author

(

RETURN

)

(

RETURN

)

7 (your name)

D

Comments

Type your name
again for author.

D

8 To learn word
processing

(

EXECUTE

) B=======

9

Describe the
document here.
You should see the
editing screen
with only the
status and format
lines and the
row of equals
signs that indicate the end of
the document.
Type in some text
without pressing
the Return key at
the end of each
line. When you
a re ready, press
the Cancel key to
end the document.

(

10

11

Comments

(

CANCEL

EXECUTE

)

)

END OF EDIT
options

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

2-4 Creating and Revising a Document

This screen shows
you what keys you
can use to end the
editing. For now,
press the Execute
key to save your
document.
You have saved
your document and
can go on to
another activity.
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Document Names

The documents on your training disk already have document names. Whenever you create a document, however, you must first name it by typing what
you want to call it when you see the message "Please enter document name."
Each time you edit an old document, you must ask for it by typing in the
name you originally gave it. Choose a name that's a clue to identifying your
document. This serves as a reminder. LTR-JONES, for example, might identify a letter to a person named Jones. It can save you time if you don't have
to look through a whole list of names. Once you assign a name to a document
you must always type in exactly the same name, character for character, each
time you edit it. For example, if you choose the name LetteR, you must type
in LetteR and not letter.
Here are some points you should know about document names, and some
examples of acceptable and unacceptable names.
• A name can be up to 11 characters long.
Example: engine. spec
Not: engineering specification
• You can make a name begin with either letters or numbers or both.
Example: jones3 and 3jon.ltr
• Document names can be typed in either upper- or lowercase or a
combination of both
Example: Rpt.9-16, SPECeng
• Names cannot have?, !, @, &, *, ", " ;, \, I, or spaces in them. If you
try to use one of these characters you'll see an error message, "Illegal
document name."
Example: ltr-1.23
Not: ltr/wils, or spec*drf
• Document names cannot have a .dc, .fr, or .gl as part of the name.
So that you don't have to type it twice, the document name from the main
menu screen is moved to the document name line on the document summary
screen.

4183
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Document Titles

A document title is a description of your document in several words. It can
be as long as 25 characters and doesn't have to be the same as the actual title
of the text. You can use uppercase or lowercase letters, special characters, and
spaces for a document title. You typed a title on the document summary
screen, right after the document name. Look below at some document names
with their titles to see how they relate.
Document name
Wallspec
Cont.Byd
Man-type

Document title
Specifications for wall
Boyd retirement contract
Type manual for newsletter

Any time you go back to the document summary screen, you can easily
change the title but not the name. Later on, you'll learn about renaming
documents.
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6

Changing Text

Now that you know how to create a new document, you need to know how
to make corrections. It's easy to correct errors or change text by using some
new key combinations. You can add text with the Insert key, type over text
you want to change, or remove it altogether with the Delete key.
As a review, locate the Insert and Delete keys on your keyboard using the
illustration below.

[INSERT]

DELETE

B G0GG GGJGG SBBB BBElB I "~fH I
I'", "' I I""'" I ::~ I I","" I I "'" I "" II
".eo<

"0<

".eo-

I""'" I ,~, I ",,, I I,~""",I

;

I "'~ I ~i~ I

O@) [J

GJ CJCD(!)mOJUJ(1JOJGJrnrnLlm~ m,., " E§) 000
CD c:::J@0000GJ0GJ@0CDg] WB§J 000
CD BEJ00000000[QOO

RETURN

~00000GBCDCDOJc:::J G

I

I

CD

0

0008
G G=:JOW

You'll use the Insert and Delete keys to change text.
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The Insert Key

You can use the Insert key for all text insertions -- a character, a word, or a
page. The Insert key opens up a space on the editing screen for adding text.
When you've finished your changes and press the Execute key, all the text
following the revisions moves back into its proper place. That way, you don't
have to readjust lines.
If you decide you don't want to insert the text you typed, press the Cancel
key. You'll see the message "Are you sure?" Press the Execute key to remove
the inserted text, or press Cancel to retain the text.
Go to a practice document and try making an insertion in the text.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
( EXECUTE )

1

Please enter
document name
ITJortune

2 writing

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

( EXECUTE ) ~THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

4

(8)QJ

person @Jr

To use a document
called "writing,"
type over the name
"fortune."

Move the cursor
eight lines down.
Move the cursor
forward a word at
a time for 5 words.

( SHIFT)

5

(5)QJ

6

( INSERT)

thoseDto do
Insert what?

Insert "skills"
after "those."

( SPACE BAR )

7
skills

those skillsDto do

( EXECUTE )
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Word Wrap
An important feature of typing text is word wrap, which happens automatically when you type new text. Word wrap allows you to keep typing,
inserting, or deleting without worrying about how many words will fit on
each line.
Word wrap improves your typing speed because you don't have to press
the Return key at the end of each line as you must do with a typewriter.
You can continue typing without looking at the screen until you reach the end
of a paragraph. Then press the Return key. A return shows on the screen
as a .....
Practice typing to see how word wrap works.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

those skills

1

IT]

2

( INSERT)

3

(2) ( SPACE BAR
But each skill
involves a choice
of form, and each
choice influences
others.
( EXECUTE

to do

Start where you
left off and move
down one line.

iob.~
Insert what?

)

)

D

Comments

Insert this text.
Word wrap moves
the text after
your insert to
the next line.

others.

8]

IF YOU DON'T WANT WORD WRAP

Sometimes you may not want words to wrap around to another line. Perhaps
you don't want a person's first name on one line and last name on the line
below. Also, a date might be confusing if it's split onto two lines. To prevent
this, use the Command key and the Space Bar to enter a required space
symbol L..-J where you would ordinarily type a regular space. This keeps
together the name, or date, or whatever you want all on one line. To remove
a required space, type over the L..-J with the Space Bar.
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Try adding a required space to your document.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

others.~

(

1

SHIFT)

Move the cursor
up 3 words.

0hoice

Move the cursor
6 spaces to the
right.

choiceD

Now put in the
required space.

(3)1TI
2

3

4

(6)8

(
(

COMMAND

)

Which command?

SPACE BAR

)

choice

DELETE

)

Delete what?

To keep the two
words together
on the same line,
you must remove
the space after
the required
space.

EXECUTE

)

choice

The two words are
now on the same
line.

(

5

6

Comments

(

I.-.J

I.-.J

2-10 Creating and Revising a Document

D

OJnfluences

The required space
is at the end of
both the word and
line and the
cursor is on the
next space at the
end of that line.
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Typing Over Text

The easiest way to replace one word with another one of about the same
length is to type new text over the old. To begin with, practice typing over a
character in this procedure.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

choice

1

(5)[]]

L-I

QJnfluences

goo@] teble

Comments
Move the cursor to
the typo, 5 lines
down.
Move the cursor

3 spaces to the
right.

2
3

(3)8 t 0 ble

Here's the mistake
so type over it.

ta~le

a

Now practice typing over a word. Replace the word "others" at the end of the
previous paragraph with the word "design."

Step

Comments

ta~le

Move up to the
line where you
want to type.

1

(5)!]]

infl0ences

Now move over to
the next word.

2

(7)8

@]thers.

The cursor is now
positioned at the
beginning of the
correction.
Replace "others"
with "design".

3 design
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Screen Says

You Type

design D~

Changing Text

2-11

Deleting Text

Sometimes typing over text won't accomplish the corrections you need because the text you want to insert has fewer characters than what you want to
take out. You would then end up with empty spaces. The Delete key is useful
for removing text from a document and closing up the space around it.
In the same document, use the Delete key to delete.

Step

You Type

1

2

Screen Says

(5)QJ

(

SHIFT)

designD ~

Your cursor is
on line 11,
position 25. Begin
moving it to where
you will delete.

conten[!]s

Continue moving
the cursor.

a reportDand

Now the cursor is
in place for the
delete.

Delete what?

The delete starts
here.

whereDyou

Two words are
shown in reverse
video.

(8)QJ

3

(

DELETE

4

(

SHIFT)

)

Comments

(2)QJ

A SHORTCUT

There's a shortcut you can use to show in reverse video the text you want to
delete. Type any character --letter, number, or punctuation mark, or press the
Space Bar -- and the cursor will move forward to the next occurrence of it. For
example, if you type a z, the cursor will move forward to the first z it finds. Or,
if you type a period (.), the cursor will move to the end of the sentence. After
you've used the shortcut to show in reverse video the text you want to delete,
press the Execute key to complete the deletion.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

whereDyou

Comments

Try the shortcut
to the end of the
sentence.

1

find itO

Now go to the "w"
in the word
"written" on the
next line.

2 w

Britten

Move to the end
of this sentence.

3

writtenO

Now complete the
delete.

4
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( EXECUTE ) reportDIt

Changing Text
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Restoring the Page

If you've made editing changes on a page that you don't want, using the
restore page feature removes all the changes you've made on the page. The
pages before and after the one you've restored remain the same.
The procedure below shows you how to restore the page you just changed.
Step

1

You Type

(

COMMAND

Screen Says

)

2 r

reportDIt

The cursor is on
line 16, position
60. Press the
Command key.

Which command?

Activate the
restore feature.

(Reading pages)

The original text
is restored, and
the cursor is at
the top of the
screen on the
title. Press the
Cancel key to
stop editing.

/.!JTHE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

3

4

(

CANCEL

(

DELETE

)

)

Comments

END OF EDIT
options

This shows some
choices you can
make. You'll
learn about them
in detail in the
next few pages.
For now, erase all
the changes by
pressing the
Delete key.

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Ending Editing and Saving Your Work

To use any word processing features besides editing, you must leave the
editing screen and move back to the main menu. But before you do that, you
must decide what to do with the document you're working on. To help you,
the end-of-edit screen gives you four choices: to abandon all your changes, to
save the revised document, to go back to the editing screen, or to save a copy
of your old document as well as the revised document.
The next few pages show how to use the end-of-edit options mentioned
above.

0 . . . 1 ,,.~

..... ' ••••o. "
I , I.

,....

L' ••

I

r •• I

.. ., ••.. ,,•• .'L .......
... ... ... .. . , ..

..~

..

Editing Screen

FORTUNE WORD

END OF EDIT options
EXECUTE
RETURN
COpy
DELETE

saves the chanQes
to edltlnQ screen
old document
er&ses the chanQes

The end of edit screen provides choices.
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Discarding Changes in a Document

When you abandon a document, this means you cancel all the changes you
made during the editing session. Abandoning your revisions in an old document is a good choice when you create or revise a document and then realize
it's not what you want. If you abandon a new document, it will have no text
when you return to edit it. You can use the same document name at some
other time, if you wish, and type in new text. You'll learn later how to remove
the document name completely.
Try creating a new document, abandoning it, and going back to see what
happened.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

Move the marker to
the create activity
using the
Space Bar.

IEdit Old Document I
SPACE BAR

2

EXECUTE

ICreate New Document I
Please enter
document name

D

Name this new
document "hello."

3 hello

EXECUTE

Prototype[QJ0OO

Move on to the
document summary.

4

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

Skip the document
title and
operator.

S

RETURN

OperatorD

6

RETURN

AuthorD

You're the author.

G=======

You should now
have a blank
screen.

7 (Your Name)
( EXECUTE )

8 (Type in any text.)
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Step

9

You Type

(

CANCEL

(

10

Screen Says

)

DELETE

)

END OF EDIT
options

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

11

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document name
[Bello

12

(

EXECUTE

)

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

13

(

EXECUTE

) G=======

14

(

CANCEL

)

15

(

EXECUTE )

Comments
You are through
editing. Use the
Delete key to
abandon the text
you created.
Return to the
document you just
created.
"Hello" is the
document you just
edited.

The screen is
blank because you
abandoned the
text.

END OF EDIT
options
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

DISCARDING THE CHANGES IN AN OLD DOCUMENT

Abandoning changes in an old document is a radical step. You can compare it
to using the restore feature on each page. Instead, you may want to leave the
document with its unacceptable changes and revise it again.
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Saving Text and Changes

Most of the time you'll want to keep the changes you've made. Then you can
print the document and have the author indicate any further changes. The
Execute key tells Fortune:Word to save the document for later editing or
printing. After saving a new document, it is considered old. The next time you
want to revise it, you must use the Edit Old Document selection.
Try saving a document and returning to edit it.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
~ello

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

G=======

You have the blank
screen again.

END OF EDIT
options

This time, save
the text you
created.

4 (Type in some text.)
5

CANCEL

6

EXECUTE

7

EXECUTE

8

EXECUTE

(main menu)

IEdit Old Documents I

Check to see if
the text was
saved.

Please enter
document name
~ello
DOCUMENT SUMMARY
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

9

(

EXECUTE

)

10

(

CANCEL

)

11

(

EXECUTE

)

Comments
The text you typed
is still there.
Return to the
main menu and
again preserve
your text.

END OF EDIT
options
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

COPYING THE DOCUMENT TO SAVE THE ORIGINAL

Another option on the end-of-edit screen is to press the Copy key to save the
old document. When you choose this, you're saving the document you just
edited with its original name, as well as the old version with a new document
name you specify. If you choose this, be aware that you're really adding
another document to your system disk and that your disk will get full sooner.
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Returning to the Editing Screen

From the end-of-edit screen, you can easily return to your document to make
further changes before going back to the main menu. Press the Return key
while in the end-of-edit screen to move back to the editing screen. You can
resume editing immediately because the cursor returns to the same position
it was in when you left the document.
Try moving to the end-of-edit screen again and returning to edit the document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Documents I
1

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document name
lliJe II 0

2

(

EXECUTE

)

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

(

EXECUTE

)

4

(

CANCEL

)

S

(

RETURN

)

6

(

CANCEL

)

7

(

EXECUTE

)

You should see
your text again.
END OF EDIT
options

Now use the
Return key to go
back to the
editing screen.
The text is on the
editing screen
once more. You
may now make any
changes.

END OF EDIT
options

Save the changes.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Documents I
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7

Printing

Printing a document is the final stage in the word processing document cycle.
You may want a printed document so you can mark further changes, or use
it as the final version. To print your document you'll use the print menu,
illustrated below. After you have printed a document, compare your results
with what you've seen on the editing screen. In Part 3, you'll learn how
printed results can differ from the screen.
The printer you have with your Fortune system probably came with a guide
telling you how to install it, turn it on, load paper, and generally take care of
it. Before you print anything, make sure the printer is on and paper, ribbon,
and printwheel are ready. The information in the following pages covers only
a portion of the selections on the print menu. Some of the others that relate
to document format will be covered in Part 3, and the others in Part 4 on
printing.

PRINT DOCUKENT
Document n~m..
alpha
PrInt from page
Pr tnt through page
Start Ing as page no

p.,per
Le f t
No

FIIs:t headIng pa.ge
First footIng page
FootIng begIns on lIne
Ple.se
PItch
10
12
15

select

one

Format

UnJustIfIed
JustIfIed
VI, th no t e5

from each

for

1

66

10

gIn. 1 5

PI Inter number
PrInt wheel no
61
column

Feed

Sty Ie

Summary

Trac tor

na 1
Ora f t

No
Yes

Sheet

length
m&r gIn

0

F

1

One b'n
Two bIns

LPI

Pape r

S td

B,n I
B,n 2

Banner

No
Yes

To

f lIe

No
Yes

Copy
Yes
No

Al t

Use the print menu to print your document.
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Setting the Printer and Print Wheel
Numbers

Since there are different types of printers and print wheels, for printing
functions to work correctly you must tell some facts about your printer. Since
you may use more than one printer with your Fortune system, you assign a
number to each one when you install it to identify the type of printer it is. The
printwheel number identifies the kind of printwheel you're using. Number 1
is the number for standard American printwheels. Other available numbers
are listed in Part 4.
Character printers have printing mechanisms resembling those on a typewriter and produce results that look like typewritten text. Other printers have
a unique kind of printing that produces characters made of small dots. These
are called dot matrix printers.
When you want to print a document, you must enter the number for the
printer you're using on the print menu under printer number. The number
already assigned is "1." You'll change the printer number to fit your printer as
you print each document in this guide for complete instructions on setting up
your printer, check Understand Your Fortune System.
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Printing Your Document

With a few keystrokes, you can see the results of your work on paper. You'll
learn how to change the print menu screen later, but for now, it's already set
up for you.
Before you begin the procedure chart below, make sure that your printer is
turned on and loaded with paper.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
1

2

(2}[]]

I Print Document I

( EXECUTE ) Please enter
document name

~ello

3 fortune

4

(

EXECUTE

)

PRINT DOCUMENT

(9)( RETURN

)

Printer number

D

Printer number

D

S (printer number)

6

(

EXECUTE

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Use the document
you created called
"fortune."
Change the printer
number for your
printer before
you print. Press
the Return key 9
ti mes to move the
cursor to the
printer number.
Type in the number
for your printer.
Now you're ready
to execute the
printing.
Your document
should be printing
on your printer.
The screen
returns to the
main menu.
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Comparing Printed Text to the Screen

Now that you have a paper copy of your document, compare it to the text you
saw on the editing screen. This will help you see the relationship between the
two as well as prepare you for learning about changing page layout. Your
printed document should reflect the same layout as the document you see on
the screen.

Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
1

( EXECUTE ) Please enter
document name
[!]ortune

) DOCUMENT SUMMARY

2

(

3

( EXECUTE )

4

(

EXECUTE

CANCEL

Take a look at
the document you
just printed.

Put your printed
copy up next to
the screen and
compare the two.
Review the whole
document.

) END OF EDIT
options

5

( EXECUTE )

6

(

CANCEL

) OPERATOR TRAINING

7

(

CANCEL

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
FO RTU N E SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU
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If you are continuing on to the
next part of this
guide, you don't
need to go to the
global menu.
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Laying out a page format is not as complicated
as the geometric constructions shown on
this page from an early mathematics
book, but it does require planning.
From Epistolarum Mathematicarum
Fasoculus by Johannis Poleri.
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Page and Document Layout

Understanding how to set up documents is an important part of becoming a
successful word processing operator. You'll need to know all the things that
control and change what your document looks like on the editing screen and
how it prints on paper. For instance, if you normally type single-page documents, there are some guidelines for a standard page format for one-inch
margins on all sides of the text. You can speed your work by using the
standard page layout and print perfectly spaced documents every time.
Typing multipage documents, though, sometimes requires some format
changes to account for different kinds of text on each page. For multipage
documents you may change things such as margin settings, line length, and
line spacing. You can make these changes on the editing screen and specify
other important layout details on the print menu.
In the next seven chapters, you'll learn:
•
•
•
•
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To
To
To
To

use the standard page format
make layout and printing changes
make format changes to single and multipage documents
set your own layout standards for documents

3-1

8

Elements of Page Layout

When you're typing a document, it's convenient to know you can create, edit,
and print it with a standard page layout and not bother to change the format.
The format standards may resemble those you've used before on a typewriter.
Later, you'll learn how to change the format to suit the needs of your business. But first, you'll take a look at all the formatting standards in detail and
learn what all the layout terms mean.
Standard spacing for page layout falls into two categories, horizontal,
which is the spacing across the page, and vertical, which is the spacing down
the page.

~~

.........

Horizontal spacing

--...
III"'"

Vertical spacing

~,

Page layout standards for horizontal and vertical spacing are already set for normal
office correspondence on standard sized 8-1/2" x 11 " paper. You'll learn later how to
make adjustments for different sizes of paper, such as legal paper.
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HORIZONTAL SPACING

You usually measure horizontal spacing by the number of characters or spaces
across the page from edge to edge. On an 8-1I2-inch-wide paper printed in 10
pitch (10 characters to an inch), there are (8.5 x 10) 85 total spaces across.
The list below shows the guideline standards for horizontal spacing across
the paper.
Format element

Left margin
Line length
Right margin
Centering
Tab stops for tab and indent
Pitch
Justified/unjustified right margin

Standard

10 spaces
65 spaces
10 spaces
Between right and
left margins
Every fourth space
10 characters per inch
Unjustified

VERTICAL SPACING

Vertical spacing controls printing down the sheet of paper. You measure it by
the number of lines down the page. Regular paper has 66 lines. The list below
shows the guideline standards for vertical spacing.
Format element

Line spacing
Paper length
Top margin
Bottom margin
Length of text on the page

Standard

6 lines per inch
66 lines
6 lines
6 lines
54 lines

An example of standard format is shown in the illustration on the next
page. Remember that horizontal measurements are given in characters or
spaces and vertical measurements in lines.
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Paper width 85 spaces

~I

.....
Top margin 6 lines
~

I-----~

~----------I
I

I
.....
......

Line length 65 spaces .....L....

....J.....
U)

Q)

u

0

0...

U)

U)

0
..-

0
~

c

....

...1 . . . G3 .....
I u
I 2i

...........

U)

c

Q)

~

-=

c

21

E

-.::t
l.{")

E

Q)

....c

L

C5-J
c
J!2

0::::

0

---.J

0

Paper length
66 lines

Q'J

x

~

I
I
I
-----~ ~ - - - - - - - - - _I

.. ~

~,

Bottom margin

6 lines

These are the elements of the standard format.
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Definitions

You'll understand the details of page layout better if you have a firm grasp of
the meaning of the terms used.

HORIZONTAL SPACING

Left margin, line length, and right margin. Left and right margins are the
blank areas on either side of the page of text. Line length is the measure of the
text area between the two side margins. You can type as many characters
across as the line length allows. The margin and line length settings are major
factors in producing attractive documents.
Centering, tabs, and indent. Centering any text, like a heading or title, puts
it in the middle of the line length. A tab is a fixed position on the Hne length
to which your cursor moves when you press the Tab key. An indent aligns text
to a tab stop you've specified to the right of the left margin. As you type, text
continues to wrap around and align with the indent until you press the Return
key.
Pitch. When printed, line length may look different from the screen because
of pitch. Pitch is measured by the number of characters printed in one inch
across the paper. 10 pitch is 10 characters per inch, and 12 pitch is 12 characters per inch. On many printers, 15 pitch is also available.
JustiFied and unjustiFied margin. When text is justified it lines up evenly
along the right and left margins. When text is unjustified, the left margin is
even, while the right margin is uneven and follows the natural breaks in
words and sentences.
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1144111---------Centering -------~~aI

.S

0>
~

oE

Tab
Word processing also saves you time in printing. Since you
can print exactly the number of copies you need, each person can
get an origInal and you wonlt have to make copies
When you
need another original, press a few keys and you can print i t
again.
The editing screen saves you typing time by eliminating the
need for you to press the return key at the end of every line
and wait for the print head to move back to the left margin.
Word processlng 8l!.tomatlcally "wraps" words around to the next
line as you type. You press the Return key only when you want
to end a paragraph or otherwise end a hne.

I ndent

.~ Tab Word

e>

o

E

Unlustified text

return, and presslng the Tab key to indent the next and
followlng hnes, press the Indent key once and start
tYPlng. That line and all the followlng lines are
automatlcally lndented to the tab stop you select

processlng also saves you time in pnntlng

Slnce you

~:~ ~~lnO\le::~a\lY a~~e y~~mbWe~n'O[ ~~~~e~oYO~a:eee~~p~:~~ pe~:~; ~~~

need another orlglnal,
agaln

press a few keys and you c..an

prlnt it

~~~d W~~~ }~~ ~~/~e/l~tthh:a~et~:nm~:: ~:Ckth~o e~~e °ie;~e~~r!~~e

:§ ~~~~ ~~o~~~s~~~e aut~~~tlp~~lslsY t~:rateStr~r~orkdeSy ~~~~n~h~~ ~~~ ~:~~
to end a paragraph or otherwise end a hne.

Indent

o
E

~~: ~~~:~t k:~y~n }~:t~:~b~~r~y~~~:' ~n: i~~:~S~;:~s~~g

The edltlng screen saves you tYPlng tlme by elimlnating the

+-

c

.~

.~

e'
0

E

.E
en
i52

Justified text

~~: ~~~:~t k:: y on It::te~~YboOtr~yptl~agtr:nea l~~~~-~arveeSrSl~:
return, and presslng the Tab key to lndent the next and
followlng llnes, press the Indent key once and start
typing.
That hne and all the folloWl ng hne:;! are
automatlcally lndented to the tab stop you select

These are the elements of horizontal spacing.

VERTICAL SPACING

Line Spacing. Line spacing determines the amount of space between lines of
text. You probably type most of your correspondence with single line spacing,
and use double line spacing only for drafts of long reports. You can choose
a line spacing of zero, quarter, half, single, space and a half, double, or triple.
No matter what line spacing you choose, your screen displays single spacing.
Changing the line spacing only affects the appearance of your printed document. However, the status line will show the correct line number based on the
line spacing you've set.
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Lines per inch. Lines per inch controls the number of lines that print in one
inch down the page. The standard is six lines per inch, but you can change
it to eight lines and print more copy on a page.
Paper length. All of the vertical settings are based on the paper length, which
you calculate by multiplying the lines per inch by the length of the page in
inches. If you use ll-inch-Iong paper with six lines per inch, the paper length
is 66 lines. On the same size page, a line spacing of eight would result in a
paper length of 88 lines.
Top and bottom margins. The blank spaces at the top and bottom of the
page are the top and bottom margins. These margins are measured in terms of
number of lines per inch. A margin of six lines with six lines per inch would
result in a one-inch margin. Therefore, a one-inch margin with eight-line
spacing would result in a margin of eight lines.
Length. The vertical space that remains after you determine the top and
bottom margins is the length of the text.

-Top margin

I~ - ~ 1

1'"

-

(lIlt

",,,tl

f'1

tn

0

0:~:~?L.q~:~o;~r:{~~~~~~3;::8}
ht' Fortunt·
nrt l('lr1l1t('

... oftwllre progrAm ... thAt pnable yourIn e ... tilhll ... ht·r! .:Inri n('w\v
f0rf'llnrtl

lines
per
Inch

I
I
I
I
Paper
length

-

Text length

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
___________ 1

- - Bottom margi n

These elements compose vertical spacing.
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Setting Standards

There are two places where you can set and change the standards for horizontal and vertical spacing. They are the editing screen and the print menu. The
following list shows which screen you use to change formatting standards.
Editing Screen

Print menu screen

Line spacing
Tabs for tab and indent
Line length
Text length
Right margin
Top margin
Bottom margin
Centering

Paper length
Lines per inch
Pitch
Justified or unjustified margin
Left margin

FORMAT STANDARDS ON THE EDITING SCREEN
You set most format standards on the editing screen because you're likely to
change line spacing, tabs, text length, and other format controls as you type.
The format line, located at the top of the screen under the status line, is where
you set many horizontal and vertical layout standards. You can see these
settings on the format line while you work on a document.
Here's an example of what standards you can set on the format line.

:~e :~::~ng
[
+
word

1( 1 ~

Format

Page

1

~1

Format number

,

SpacIng
~

L'n~e~teri:~'-l-----------""'.

1

~2

1 Length 54
~

~3

~

+

~4

Tabs/Indent/Decimal tab

~

~5

~

~6

.4

Right margir

,

V
Line length

Line spacing. The first character on the format line, as well as information
on the record status line, shows the line spacing setting. The standard is "1"
for single spacing, but you can vary it from zero to three. Zero spacing will
make one line print over another.
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Format number. The number in parentheses (the second half of the parentheses appears if you remove the first tab) indicates the format number you
are currently using. Format number 1 is the standard format. You will learn
more about format numbers in the coming pages.
Tab, indent, and decimal tab. Standard tab stops are set every fourth space
across the format line. You can use these stops for tabbing or indenting. A ~
is the screen symbol for a tab on the format line and in the text. An indent is
shown as ~ . The decimal tab symbol is a L. These latter two symbols do not
appear on the format line, only in the text.
Line length. The standard line length before word wrap moves words to the
next line is 65 spaces.
Centering. Centered text fits halfway between the right and left margin and
within the maximum line length you have chosen. Pressing the Center key
centers a line and is shown by the screen symbol •.
Right margin. The right margin begins at the end of the format line. It is
shown by ~, the screen symbol for a return.

SETTING OTHER STANDARDS ON THE EDITING SCREEN

You can set three other format standards on the editing screen that don't
involve the format line. They are the top and bottom margins and the page
length.

Top margin.

You set the top margin with what is known as a heading.

Text length. You set the standard text length of 54 lines on a page with the
Command and Page keys. When you start typing on line 55, the screen alerts
you to start a new page. You'll learn how to do this later.
Bottom margin. The bottom margin is the remaining unprinted space at the
bottom of the page after the text is printed below the top margin. If the
heading is 6 lines and the page length is 54 lines, that leaves 6 lines for a
bottom margin from a total page length of 66 lines.
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Line
spacing

Doc alpha
word Format
1( 1~
~1

Right
margin

Tab or indent

Page 1
LIne 1
Pos
SpacIng 1 Length S4

1
~

~Z

~

~3

~

1
~4

~

~S

~

~6

<III

Centering and line length

Text
length

Many format standards are set on the editing screen.

STANDARDS ON THE PRINT MENU

You use the print menu to set the format standards that relate directly to the
results you want from your printer. You can change the way your document
prints without returning to the editing screen.
Look at the illustration of the print menu on the next page. The format
standards set here are highlighted so you can locate them easily.

Paper length. The standard paper length is 66 lines. That's calculated by
multiplying the number of lines per inch, which is 6, times the number of
inches in length, which is 11, or 6 x 11.
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Left margin.

The standard left margin is 10 spaces.

Pitch. Pitch is the total characters your printer prints in one inch across the
paper. The standard pitch is 10.
Unjustified and justified. Most letters are printed with an unjustified, or ~3
ragged, right margin. That's also the standard.
~
Lines per inch (LPI). Almost all typewriters type six lines of text per inch
down the page. This standard results in well-formatted, easy-to-read documents.

Document

name

~lpha

fa

Pr tnt from page
PrInt through pag8
Starting as page no
First hea.dlng page
First footing page
Footing begIns on line
Please
Pitch

select

on.

from each

Forma. t

I
IITIZ I UnJustified
JustIfIed
I

15

'-1. th no tes

Feed
Tr&c tor

Sheet
One bin
Two bins

et

length

66

L eft ma r gin
No
0 f o r 191 n .. 1 5

10

PrInter number
Print wheel no
61
column

Sty I e
F Ina 1
Ora f t

Summary

'Ie.

LPI

m
S

Paper

St d
B. n
B. n
AI t

Ba nne r

To

fIle

No

No

'Ie.

Yes

Copy
'Ie.
No

Standards on the print menu determine how the final document will print.
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9

Setting Horizontal layout

You can make most of the changes to the horizontal format on the format line
in the editing screen. You can make them before you start a new document,
while you edit, or when you revise old documents.
The horizontal layout involves three elements: line length, centering, and
tab and indent stops. In this chapter, you'll see how these elements can vary
the appearance of a line and learn the keys you use to determine the horizontal layout.
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Setting Line Length

Line length is important because it fixes the right margin, sets the boundaries
for tabs, and determines what space is available for centering a line. To set the
line length, you use the Format key, located in the top row of your keyboard.

HOW THE SCREEN CHANGES

In addition to the format line at the beginning of your document, you can
insert another format line with different settings anywhere in your document.
In old documents, all the text on the screen following the changed format line
changes to conform to your new line length. You'll learn later how to insert
a forma t line.
If you're typing a new document with a line length less than the standard
65 characters, notice how the words wrap around to the next line at an earlier
point than they did with the standard line length. Word wrap always takes
into account any changes in line length that you make.
Try changing the line length to see how this works.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

Move back to word processing training
through T3 on the global menu
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

2
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report

RETURN

Please enter
document name
OJortune

Use the document
called "report."

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

This time you
pressed the Return
key after the
document name
because what you
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments
typed in was
shorter than what
was there.

3

EXECUTE

[!]HE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT....

Change the format
by pressing the
Format key.

4

FORMAT

Change format

The cursor moves
up to the beginning of the format
line. Now move
the cursor to
position 61 .

ITJ(l~ .... ~l..

EI

.... ~6D .. ·...

The position
number is shown on
the status line.
Press the Return
key .

RETURN

.... ~6~

The return symbol
marks the line
length. Use the
Execute key to
complete the
process. Watch
the text change.

7

EXECUTE

(Rearranging)
[!]HE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT...

A screen message
tells you that the
text is being
rearranged. Then
the cursor moves
back to the title
at the top of the
page. Now press
the Format key to
change back to the
standard line
length.

8

( FORMAT)

Change format

The cursor is in
the format line
again. Use the
-;. cursor key
to move it to the
end of the line.

5

(60)

6
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Step

You Type

(60)

9

10

Screen Says

El

Then use the Space
Bar to add onto
the end of the
line.

(4)( SPACE BAR ) Position 65

Use the Execute
key to complete
the change.

( EXECUTE ) ITJHE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT .....

4/83

Comments

Watch the text
change back.
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Centeri ng Text

Word processing takes all the figuring out of centering lines by automatically
centering text to the nearest space along the line length you specify when you
use the Center key. For your reference, the + screen symbol always appears
at the beginning of centered text. This symbol will not be printed.
Try centering the title of the document on your screen.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

[I]HE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT .....

1
2

( INSERT ) Insert what?
( CENTER)

( EXECUTE )

Comments

To center a line
of text that
exists, use the
Insert key first.
Press the Center key.

+[!]HE WELL-PLANNED The title moves
to a centered
REPORT .....
position.

CHANGING CENTERED TEXT

If you want to change text you centered, position the cursor and type over,

delete, or insert text as you would with other text. The text automatically
recenters itself.

REMOVING CENTERING

+, first
press the Delete, and then press the Execute key. The title will move to align
with the left margin.

If you no longer want the text centered, position the cursor on the
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Using Tab Stops

Tab stops set in word processing are similar to tabs on a typewriter. They're
easy to locate on the screen because they appear as a ~ symbol both in the text
and on the format line. You can change tab stops anywhere in a document by
changing the format line.
The Tab key is located in the same place as the tab on a typewriter keyboard,
and it functions in a similar way. When you press the Tab key while typing
text, the cursor moves to the first standard tab stop at position 4. When you
have a tab symbol in position 4 on the format line, the tab symbol on the
editing screen will also be located at position 4 and the cursor will be at
position 5. Each time you press the Tab key, the cursor moves another 5
spaces to the next tab symbol. You can start typing at any tab stop across the
line. If you don't have any tabs set on the format line and you press the Tab
key, the cursor moves over one space.
In the following procedure, you'll put tabs in an existing document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

+[!JHE WELL-PLANNED Move the cursor
REPORT...
down to the first
topic under
OVERALL DESIGN.

1

( NEXT SCRN ) [!Jool, an outline

2

(2)rn

(

3
4
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CIMJ(

INSERT

EXECUTE

rnurpose. Every

Use the Insert key
to add the tab.

) Insert what?

Put in a tab.

)

The "P" of
"Purpose" is at
position 5. Check
the status line to
see this.

~rnurpose. Every
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CHANGING TAB STOPS
All tab stops, preset standard tabs and tabs you insert in the text, appear in the
format line. The Format key allows you to change or remove any of these tabs.
Change the tab stop setting to see how this is done.
Step

(

1

FORMAT

(

SPACE BAR

(

EXECUTE

Comments

~[tJurpose. Every

Change the format
line.

Change format
1(l~D ~1 ..

The cursor is in
position 5 in the
format line. Move
the cursor backward, and type
over the tab
symbol at position 4.

1(1~ .... ~1

Now remove the
tab at position 4.

...

) 1(1.

O&J

4

5

)

El

2

3

Screen Says

You Type

D ... ~1 ..
.. ..

1(1. ~D ~l

) ~[tJurpose.

Every

Add a tab.

This adds a tab
at position 5.
The heading moves
over to position 6.

REMOVING TAB STOPS
Sometimes you'll want to remove tabs directly from your text. Move the
cursor to the tab symbol on the screen, and press the Delete and the Execute
keys to remove the symbol. The text will move to the left and align with the
left margin or a previous tab stop in the text. See how removing tab stops
works on the next page.
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Step

You Type

El

1

(

2

3
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(

DELETE

EXECUTE

)

Screen Says

Comments

~~urpose. Every

Move the cursor
over the tab
symbol.

~ Purpose. Every

Delete the tab
symbol to move the
text to the left
margin.

Delete what?

) ~urpose.

Every

The text is now at
the left margin.
The tab symbol
still remains in
the format line
at position 5.
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Indenting Text

Indented text aligns with a tab stop rather than with the left margin. As
opposed to a tab, which affects only a single line, all text following an indent
symbol aligns along the tab stop until you end the indent by using the Return
key. Because indented text can be many lines long, it's an effective way to
emphasize text.

THE INDENT KEY

The Indent key is located in the top row of keys next to the Help key. Use it
when you want to place block indents like quotes and bulleted items in your
text. To indent just the first line of a paragraph, use a tab as you would on a
typewriter.
Each time you press the Indent key, the cursor moves to the next tab stop,
and an indent symbol,~, appears in the text area. When you type text after
an indent and reach the end of a line, the rest of the words wrap around and
align under the first line of indented text. The text continues to indent until
you press the Return key. Any text typed after this aligns with the left margin.
If you press the Indent key a number of times, the text will align with each
succeeding tab stop. If you're revising a document and want to indent text
that hasn't been indented before, use the Insert key with the Indent key.
Here's a procedure for indenting text.
Step

( INSERT )

2

Screen Says

You Type

( INDENT)

Comments

~urpose. Every

Insert an indent.

Insert what?

Press the Indent
key.

~~urpose. Every

The paragraph is
indented to the
first tab symbol
on the format line
Now try indenting
it once more.

( EXECUTE)
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Step

(

3
4

Screen Says

You Type
INSERT

)

( INDENT )
( EXECUTE )

Comments

Insert what?

~ ~ [I]urpose

The paragraph is
indented to
position 10.

REMOVING INDENTS

When you want to return indented text to the left margin, you must use the
Delete key to remove the indent symbol. The repositioned text lines up with
the previous indent symbol or the left margin.
Remove the indents that you just inserted and watch what happens.
Step

El

1

(

2
3

(

-

~

~ [I]urpose

~

8

Purpose.

Position the cursor over the
indent symbol.
Delete the indent.

)

Delete what?

Delete just the
indent symbol.

EXECUTE

)

(Rearranging)
~ [I]urpose.

The text returns
to the first
indent. Remove
the last indent.

El EJ Purpose.
(

S

(

DELETE

)

EXECUTE

)

Delete what?

Delete lust the
indent symbol.

(Rearranging)

The text returns
to the way it was,
aligned with the
left margin.

[I]urpose. Every
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Comments

DELETE

4

6

Screen Says

You Type
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Using Decimal Tab

Another use of a tab stop is to align the decimal points in numbers on a tab
stop with the Dec Tab key. When you press the Dec Tab key, the cursor moves
to the next tab stop, and the text you type moves to the left until you press
a decimal point or the Return key. You can tell the difference between text
typed with a regular tab and a decimal tab because the regular tab displays as
a ~ and the decimal tab as a L on the screen.
Text with a decimal tab must fit between tab stops so that the numbers line
up with the decimal point. Most of the time, you'll need to change the format
line when you want decimal text with a decimal tab in order to allow more
room between tab stops.
Using the procedure below, change the format line and type in some numbers using the Dec Tab key.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

FORMAT

2

(4)

El

3

SPACE BAR

4

EXECUTE

5
6

rn
INSERT

Comments

[t}urpose. Every

First change the
format line.

Change format
(1) ~ ... ~ 1..

Move over to the
tab at position 5.

1(1)~ ... ~ 1..

Now press the
Space Bar to
remove the tab.

IT!

1(1

).D .. ~ 1..

Complete the
change with
the Execute key.

[!]urpose. Every

Move the cursor
down one line.

ITlhat purpose

Use the Insert key
to change the text.

Insert what?

Press the Dec Tab
key and type in a
number using a
decimal point.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

7

( DEC TAB ) L $459.82

Go to the next
line and try
another number.
Notice how the
decimal points
line up.

( RETURN) L $459.82 ....
( DEC TAB) L$3,422.12D

You don't need
this in the document, so cancel
the insert.

( CANCEL)

Are you sure?

You see this
message whenever
you stop text
insertion.

(

[!]hat purpose

$459.82

8
$3,422.12
9

10
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Comments

EXECUTE

)
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10 Setting Vertical Layout

The elements of vertical layout have a significant impact on the way your
document is printed. Changing vertical layout by altering text length, line
spacing, page breaks, and top and bottom margins, gives you different results
with new and old documents. Changing the vertical format before you start
a new document, or while you create one, makes the printed document follow
the layout you've chosen. When you alter the vertical format in an old document, the text on the editing screen moves to match those changes.
The basic element of vertical spacing is the page. Any change to an element
of vertical spacing alters how the text is broken up into pages. The editing
screen shows you where pages end with a symbol called a page break. There
are two kinds of page breaks you can use: optional and required. It's important to learn about the differences before going on to other format
changes.

OPTIONAL PAGE BREAKS

You can add optional page breaks at the text length you have specified as you
type the document or when you use the hyphenation and pagination function. An optional page break appears in the text as a line of dashes between
two lines of text. You can remove it manually, or automatically when you use
the pagination feature. You will learn more about hyphenation and pagination in Part 5.

REQUIRED PAGE BREAKS

Required page breaks are those you put in to force a new page, for example to
end a page at the end of the chapter, or to set off a chart on a separate page.
The required page break symbol is a row of equals signs. Required page
breaks are not removed during pagination.
Each optional or required page break you set is automatically followed by
a format line, reflecting the last format line on the previous page. When you
print the document, the pages will end and begin according to the page breaks
you set on the editing screen.
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Suppose you have a text length of 54 lines. When you begin line 55, the line
and position indicators in the status line brighten. At this point you can put
in an optional page break using the Insert and the Page keys. Remember, a
printed page usually corresponds to three screen's worth of text, so you won't
see the status line brighten at the end of every screen. When you change the
text length or line spacing, you change the line on which the page break signal
occurs. You can add required page breaks by holding down the Shift key and
pressing the Page key.
You can delete page breaks when you need to. Just move the cursor to the
page break, and press the Delete key and then the Execute key. Both the page
break and its format line leave the screen.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PAGE BREAKS

Since you can keep on typing and adding lines to a page even beyond a
specified page length, you may be tempted to do this and add page breaks
later, either manually or through the pagination feature. This is not advisable
for three reasons.
First, if you have a document that's one very long page in length, each time
you edit the text the whole document is revised on the screen instead of just
the page you're working on. The longer this page is, the longer it takes you
to see your corrections or new text on the screen. Therefore, your work will
go more slowly.
Second, you'll find it more difficult to determine how your document will
look if you wait to paginate it when you're finished with it. One important
feature of the editing screen is that you can see the end of one page and the
beginning of another on the screen at the same time.
Third, the longer the page without page breaks, the more likely it is that
your Fortune system will not have enough memory to edit your document.

PAGE BREAKS AND INDENTED TEXT

If you add a page break between lines of indented text, the indent function
will be removed beyond the page break. Since you can see across the page
break on the editing screen, just insert a new indent at the beginning of the
next page.
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Changing Text Length

You may want to change text length in a document, for example, to allow for
a larger top margin when printing your document on letterhead stationery.
There are two ways to change text length: manually while editing, or through
the hyphenation and pagination feature. In the next few pages, you will learn
how to manually change text length.
Use the next procedure chart to change the text length and move through
the document, remove the page breaks that are now incorrect, and add new
ones.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
[!]hat purpose

COMMAND

2

3

4

5

( PAGE)
50

Comments
Change the text
length.

Which command?
Text length?

EXECUTE

[!]hat purpose

The text length
is now set for 50.
Move the cursor to
look at the first
page break.

NEXT SCRN

Bill persuade

Notice the page
break near the
bottom of the
screen with the
format line below
it. Move the
cursor down to
line 51.

(14)

QJ 0
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equence or in

The status line
brightens. Move
the cursor up and
down a few times
to see this happen.
Then move it back
to line 51. Insert a
new page break.
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Step

You Type

6
7
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PAGE

)(

Screen Says

( INSERT)

Insert what?

EXECUTE

0equence or in

rn

8

(4)

9

DELETE

10

EXECUTE

11

(3) ( NEXT SCRN

rn

conclusions

D-------

The page break is
gone. Now move
the cursor down
to find the position of the next
page break.

E]heel, you

The cursor is on
page 2, line 39.
Now move the cursor to the place
for the next page
break.

§Jay number

Add the page
break.

13

( INSERT)

Insert what?

14

( PAGE)
EXECUTE)

---

rn

16

DELETE

17

EXECUTE

The cursor is on
the page break.

@]rganizing your

(12)

(8)

The page break is
in place, and the
status line shows
this as page 2,
line 1. Now take
out the page break
below.

Delete what?

12

15

Comments

_----

+(1) .... ~1 ..
§Jay number

Now on to remove
the next page
break.

D--------

Delete this one.

..

Delete what?
1EJ0ints clear

Now use the Next
Scrn key to move
to the location of
the next page
break.
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m

Step
18

You Type
(3)

l

Screen Says

NEXT SCRN J [!Jables consecuti
(8)m

19

20

(

( INSERT)

Insert what?

( PAGE)
EXECUTE )

---------

Comments
The cursor is on
page 3, line 51.
Add the page break
here.

+(1) .... ~1..
[!Jables consecutively
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Changing Line Spacing

For line spacing on your printed document, you can use zero, quarter, half,
and triple spacing, as well as standard typewriter double, one and a half, and
single spacing. This gives you the opportunity to vary spacing for items like
drafts, quotes, equations, and footnotes.

CHANGING LINE SPACING

The line spacing is set by pressing the Command key followed by typing the
letter 5, and then typing one of these characters or numerals.

o
q
h
1
w
2
3

Zero spacing
Quarter spacing
Half spacing
Single spacing
Space and one half
Double spacing
Triple spacing

HOW LINE SPACING AFFECTS TEXT LENGTH

Line spacing and text length are related. When you change the spacing to
double, that means that half the number of text lines can fit on a specified page
length. In changing from double spacing to single, you can have twice as
many lines on a page.
Changing line spacing does not cause line spacing changes on the editing
screen, although the status line counts according to the line spacing you set.
For example, suppose you change from single to double spacing. When the
cursor is on the second line on the screen, the line count will say line 3, then
line 5, and so on, as you move down the screen. When the line counter
displays line 55, the status line brightens so you'll remember to insert a new
page break.
Some examples of line spacing are shown in the illustration on the next
page.
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Zero spacing makes all the lines print over each other.
The lines look boldface when they print.

Slngle spacing is the standard.
Slngle spaclng is the standard.
Sometlmes you need space and a half .
Sometlmes you need space and a hal f.
Double spacing flts fewer Ilnes on a page.
Double spaclng flts fewer Ilnes on a page.

You may want trlple spaclng.
You may want triple spaclng.

Changing the line spacing gives these results when you print.

In the following procedure chart, you'll use the Go To Page key again to
move the cursor across more than one page. The function is fully explained
in Part 5. For now, the procedure chart tells you how to use the Go To Page
key and where it is going to move the cursor.
Now, change the line spacing in your document to see what happens.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says
[!]ables consecutively

b

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

(

3
4

COMMAND

) Which command?

s

5 2

Line spacing?

Change the spacing
to double.

Spacing 2
[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

The spacing indicators on the
format and second
status lines have
changed to 2.
Move the cursor
down 3 lines to
see the change in
the cursor line
position.

6

(3)

rn

design of aD

In double spacing
this is now line
7 instead of 4.
Move the cursor
down 5 more lines
to see the change.

7

(5)

rn

person @]r many

Now the cursor is
on line 17.
Change the spacing
back to single.

( COMMAND)

Which command?

S
9

s

Line spacing?

10

1

Spacing 1
person @]r many
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The cursor is on
page 4, line 1,
position 1. Go
back to the beginning and change
the line spacing.

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

1
2

Comments

This is now line 9.
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Setting the Top Margin

You may want to add a top margin to your document if you print letters on
your company's letterhead. To change the top margin, you must alter the
heading page of your document.

HEADINGS

A word processing heading, is similar to a top margin. It is the space reserved
from the top edge of the paper to the first text line. Headings can be blank,
as they are when you create a new document, or contain information such as
repeating titles or page numbers. You'll learn to use headings for page numbers in Part 5.

THE HEADING PAGE

To create a heading, press the Go To Page key followed by typing an h. For
a blank top margin, type as many returns as you need to equal the number
of blank lines you want. For example, a heading of 10 returns gives you a top
margin of 10 blank lines that will appear at the top of every page of your
document. To leave the heading page, press the Go To Page key and the
number of any page you want to work on.

HOW A HEADING RELATES TO TEXT AND PAGE LENGTH

Be sure to account for the text length you've set when you change a top
margin. For instance, 60 lines of text plus 6 heading lines for the top margin
result in no bottom margin. Recall that the bottom margin is the number of
lines left over after you subtract the heading length and text length from the
total paper length. Take a look at an example of how this calculation works.
Top margin
4
Text length
+ 55
Bottom margin + 7
Paper length
=66
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Now try changing the top margin and making a corresponding change to
the text length.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

person @]r many

(

1
2

GO TO PAGE

)

You are on page 1,
line 9. Change the
top margin.

Which page?
~

h

This is the heading page. It has
6 return symbols
on it. Notice
that the page number on the format
line is "h" for
heading page. Add
6 more returns.

~
~
~
~
~

(

3

INSERT

)

(6) ( RETURN )

4

Comments

Insert what?
~

The heading is now
12 blank lines.
Complete the
insert.

~
~
~

~
~

D
(

5

EXECUTE ) ~

Return to the
editing screen.

~

(

6

GO TO PAGE

(

7 1

EXECUTE

)

Which page?

You can go to any
page in your document. But go back
to page 1 now.

)

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED

The text length is
50. Shorten it
to 48.

REPORT~

(

8

COMMAND

( PAGE)

9
10

)

48

(

EXECUTE

)

Which command?
Text length?
[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT~
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The new page
length is set.
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Setting the Bottom Margin

You change the bottom margin by changing either the heading or text length.
Here are two examples of calculations for a bottom margin. Notice how they
relate to the top margin, text length, and page length settings.
Page length
Top margin
Text length
Bottom margin

Page length
Top margin
Text length
Bottom margin

66
-10
-50

= 6

66
-15
-40
=11

Whenever you make adjustments to the top and bottom margins and to the
text length, you should reposition the page breaks. You can do this in one of
two ways. First, you can move the cursor through the document and, watching the status line, delete unnecessary page breaks and insert new ones. Or,
you can use the pagination feature described in Part 4. If you don't do this but
go on to print your document, the text lines that can't fit onto the page will
be "leftovers" printed on an extra page numbered with an "a" following the
page number if you had the pages numbered.
Now adjust the bottom margin by making an adjustment to the text length
and, following that, adjust the page breaks.
Step

COMMAND

PAGE

2
3

Screen Says

You Type

46

EXECUTE

Comments

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT....

You're at the top
of the document.

Which command?

Shorten the text
length by two
lines.

Text length?

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

4
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You've changed the
text, which
results in a
different bottom
margin.
Move the cursor
through the document and watch the
status line. Add
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments
a new page break
at line 47 on each
page and take out
the page breaks
that are no longer
necessary.

5

(

CANCEL

) END OF EDIT

Save the changes
you've made and
print the document
to see the results.

options

6

(

EXECUTE

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
7

8

(2)[ SPACE BAR )

(

EXECUTE )

I Print Document I
Please enter
document name
e port

0

9

(

EXECUTE

1D
11

12

(9)

)

rn

(Printer number.)

(

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page [!]

Printer number

II]
Now prirt the
document.

Printer numberD

)

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Change the printer
type for your
printer if you
need to.

Check the document
to see how the
top and bottom
margins change the
text position on
the page.
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Making Format Changes on the
Print Menu

You make changes in pitch, lines per inch, left margin, paper length, and
format on the print menu because these changes involve specific instructions
to your printer.
• Pitch.

Pitch controls the number of characters per inch.

• LPI (Lines per inch).
lines.

Lines per inch determines the space between

• Left margin.
The left margin setting determines where the first
character on a line prints in relation to the left edge of the paper.
• Paper length. Paper length tells the printer in number of lines how
long the page is.
• Format.
rhe format has settings for justified or unjustified text.
Sometimes documents like manuals require the right edge of the text
to be aligned, or justified.

The changes you make on the print menu don't affect what you see on the
editing screen. For instance, although you may indicate justified text format,
the text on the screen will not be right-justified. But it will print out that way.

CHANGING SETTINGS

The print menu on the next page has two parts, upper and lower. The cursor
is always positioned, to begin with, on the print from page category. To move
from category to category on this part of the menu, use the Return,
[IJ ,
Next Scrn, or Prev Scrn keys.
In the lower half of the me:tU, a marker under each category shows you
what the current settings are. You can move into this part of the menu or
between categories with the Next Scrn and Pre v Scrn keys. To move the
marker within each category, use the Return,
[IJ, or Space Bar keys.

rn '

rn,
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Doc u •• nt na..
a1 pha
Pr lnt from paO.
Pr lnt throuoh pao.
St ar t lno a. paOe no

Paper

(e f
No

Flret heAdlno paoe
Flr4t footlno pAO'
Footlno beOln4 on lin.

~~
10

IZ
15

UnJUstlfl.d
Jus t I fled
'WI t h no t ••

F.ed
Tr AC t or
Sh.et
On. bin
Two bins

t

1enoth
ma r a I n
0 for 101 na 1 •

66

id
1

Pr Inter number
Print wheel no

SI y I.

SummAry

nI.l
Dr I.! t

No
Y ••

F

I

~

PAper
SId
Bin
Bin
A1 I

B. nne r
No
Y ••

To

f

I

No
Y ••

1.

e op Y

v ••
No

The entries on the print menu where you can make format changes.
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Changing Printing Pitch

Changing printing pitch obviously alters your document when it prints. Some
type styles are designed to print in one pitch, while other type styles are
appropriate for any pitch. Changing the pitch is one way to fit more text on
a page when you print the document.
Your editing screen always displays the characters in 10 pitch. If you change
the pitch to 12 or 15 for printing without changing the line length, the printed
document will have shorter lines and a wider right margin. You may want to
adjust the line length if you frequently print in 12 or 15 pitch.
Once you change the pitch on the print menu, it remains that way for the
document until you change it again. Try changing pitch to see the difference
it makes. Be sure you turn on your printer and that it has paper in it.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

(2)
2

IEdit Old Document I
I Print Document I

rn

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
e port

To try these print
changes, use a
different document
called "page."

PRINT DOCUMENT
Pri nt from page [!]

Change the printer
number to fit your
printer.

0

3 page

RETURN

4

(9)

rn

5 (Printer number.)

Printer number

Printer number

( RETURN )

6

(2)( NEXT SCRN

Pitch

O!l
12

[!]

D

Type your printer
number over this.
Now change the
pitch.
The pitch is set
to 10 now. Change
it to 12.

15

7

rn

Pitch
10

em
15
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You're now set to
print a page in
12 pitch. Print
the document.
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Step

8

4/83

Screen Says

You Type

(

EXECUTE

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Comments
Look at the document. Notice how
close together the
characters are
printed and how
this makes the
line length short.
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Lines Per Inch

The lines per inch setting determines the number of lines printed vertically in
one inch down a page. You may choose either the standard six lines per inch
or eight lines per inch. Most documents you print will look good printed at
the standard six lines per inch. Sometimes a closer spacing is appropriate,
however, such as for the fine print in a contract.
The print wheel you use on your printer will influence how your text looks
with more lines printed per inch. You may need to experiment to get the right
combination of lines per inch and print style.

LINES PER INCH AND TEXT LENGTH

Changing lines per inch from 6 to 8 allows 88 lines on an 11-inch page . You
must remember to change the text length from the standard 54 to 72 and
reposition the page breaks.
The following procedure chart shows you how to change the lines per inch
on the print menu.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
(2) ( RETURN

IPrint Document I

2

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[£Jage

This is the document you want to
print.

3

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page

Move the marker
to the LPI (lines
per inch) category
in the bottom
right-hand corner
of the menu. Leave
the pitch set on

QJ

"12."
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Step

4

5

Screen Says

You Type

(9)

rn

Printer numberD

(7){ NEXT SCRN ) LPI

rn

Move to the LPI
(lines per inch)
category using the
Next Scrn key.
Move the marker
down to 8 lines
per inch.

~
6

Comments

LPI

Now print the
document.

6

[]]
7
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(

EXECUTE

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Check your results
to see how closely
the lines are
printed and how
much more text you
can fit on a
piece of paper.
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Changing the Left Margin

If the standard left margin doesn't fit your business style or the paper you use,
you can change it on the print menu. To give your documents balanced
horizontal spacing, a rule of thumb is to change the line length when you
change the left margin. The standard line length is 65 characters, with a 10
space right and left margin. This adds up to 85 spaces across the total width
of the page in 10 pitch.
The procedure chart below shows how changing the left margin affects the
printed document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

(2)

1

(

2

Q]

EXECUTE

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

) Please enter
document name
[EJage

(

3

4
5

6

EXECUTE

(7)

)

Q]

15

PRINT DOCUMENT
Pri nt from page IT]

Left margin

IT] 0

Left margin 15

( EXECUTE )
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D

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Use the print
menu to change the
left margin.
Move the cursor to
the left margin
category.
Now change it to
15.
Print the
document.
Take a look at
your printed
document.
Changing the left
margin makes the
document look more
centered on the
page.
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Paper Length and Vertical Measure

Paper length determines how many horizontal lines are on a printed piece of
paper-including the top margin, text, and bottom margin. When you change
the paper length, you must also change one or all of the above settings in your
document to have the correct number of lines printed on a page.
The paper length setting on the print menu, can be calculated by multiplying the length of the paper in inches by the number of lines per inch. When
you want to print on paper other than the standard size or with different lines
per inch, you must adjust the paper length. The chart below will help you
with the calculation.
Lines
per inch

Paper length

Paper
length setting

66
88
84
112

11
11

6
8
6
8

14
14

You change the paper length on the print menu by the same process you've
used for the other settings. When you change the paper length along with line
spacing, remember that you may wish to change the other vertical settings:
lines per inch, top margin, text length, and bottom margin.
Some printers have a setting on the front panel for the number of lines per
page. Make sure to check your printer manual and change this setting if
necessary.
Try changing the paper length setting.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

2
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guide

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[£Jage

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

Use the document
named "guide" for
changing the text
length and paper
length.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

3

EXECUTE

4

COMMAND

5

PAGE

6

76

Which command?
Text length?

The text length
should be 76.
Go through the
document, removing
page breaks and
inserting new
ones. Watch the
status line.

(Document End)

8

CANCEL

9

EXECUTE

END OF EDIT
options

(

11

12

Save the changes.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[illuide

EXECUTE

PRI NT DOCUMENT
Print from page [!]

13

(6)

rn

88

15

Paper length

rn

Paper length 88

(3)

Now change the
paper length and
lines per inch,
and print the
document.

IPrint document I

(2)( RETURN

10

14

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED Now change the
REPORT~
text length.

EXECUTE

7

Comments

rn

16 (Printer number.)
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6

D

Printer number

[!]

Printer number

D

Move the marker
to the paper
length category.
Change it to 88.
Now change the
printer number to
fit your printer.
Type in your
printer number
if it's different.
Now change the
lines per inch.
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Step

17

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(7)[ NEXT SCRN ) LPI

rn
8

rn

18

19
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(

EXECUTE

)

LPI
6

Now print the
document.

rn
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Check your document to see that
the margins
around the document look even
and pleasing.
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Justified and Uniustified Text

Because most typeset copy is aligned at both left and right margins, justifying
text at the right margin adds a more formal look to your documents. If you
prefer justified printing, you can specify it on the print menu.
When you right-justify text for printing, two things happen. First, filler
space is added between characters and words so that the margin is aligned.
Second, printed text looks different than it did on the editing screen.
See what results you get from justifying your document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
(2)( RETURN
2

EXECUTE

3

page

4

(11) ( NEXT SCRN

RETURN

IPrint Document I
Please enter
document name
[[]uide

Use the short
document "page" to
justify text.

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page QJ

First, change the
pitch.

Pitch
10

Change this back
to "10."

@]
15
5

[I]

Pitch

Move the marker to
format.

QQJ
12
15

6

NEXT SCRN

Format

I Unjustified I

Change it to
"Justified."

Justified
With notes

7

IT]

Format
Unjustified
Justified
With notes

I
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I

Before you print,
change the lines
per inch.
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Step

8

Screen Says

You Type

(4)( NEXT SCREEN ) LPI
6

Comments
Change it back to

"6."

[[]
9

rn rn

Now you're ready
to print.

LPI

8

10

( EXECUTE )

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Look at the
document to see
how the text has
changed.
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12

Prototype Documents

You can also set your own document format standards for the editing and
print menu screens. This is done with the prototype document. Whenever you
create a new document, you can choose the layout you want by selecting a
prototype document to use. You may have as many prototype documents as
you want to create. The standards this prototype contains will be displayed
on the editing screen and on the print menu. With prototypes you'll save time
because you'll need to make fewer format changes when you create documents.
You do not have to use a prototype document if you don't want to. There
are already layout standards provided. This is called the default prototype and
is part of the word processing application. The first time you create a document with word processing, the default document, 0000, is automatically
created. The editing standards for this are: line length of 65 characters, tabs
every fourth space, and a page length of 54 lines. On the print menu the
standards are: the footing or bottom margin starting on line 61, printer number 1, and all the items at the bottom of the print menu with the first choice
selected.
You may type in your own prototype document name to replace 0000.
When you do this, this prototype name will be shown for as long as you use
word processing without returning to the global menu. If you return to the
global menu and come back to the word processing main menu, the prototype
document will be 0000 again.

CHANGING THE 0000 PROTOTYPE DOCUMENT

Since the default prototype document is always 0000, one of the alternatives
open to you is to revise 0000. When you do this, every time you use word
processing you will have your own settings available as 0000 without specifying another prototype. The method for changing 0000 is the same as changing any other prototype document.

PROTOTYPE DOCUMENT NAMES

You may want to give unique names to your prototype documents to distinguish them from text documents. If you look on the document index
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described in Part 6, you won't be able to distinguish between prototype
documents and text documents. You may want to use a numbering scheme,
like 0000 and 0001, or you may want to begin all names with the phrase proto,
as in protol and proto2.

SETTING EDITING STANDARDS

You create a prototype document like any other document up to the point
where you see the editing screen. At this point, you change any of the
standards that are changed on the editing screen just as you would with a text
document. In addition, you may create as many additional format lines as you
like. Then, when you create a new document by using this prototype, you
have multiple format lines to use immediately.

SETTING PRINT STANDARDS

After creating the editing standards, you can change the printing standards
by changing settings on the print menu. "Print" the prototype document by
selecting the print activity from the main menu. When you get to the print
menu, change the settings you need. Then press the Execute key to save the
changes.

HOW LIBRARIES RELATE TO THE PROTOTYPE DOCUMENT

To understand more about what a prototype document does, you need to
know about libraries. A library is a group of documents gathered together as
a single unit for identification purposes. All of the documents you've been
working with or creating thus far are in one library. You may have noticed the
phrase "Creation library is /u/training" on the main menu. This means that you
are currently using a library called "/u/training."
You can have as many libraries on your system as there is space for them,
and this is described in Part 7. For now, what you need to know is that there
is no limit to the number of prototype documents you can have available for
each library. When you create a new library and then create new documents
in it, you'll see the 0000 prototype document which you can change to make
it unique for that library. You can also use prototype documents from different libraries by typing the complete location, or pathname. Pathnames are
explained in Part 6.
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Creating the Prototype

Setting the editing screen standards for a prototype document involves everything in the format and status lines: line spacing, tab stops, line length, text
length, and right margin.
The documents on your training disk and those you've created thus far
have used default standards in the prototype document named "0000." You'll
create and try out a new prototype, but will return to the built-in standards
and continue using these as you work through the rest of this guide.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
RETURN

2

( EXECUTE )

3 proto

RETURN

4

EXECUTE

5 prototype test

Move the marker
to the Create New
Document activity.

ICreate New Document I
Please enter
document nameD

Name it "proto."

Prototype @JOOO

Use this as the
basis for your
new prototype.

DOCUMENT SUMMARY
Document titleD

Title this
"prototype test".

OperatorD

Type in your name
here and for the
author also.

AuthorD

Use your name.

( RETURN

6 (your name)

Comments

( RETURN
7 (your name)

(

a

You now have the
default word
processing prototype 0000 on the
screen. Make some
changes to it.

RETURN

FORMAT

Change format
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The cursor is in
the format line.
Go to position 4.
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Step

You Type

9

Screen Says

(5)

E1

1(1).~

12

D ... ~1 ..
(2) E1 1(1 ... D .~l..
c:mJ 1(1 ... ~ D~l ..

13

(36)

10

( SPACE BAR)

11

(

16

Put in a tab.
Positions 7 and 9
have tabs. Go to
position 45 .

... ~4 ... ~ .... ~5

Put in a return
to shorten the
line length.

... ~4 ... ~

Now use the
Execute key to set
the format Ii ne.

)

COMMAND

)

Which command?

Use the Page key.

PAGE

)

Text length?

Make the text
length very short,
25 lines.

EXECUTE

)

(

25

Go to position 7.

EXECUTE

17

18

1 (1.

)

(

15

Remove this tab.

RETURN

(

14

E1

Comments

(

19

( CANCEL)

20

(

EXECUTE

)

Now set a different text length.

Leave the editing
screen to set the
print menu.
END OF EDIT
options

Be sure to save
the changes.

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Defining Printing Standards

The final phase of creating a new prototype document is changing standards
on the print menu. These include paper length, left margin, printer number,
pitch, format, and lines per inch.
Make a few of these changes now. Then you'll create and print a short
document to see how the new standards work.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
(2)[ RETURN
2

( EXECUTE )

3

EXECUTE

4

(9)

rn

5 (Printer number)

6

IPrint Document I
Please enter
document name
IEJroto

Print the prototype document.

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page

Change the printer
type for your kind
of printer.

OJ

Printer number

OJ

Printer number 1

(2) ( NEXT SCRN )

Pitch

D

Type in your
printer number.
Move to pitch.
Change the pitch.

[IQ]
12
15

7

rn

Pitch
10

Change the print
format, too.

~

15

8

NEXT SCRN

Format

I Unjustified I

Change it to
justified.

Justified
With notes

9

rn

Format
Unjustified

I

I

Justified
With notes
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Now complete the
process. The
document doesn't
print.
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Step
10

4/83

You Type

( EXECUTE )

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Creating and Printing a New Document

Now that you've revised the prototype, try creating a short new document to
see your new standards in action. Notice how the fields in the document
summary are filled in from you prototype document
Step

You Type

Screen Says
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
( RETURN )

2

3 trial
4 proto

ICreate New Document I
Please enter
document name

Call this "triaL"

RETURN

Prototype [2]000

Type in the new
prototype name.

( EXECUTE)
RETURN

6

CANCEL

7

lEXECUTE )

9

Create a new
document.

( EXECUTE)

5

8

Comments

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

G =======

END OF EDIT
options
(main menu)

IEnd Old Document I
(2) [I] I Print Document I

~NtO

Notice the short
format line. Type
several lines so
that you can see
how the changed
format line works.
When you're done,
stop the editing
and save your
work.
Be sure to save
your text.
Now print your
document.

Please enter
document name
ITJrial
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Step
10

Screen Says

You Type

( EXECUTE ) PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page

11

4/83

Comments

(

EXECUTE

)

Notice the changes
you made to the
prototype. Pri nt
the document
without making any
more changes.

II]

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Check the pri nted
document to see
the results of
both the editing
screen and print
menu changes.
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15 Multiple Format Lines

With word processing on the Fortune system, you can have 100 different
format lines in a single document at one time, including many on the same
page. You can combine many types of text in the same document, from lists
to outlines to paragraphs, each having a separate format line.
You create an alternate format line every time you change the standard format
line within a document. Each new format line you create will have a number,
eliminating the difficulty and confusion of remembering which format line
has which setting. You can even use the same format lines over and over just
by typing in the number when you want to use one. For example, you can
bring a format line from page 1 back into use on page 25 very quickly by using
its number.
The following pages will explain the procedures you use to create, use,
change, and delete format lines within a document.
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Creating an Alternate Format Line

Whenever you create a format line, you're making an alternate format line.
This format line automatically will have a number different from all other
format line numbers in the document. The standard format line at the beginning of your document is always numbered 1. The next time you add a format
line it becomes number 2, the next number 3, and on through your document
in numerical order.
The current format line appears at the top of the editing screen, unless you
have several format lines on the same page. In that case, the format line for
the text your cursor is in will be the last one shown above the cursor. When
you create an alternate format line, it changes the format for all the text that
follows, until you use a different format line.
Try creating some alternate format lines.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[!]rial

Remember that the
screen always
begins with the
last document
used. Use the
document "history"
instead.

2 history

RETURN

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO

Move the cursor
to line 10.

KEYBOARDS~

4

(9)

rn

their lives and

8]

As more complex

5
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INSERT

Insert what?

Add another format
line here by using
the Insert key.
Now use the Format
key to add a
format line.
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Step

6

Screen Says

You Type

(

FORMAT

)

Change format
their lives
IT] (2~ .... ~1
~

As more complex

Comments
A new format line,
2, is displayed,
with the cursor on
it. Shorten the
line length to 49
by movi ng the
cursor over to
position 50 and
pressing the
Return key. Now
set the format
line.

7

( EXECUTE ) Insert what?

Complete the
insert.

8

( EXECUTE ) their lives and

You now have a
new format line
in place in the
text. See how the
text below it has
changed.

1 (2 .... ~1

~

As more complex
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Recalling an Alternate Format Line

The possibilities for using format lines in your document are endless. If
you've set up a special format line for a chart on page 2, for example, and need
it again on page 20, you can use it again. All you need to know is the number
of the format line you want.
Try inserting an alternate format line in the document.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments
Move the cursor
to line 15 in the
document.

their lives and
1(2~ .... ~1..

~

As more complex
1

(5)

(

2

rn

INSERT

)

~ecame inadequate

Add an alternate
format line here.

Insert what?

Insert an alternate format line.

3 ( COpy )( FORMAT ) Which format?

4 1

(

EXECUTE

)

5

(

EXECUTE

)

Bring format line
1 in here again.

Insert what?

This sets the
format line in
place. Now complete the insert.

1(1~ .... ~1

The text below
moves to follow
format 1.

..

~ecame inadequate
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Changing an Alternate Format Line

In a long document your layout needs may change from paragraph to paragraph, as well as from page to page. Word processing allows you to copy and
change an alternate format line anywhere in a document, creating another
alternate with a new number.
When you change an alternate format line, such as number 2, you're altering its appearance so that it's no longer exactly like the number 2 you first
created, though you still call it number 2. If you do go back and change it,
every other copy of format line 2 in your document will also change. It is
important to remember this when you want to change an alternate format
line.
The procedure chart for changing an alternate format line will show you
how this works.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

1(1~ .... ~1...
I}Jecame inadequate

(3)

2

INSERT
COpy

3

4
5

rn

2

)(

languages still

~

Move the cursor
down 3 lines.
Bring in format
line 2 here again.

Insert what?

FORMAT

Which format?

Bring in format
line 2.

EXECUTE

Insert what?

Complete the
insert.

+(2~ .... ~1

The cursor is
located below
the new copy of
format line 2.
Now change the
format line.

EXECUTE

...

~

The final

6

Comments

FORMAT

Change format
(2~ .... ~1 ...

IT]
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Change the line
length to 39 by
moving the cursor
to position 39 and
pressing the
Return key.
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Step

7

8

9

Screen Says

You Type

( RETURN ) 3........ ~

(

EXECUTE

)

~final

( PREV SCRN ) [!jFROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS ...
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Comments
Press the Execute
key to complete
the change.
Si nce you have
changed format
2 here, it also
changes format
line 2 above it
in the document.
Take a look at it.
Look at the bottom
of the screen.
Format line 2 is
the same length
as the changed
copy of format 2
on the next page.
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Deleting an Alternate Format Line

Sometime you may need to delete a format line. For instance, you may decide
that the format changes you made on a page were no longer necessary.
Deleting the format line is the solution. When you delete a format line and
add a new one later, the new format line will have the next highest number.
Try deleting a format line and see how it works.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

[!] FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

(9)

rn

+(2~ .... ~1 ...

~

Comments
Move the cursor
below format line 2.

Now delete format
line 2.

As more

2

FORMAT

3

DELETE

Change format

This moves the
cursor up into
the format line.

~

This copy of
format 2 is gone,
but the one below
it remains. Now
try removing
another format
line. Notice
the cursor must
be positioned
below the format
line you want to
remove. Now move
the cursor to
delete another
format line.

+(2~ .... ~1 ...

Move the cursor
into it.

As more complex

4

(7)

rn

~

The final

5

FORMAT )

Change format
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Delete it.

4183

Step

6

Screen Says

You Type

(

DELETE

)

Languages still

Now that one is
gone, too. See
how all the text
remaining on the
page follows
format line 1.
Now leave the
document.

~

The final

7

( CANCEL ) END OF EDIT

Cancel the
changes.

options

8

( DELETE )

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Wide Documents

You may need to create wide documents for charts such as financial reports
or lists such as mailing lists. You can create format lines as wide as 250
positions. In order to display the text of wide documents, horizontal scroll
causes your screen to move to the left 20 character positions at a time when
you create a format line that is wider than the screen.
Changing the format line is the first step in creating a wide document. You
know by now how to change the format, but this time you'll move the cursor
farther to the right than you have before, which causes the screen to scroll
horizontally.

USES OF HORIZONTAL SCROLL

There are several uses for horizontal scroll, such as to fit more characters
across the page by using a small printing pitch and a wide format, or to set
up financial tables with decimal tabs. By changing to a wider format on the
editing screen and printing in a narrower pitch, you can fit 97 characters
across in 15 pitch where you can fit only 65 characters in 10 pitch. Wide
financial tables with rows and columns of numbers are easy to do with
horizontal scroll.
Since you must change the format line anyway for the wider layout, change
the tab stops as you need to at the same time. Then use the Dec Tab key to
move from one tab stop to another across the screen to type in your numbers.
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Creating a Wide Format Line

To see what happens when you change a narrow format line to a wide one,
use the procedure below.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name

Continue to use
this document.

[~Jistory
2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

Move past this.

3

EXECUTE

[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS ...

This document now
has a normal format. Change it
to have a wider
document.

4

FORMAT

The cursor is in
the format line
above the title.
Hold down the
cursor key until
it stops at column
65.
Press the
Space Bar to move
the cursor to
position 120.
Watch how the
screen moves.

5
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(55) ( SPACE BAR

Now all you see
is the right half
of the document
and the title.
Set the format
line, and watch
how the text
moves.

Wide Documents
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Step

6

Screen Says

You Type

( EXECUTE ) ~ FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS .....
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Comments
See how the centered title moves
over to a new position and how
different the text
looks in the wider
format.
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Changing the Horizontal Scroll Setting

In a wide document, the horizontal scroll setting determines how many
positions to the right or left the screen moves when you move the cursor right
or left. The setting is always 20 positions until you change it.
Using the procedure chart below, try scrolling horizontally with the current
setting, and then change the setting to see what happens.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

~FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

(3)

rn

communicaITJe

Comments
Move the cursor
down to a text
line.
Hold down the
~ cursor key

until it reaches the
edge of the screen
at position 80.
2

3

El

4

[g)MMAND)

5

4183

stone

15 h

0

stones

[J painting

Which command?

stones

[J painting

Press the cursor
key again, and
watch what happens.
Now you see an
additional 20
spaces on the
right and 20
spaces less on the
left. Change the
horizontal scroll
setting.
Type in the number
and h.
Now try the new
setting by moving
the cursor over to
position 100 at
the right edge of
the screen and
then past it.
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Step

You Type

6

(20)

Screen Says

E1

7

(

CANCEL

)

8

(

EXECUTE

)

Comments

w@]lIs, or by

You see an
additional 15
positions on the
screen, up to
position 115.
Now save the document in its new
format so you
can print it.

END OF EDIT
options

Be su re to save
your changes.

(main menu)
Document I

IEdit Old
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Printing a Wide Document

Now that you've created your wide document, it's time to print it. Since
you're printing a different-sized document than you've done before, you'll
need to make additional adjustments to your printer.
Wide document printing requires wide paper. Legal-sized paper that is 14
inches long can be used on its side in your printer. You may also have some
wide continuous sheet paper. Whichever kind you have, check your printer
manual to learn how to insert the paper properly and line it up for printing.
The width of document you can print depends on your printer and the pitch
you select. Most character printers can print from 120-140 characters across in
10 pitch, 156-163 characters in 12 pitch, and up to 230 characters with a 15
pitch print wheel. Although you can set up a document as wide as 250
characters, make sure that your printer can print it.
The document you've edited for this part of your training is 120 columns
wide. You'll need to use wide paper and set the print menu for 10 pitch. After
setting up your printer with wide paper, go on to the procedure below.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)
Documemt I

IEdit Old

I Print Document I

p

2

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name

[~Jistory

3

EXECUTE

4

RETURN

5

( EXECUTE )

PRINT DOCUMENT
Pri nt from page IT]

Print thru page

(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old
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QJ

Print only page
1 to see how this
looks.
Change this to 1.
Check your document and notice
how wide the text
is printed. If
you're going on to
the next part,
you don't have to
follow steps 6
and 7.

Wide Documents
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

6

( CANCEL )

OPERATOR TRAINING

7

( CANCEL )

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU
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At the end of the sixteenth century, type was
still set largely by hand. Printing was then,
and long after, considered to be part of
the same process, as shown by this
engraving by Johannes Stradanus.
Courtesy of the San Francisco Public Library.

Printing Features

You've printed quite a few documents, and as you've progressed through this
guide, you've learned how to control page layout. Word processing also has
many advanced printing features. In this part, some of the printing features
you'll learn about are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Printing a number of originals
Printing in final or draft style
Specifying different paper types
Printing portions of a document
Using the print queue
Having more than one printer
Using the printer control menu
Moving, suspending, restarting, or deleting a print job

4-1

15 Advanced Printing

So far you've used a few of the features of the print menu to print the training
documents. Now you'll learn some of the advanced features, such as printing
a number of originals, changing print style, and designating paper type.
You'll also learn how to print portions of a document and add an identifying
banner in front of printed documents.

PRINT DOCUMENT
Document nAme
a.lpha
Pr lnt from pa.ge
PrInt through page
Sta.rt

InCjJ

a.s

page

FIrst headIng page
First footIng page
FootIng begIns on lIne
PleiLse

PIt ch

selec.t

one

from each

Fe rma t

10

UnJust

IZ
15

'<I, th

1

fled

JustIfIed
no t es

Pa.per length
Le f t ma. r Q 1 n
No
of orIgInals

no

PrInter

10

number

PrInt wheel

no

61
c.olumn
5 ty 1 e

Summa r y

Tra.c tor

F Ina.l

Sheet
One b,n
Two bIns

Ora f t

No
'feB

Feed

66

LPI

Paper
St d

B, n
Bl n

Hanne r

No
Yes

To

f lIe
No
'fes

Copy
Yes
No

AI t

The print menu has many advanced functions, as well as the basic print functions you
learned previously.
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More Than One Original

You can print more than one copy of your document so that each recipient will
get an original. The No. of originals selection is located on the print menu
right under the Left margin entry. When you change this, the new setting
remains until you change it again.
Using the following procedure, change the setting and print more than one
original of a short document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

I

Comments

I

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)
1 Edit

IPrint Document I

1 p
2

Old Document 1

( EXECUTE ) Please enter
document name
[EJage

3

( EXECUTE ) PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from pageD]

4

(8)

rn

S 2

6
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(

EXECUTE

)

Use this document
again.

Move the marker
to the "No. of
originals" entry.

No. of originalsD]

Print two originals instead of
one.

No. of originals 20

Now print the
document.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Your printer will
print two original
documents.
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Printer Feed, Paper Type,
and Printing Style
Printer feed, paper type, and printing style are closely related. Once you've
selected the printing style for a document, you need to select the appropriate
paper type and paper feed. You can set printer feed, printing style, and paper
type on the print menu.

PRINTER FEED
The paper you use and the type of equipment available for your printer
determines your selection in the "Feed" category of the print menu. The
standard selection is "Tractor." Other selections are "Sheet," "one bin," and
"Two bins."
You can use two types of paper on the Fortune system, single sheet and
continuous form. Continuous form paper has holes on the left and right sides so
the pin mechanisms on a tractor feeder can move it through the printer. The
paper is perforated for easy separation into standard-sized pages. The paper
is best suited for drafts because the tractor feeds the paper through the printer
automatically, page after page. You don't have to carefully tend the printer as
it operates. Many companies buy tractor feeders for their printers. Manuals
accompanying the printer explain how to load the tractor feeder. If you don't
have a printer manual, ask your supervisor to help you load the paper.
Single-sheet paper is like regular typing paper, and usually is appropriate for
letters and memos. There are two ways to load single-sheet paper into the
printer: loading sheets one at a time by hand into a friction feeder, or loading
a stack of single sheets into a single-bin feeder.
The friction feeder is the feeder commonly shipped with most character
printers. It consists of a platen and platen knobs on either side of the printer
that you turn to rotate the platen and load the paper. Each time the printer
starts a new page, it waits for you to insert another piece of paper into the
friction feeder. To use the friction feeder, select "Sheet" in the "Feed" category
on the print menu.
If your department produces a lot of mass mailings, they may have purchased a single-bin feeder for the printer. A single-bin feeder is a large piece
of equipment installed on top of a printer. Once you put a stack of paper in
it, the bin continuously feeds single sheets into the printer as needed. To use
single-bin feeding, you can choose either one bin or tractor in the "Feed"
category of the print menu for the appropriate results. Get directions for using
a friction feeder and single-bin feeder from your supervisor or from the
manuals shipped with your printer. The other feed method listed applies to
dual-bin feeders and can't be used at this time.
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PAPER TYPE
The paper type category has four selections, two of which can currently be
used: "Std" (standard) and "Bin 1." "Std" is acceptable for either continuousform paper mounted in a tractor feeder or single-sheet paper loaded in the
friction feeder. You should use the Bin 1 selection when you're printing with
a single bin feeder.

PRINTING STYLE
Word processing has two printing styles, final and draft; final is the standard
style. Final style prints the document with all the format settings, including the
page breaks, line spacing, heading, and footing in the correct places. Draft
style, on the other hand, prints the entire document double-spaced, including
the page breaks, heading, and footing, which are printed on the same lines
you specified for a single-spaced document. Some authors may want their
work printed in draft style until they've made all of their revisions.
When you look at the print menu in the following procedure, take note of
the categories "Feed" and "Paper." For now, use the standards for these categories. You should have continuous form paper loaded in your printer before
going on to the next procedure.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
I Print Document I

p

2

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[£]age

Use this document
again.

3

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page[!]

First, change the
number of originals back to "1."

No. of originals[2J

Type over the
number.

4

(8)

rn

D

5 1
6
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(6)( NEXT SCRN

No. of originals 1

Now move to
"Style."

Style
Finall
Draft

Change the style
to "Draft."

I
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

rn

7

Style
Final
Draft

I

8

( EXECUTE )
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I

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Comments
Notice the values
of the "Feed" and
"Paper" categories
on either side of
"Style." Now
print the document.
Check the printed
document to see
the draft format
of double-spacing.
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Printing Parts of a Document

If you want to print only certain pages of a document, or if after you've
stopped printing a document you want to print the remaining pages, you
must use the print menu to indicate which pages you want to print. Refer to
the illustration of the print menu at the beginning of this chapter. Locate the
"Print from page" and "Print thru page" selections under the document
name.
If you change "Print from page" and "Print thru page," word processing
prints only the pages you indicate. You can print just one page by giving
"Print from page" and "Print thru page" the same number. The next time you
print a document, the original setting is restored to print the entire document.
Using a different document, try printing only one page of it.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

1

(2)

rn

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

( EXECUTE ) Please enter

2

document name
wage

3 report

(

EXECUTE

) PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from pageQ]

4

2

(

5

6
7
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RETURN

)

2

Use a longer
document, "report,"
for this process.
Type over the
number "1" with
a "2."

Print from page 20

Move to the "Pri nt
thru page" entry.

Print thru pageQ]

Change this to
print only page 2.

Print thru page 20

(

EXECUTE )

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Check to see that
only page 2
printed.
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Printing a Banner

A banner is a page printed before the document's text that contains the
account name of the person owning the document, printed in large letters.
The banner identifies the owner of the document about to be printed. It also
causes a form feed to occur after the document is finished printing, to clear
the paper out of the feeder.
Although banners make it easy to tell which document belongs to whom,
they also take a long time to print. That is why the standard procedure in
word processing is to omit the banner, especially for a short document on a
single-user system. However, banners are helpful on a multiuser system
where continuous form paper is used and operators are constantly sending
documents to be printed. Not only do banners indicate documents' owners,
but they also mark on the continuous forms where one document begins and
another ends.
Reload continuous form paper into the printer. Now add a print banner to
the document you just printed.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

p

2

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
eport

0

3 page
4

RETURN

(14) ( NEXT SCRN

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page[!]

Go to the "style"
category.

Style
Final
Draft I

Change the style
back to final.

Style
I Finall
Draft

Now go on to the
"Banner" category.

Banner

Move the marker
to "Yes."

I

IT]

5

6

(4)( NEXT SCRN

INol
Yes
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Step

IT]

7

8
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Screen Says

You Type

(

EXECUTE

)

Banner
No
!Yes!
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Comments
Now print the
document.

The document will
print with the
banner.
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Print Wheels on Character Printers

A print wheel is a small, removable part on a character printer. (Dot matrix
printers don't use print wheels.) The print wheel resembles a daisy or thimble, depending upon the printer model purchased. The print wheel contains
characters that strike the printer ribbon to produce characters on paper.
For word processing, print wheels are numbered according to the type of
characters the wheel contains. Print wheels containing American English
characters (the ASCII character set) are assigned the print wheel number 1,
the standard on domestic Fortune systems. If you look at the print menu,
you'll notice the "1" in the "Print wheel no." category.
You may have purchased print wheels containing characters for languages
other than American English. International print wheels have different print
wheel numbers, depending on the language represented on the wheel. Here
are the print wheel numbers and languages you can use on the Fortune
system.
Print Wheel
Number

Description

American English (ASCII standard)
2

French

3

German

4

Multilingual
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Special Features of the Print Menu

The print menu has two advanced features, "Copy" and "To File," used for
performing special functions. The "Copy" feature enables you to send a document to the printer and edit it after you send it. The "To File" category
converts the document into another format for use with certain types of
printers.

USING COpy ON THE PRINT MENU

The "Copy" category on the print menu gives you two options, "Yes" and
"No." ''Yes'' is the standard. If you print a document and leave the copy
category set to yes, the system will make a second copy of the document. You
can edit this second copy while the original is printed. Then you can send the
newly edited copy to the printer. If you accept the "Yes" selection, you may
have to wait a little for the system to copy the document, depending on the
document's size. Be careful when using this function with a large document.
If the document is 100 pages long, a response of yes results in the system
creating another 100 page document. Obviously, this would use up a lot of
space on the hard disk.
When you change the response in the "Copy" category to "No," the system
won't create a copy of the document you sent to the printer. It will let you edit
the document while it is waiting to be printed. However, the minute the
document becomes active, the printer will stop printing and wait for you to
finish editing before printing is resumed.

USING TO FILE ON THE PRINT MENU

"To File" is a special category. Through To File, you can convert word processing documents into a format usable by programs other than the word
processing application. The standard response for "To File" is "No," since it is
not normally used in daily word processing applications.
However, sometimes you may do some typing for programmers, who'll
want their documents saved as files rather than printed. In this case, you'll
want to select "Yes" in the "To File" category. If you select "Yes," the system
will prompt, "Please select output type." Respond by supplying the printer
code for the printer whose number you've specified on the print menu. (Go
to the Fortune:Word Reference Guide and check the section titled "Printer
Information".) The system formats the document as required by the particular
printer, and then asks you for a name for the document. The document itself
is not printed. Instead, the computer copies it onto the system disk and
retains the special printer codes attached to the document during formatting.
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Controlling Printers

Printer control enables you to send documents to the printer one after the
other, temporarily stop printing, change the order in which documents print,
and cancel printing of certain documents. So far, you've sent documents to
the printer one at a time and waited for each to print before returning to the
print menu for the next document. Now you can send as many documents as
is needed without having to wait for each to finish printing. On a multiuser
system, operators can send documents to print at the same time. If more than
one printer is attached to the Fortune 32:16, the printers can operate at the
same time.

THE PRINT QUEUE
With so many documents waiting for printing, a method of printer control is
obviously needed. That is why the system keeps track of documents to be
printed by means of a list called a print queue. The print queue contains the
names of documents waiting to be printed, listed in the order that operators
requested them. The system automatically assigns printing priority based on
when an operator sends a document to the printer. This means that the first
document sent to the printer is the first to get printed-unless you change the
order of documents on the print queue.

USING MORE THAN ONE PRINTER
You may have more than one printer attached to your Fortune system. The
advantage of this arrangement is that different printers are suitable for different types of print jobs. Currently, the Fortune system supports two different
models of printers, dot matrix printers for document drafts and program
listings, and character printers for letters, memos, and other high quality
printing.

PRINTER NUMBERS
Each printer on the system has a printer number. On a system with several
printers, the system manager or word processing supervisor is responsible for
assigning printer numbers. To print on a system with more than one printer,
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it is very important to specify the printer number in its appropriate place on
the print menu. Failure to do this results in the error message "Printer not
on system." If you do not know the printer numbers assigned, ask your
supervisor.
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The Printer Control Display

To look at the print queue, select "Printer Control" from the main menu. The
printer control display shows the contents of the print queue and allows you
to manipulate the documents listed. Documents queued to the printer are
commonly referred to as print jobs. On a system with multiple printers, the
printer control display will consist of several screens, showing a separate
queue of print jobs for each printer.

INFORMATION ON THE PRINTER CONTROL DISPLAY

The printer control display indicates the status of documents in the print
queue for a particular printer. It also displays system messages and prompts
in the upper right corner, under the title "Printer Control," and at the bottom
of the screen. The illustration shows a typical print queue with several training documents waiting to be printed.
The line beneath "Printer Control" gives information about the printer to
which the documents in the display have been queued. Included are the
printer number, the printer model name, and the port where the printer is
connected. If you have more than one printer, look at the queue for each
printer by pressing the Next Scrn or Prev Scrn keys.
The rest of the printer control display is divided into columns, each of
which tells about the documents in the queue. Here is what each column
means.

Column Title

Definition

Job Name

Contains the document name, just the way you specify it
on the word processing menu.

Status

Tells what the current print status of the job is, either
"active" (printing) or "waiting" (to be printed).

Operator

Shows the name of the operator, as indicated on the
"Operator" line of the document summary.
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Column Title

Definition

Type

Indicates the type of print job. Typically, you'll see
"document" for word processing documents. You may
also see the words "file" and "script" in this category.
People using features of the Fortune system other than
word processing send print jobs of the type "file" and
"script."

Copies

Tells how many copies of the print job you've requested.

Title

Contains the title you specified on the "Document title"
line of the document summary.

PRINTER CONTROL
Pr Inter

Job N •••

~
r.poI t
page

St atuo

Operator

ac t 1 V.
wal t Ing

CeoIQ.

suspended

Crace

June

1

NEC3~

Type
document
document
document

10

po rt

Ip

Length Copies Tit Ie
910Z
~6 03
389

From Cave Paintings
The Vlell-Planned Repor t
One page

The printer control menu contains the names of documents queued to a particular
printer.

MOVING AROUND THE PRINT QUEUE

You can manipulate the print queue by moving the cursor to the document
you want and pressing the key for the function to be performed. The following keys move the cursor from place to place on the printer control display.
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Key name

Function

[JJ

Moves the cursor to the print job on the line above it.

rn

Moves the cursor to the print job on the line below it.

PREV SCRN

Displays the previous screenful of print jobs. This is the
print queue of another printer.

NEXT SCRN

Displays the next screenful of print jobs. This is the print
queue of another printer.

PRINT QUEUE FUNCTION KEYS
Some of the function keys you used for creating and editing documents also
are used for manipulating the print queue. They are defined below.

Key name

Print queue function

( STOP)

Suspends a print job temporarily until you start it again.

(GOTO)

Starts a previously suspended print job at the place in a
document that you specify.

MOVE

Moves a document to another place in the print queue.

( DELETE)

Deletes a document from the print queue.

( EXECUTE)

Redisplays the updated print queue.

CANCEL

Leaves the printer control display and returns to the
main menu.
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Using the Print Queue

You can send documents to the printer one after the other and observe their
printing progress on the printer control display. On a multiuser system, two
or more users can send documents to the printer at the same time. In fact, two
or more users can request copies of the same document and send them to the
same or different printers.
Before printing, load each printer with continuous form paper. You should
know your printer's number. Once documents start printing, the screens may
take longer to be displayed because the system needs time to format documents.
The procedure charts on the next few pages assume you are on a single-user
system with one printer attached. However, on a multiuser system, two of
you should try the next procedure at the same time to obtain a queue of over
a screenful in length. Then you can scroll up or down in the print queue by
using the up and down cursor keys. On a system with multiple printers, use
the next procedure to send documents to one printer. Then begin the same
procedure, but this time specify a different printer number. Then you can use
the Prev Scrn and Next Scrn keys to go to the print queues for both printers.
In the next procedures you'll print the documents "alpha," "guide,"
'''history,'' "hyph," and "page." Plan ahead and reserve a period of uninterrupted worktime to do these procedures. Then going in order, work
through the remaining procedure charts without stopping.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
(main menu)

(2)

2

3
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alpha

rn

Comments

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

Select "Print
Document."

EXECUTE)

Please enter
document name
[£] age

Print the document
"alpha."

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page [!J

Check that the
printer number is
correct and the
feed selection is
"T ractor." Now
print the document.
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Step

You Type

4

EXECUTE

5

(3)

6

rn

EXECUTE

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

Now go to
"Printer ControL"

IEdit Old Document I
IPrinter Control I
PRINTER CONTROL

@]Ipha

7

CANCEL

8

(2)

9

10

guide

11

rn

active

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
@]Ipha

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Pri nt from page Q]

EXECUTE

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
12

(2)

13

rn

EXECUTE

The document
"alpha" is
"active," or
printing. Leave
"Printer ControL"
Return to "Print"
"Document."
Print the document
called "guide."

Check the
categories as you
did in step 3.
When they're
correct, print the
document.
Print the next
document.

IPrint Document I
Please enter
document name

Use the document
named "history."

~uide
14

15

history

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from pageQ]

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Check the
categories as you
did in step 3.
When they're
correct, print the
document.
Print the next
document.
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Step

You Type

16

Screen Says
(2)

rn

Comments

IPrint Document I

( EXECUTE ) Please enter

17

Now print the
document named
"hyph."

document name

[~Jistory
18

(

hyph

RETURN

) PRINT DOCUMENT

Check the
categories as you
did in step 3.
When they're
correct, print the
document.

Print from page Q]

(

19

20

EXECUTE )

(2)

(

21

rn

EXECUTE

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

) Please enter

Print the next
document.

Print the document
named "page."

document name

~yph
22

page

(

EXECUTE

) PRINT DOCUMENT

Check the
categories as you
did in step 3.
When they're
correct, print the
document.

Print from pageQ]

23

(

24

25

EXECUTE

(3)

(

)

rn

EXECUTE )

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrinter Control I
PRINTER CONTROL
@]Ipha
guide
history
hyph
page

26

(

CANCEL

)

Now go to
"Printer Control."
Look at the print
queue again.
The document
"alpha" will
probably sti II be
printing. The
other documents
are listed with a
"waiting" status.
Now go back to the
main menu.

active
waiting
waiting
waiting
waiting

(main menu)
Document I

IEdit Old
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Suspending a Job

Sometimes you'll need to temporarily stop or suspend a currently printing job
to change a print wheel or fix buckling paper. After you fix the problem, you
can start the printing again without any loss of information. Note that if the
printer stops by itself because it has run out of paper or the ribbon needs
changing, you'll lose the job that is currently printing.
Follow the procedure below to suspend a print job.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

(main menu)

1

2

(3)rn

(

EXECUTE

)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrinter Control I
PRINTER CONTROL
[illuide active
history waiting
hyph waiting
page waiting

3

(
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STOP

)

Suspended -waiting for
operator
intervention

Comments
Go to "Pri nter
ControL"
Look at the print
queue again.
The document
"guide" is printing. (If "alpha"
is still printing,
wait for it to
finish before
continuing.) The
marker should be
on "guide." Now
suspend the print
job.
The system gives
you this message.
The printer will
not start again
until you tell it
to. Go on to the
next procedure.
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Changing Positions in the Print Queue

When dealing with print queues, always remember that the first job sent to
a printer is the first one printed. This may result in less important documents
getting printed before more important documents. That is why the printer
control display has a feature enabling you to change the position of documents in the print queue.
To illustrate the need for moving documents within the print queue, suppose two operators are working at the same time. One is typing a document
due next week, and the other is typing a document needed in two hours. If
the operator typing the document due in a week finishes first and sends the
document to the printer, this document will be printed sooner than the
document needed in two hours. To further complicate the issue, what happens if the document needed next week is 20 pages long? The operator with
the document needed in two hours may miss the deadline.
Anyone can rearrange documents in the print queue. In actual practice, it
is suggested that only the word processing supervisor reposition documents.
If there is no supervisor for your Fortune system, be considerate and consult
your colleagues before moving or deleting documents they have sent to the
printer.
You can change positions of documents on the print queue by using the
Move key. First, place the marker on the document you want to move and
press the Move key. Then place the marker on the document directly below
the position where you want the document you are moving to go. The system
moves the document directly above the position of the marker.
In the next procedure, you'll move some documents.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

PRINTER CONTROL
cruuide waiting
history waiting
hyph waiting
page waiting
(3)
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rn

[EJage waiting

Comments
You're going to
move "page" from
last place to
second place on
the queue.
Tell the system
you want to move
"page."
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

2

MOVE

3

(2)

Before which job?

[II

4

EXECUTE

5

CANCEL

)

You want "page" to
be second in the
queue, so move the
marker to cover
"history," the
current second
place document.

[~Jistory waiting
PRINTER CONTROL
guide waiting
[EJage waiting
history waiting
hyph waiting

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
(2) IT] I Print Document I

6

Comments

The system moves
"page" to second
place and all
other documents
down a place.
Now send another
document to the
printer.
Select "Print
Document."

7

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[EJage

Print the document
called "paragraf."

8 paragraf

EXECUTE

Print Document
Print from page[!]

Check that the
printer number is
correct and the
"Feed" category is
"Tractor."

9

EXECUTE

(main menu)

10
11

(3)

IEdit Old Document I
IT] I Printer Control I

EXECUTE
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PRINTER CONTROL
uide waiting
waiting
page
history
waiting
waiting
hyph
paragraf waiting

cru

Select "Printer
ControL"
Look at the queue.
Move "paragraf" to
third place on
the print queue.
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Step

You Type

12

Screen Says

(4)

rn

Comments

PRINTER CONTROL
guide
waiting
page
waiting
history
waiting
waiting
hyph
[EJaragraf waiting

(

13

14

15
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MOVE )

(2)

(

Before which job?

[I]

PRINTER CONTROL
guide
waiting
page
waiting
~istOry waiting
waiting
yph
paragraf waiting

)

PRINTER CONTROL
[illuide waiting
waiting
page
paragraf waiting
history
waiting
waiting
hyph

EXECUTE

Since "paragraf"
is to print third,
place the marker
on "history," the
document currently
in third place.

"Paragraf" now
occupies third
place on the print
queue. Go on to
the next procedure.
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Restarting a

Job

You suspended printer operations before by manipulating documents on the
print queue. In the meantime, the document "guide" has patiently waited for
the order to resume printing. Now you'll learn how to restart a suspended
job.
When you restart a job, the system asks, "Backup how many pages?" There
are two ways to restart a job.
• You can restart printing in the exact place where it was suspended by
pressing the Execute key.
• Or you can specify a page number where you want to restart
printing.
In the second case, suppose, for example, you noticed the quality of print
on a document was getting poor and you suspended printing on page 5. You
checked the pages and saw that the last two were of poor quality. After
adjusting the printer, you can restart printing on page 3 and print the last two
pages over again. When you back up to a particular page, printing always
resumes at the top of the page.
To restart a job, you press the Go To Page key. The following procedure
shows how to restart a suspended job.
Step

You Type

GO TO PAGE

2

EXECUTE
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Screen Says

Comments

PRINTER CONTROL
~uide waiting
page
waiting
paragraf waiting
history
waiting
hyph
waiting

The marker is on
"guide." Tell the
system to restart
printing.

Backup how many
pages?

Resume printing
exactly where you
stopped it.

PRINTER CONTROL
~uide active
page waiting

Printing begins
again. ·Check the
paper to see what
page is being
printed. When the
third page starts
to print, suspend
the job again.
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Step

3

You Type

( STOP )

Screen Says
Suspended~~waiting

for operator
intervention

4

( GO TO PAGE ) Backup how many
pages?

S 1

( EXECUTE ) PRINTER CONTROL
cruuide active

4/83

Comments
Start the job
again.

Start printing at
the beginning of
the document.
Printing resumes
at the beginning
of "guide. II Go
on to the next
procedure.
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Removing Documents from the
Print Queue

There will be many times when you'll need to delete a document from the
print queue. If you decide a document currently queued to the printer does
not need to be printed at the current time, you can remove the document from
the queue. You can also cancel the currently printing job, if necessary. Documents are easily removed by placing the marker on the document name and
pressing the Delete key.
Before actually deleting documents, you should be aware that the delete
feature has certain restrictions.
• You can delete a document from the queue if you are the person who
sent the document to the printer.
• You can delete a document if you are logged in as manager.
For example, you can send a document typed by someone else to the printer
and then delete the document while logged in as your regular account. But
suppose someone else requested a printed copy of a document you originally
typed? You would not be able to delete the document from the queue unless
you were allowed to log in to the manager account. Only the person who
requested the printed copy can delete the document from the queue.
Follow this procedure to delete some documents you sent to the printer.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
PRINTER CONTROL
[[]uide active
page
waiting
paragraf waiting
history
waiting
hyph
waiting
(4)

rn

While "guide" is
printing, delete
the rest of the
queue, starting
from the bottom up.

[Ilyph waiting

2

DELETE

Delete from queue?
[Ilyph waiting

3

EXECUTE

PRINTER CONTROL
[[]uide active
page
waiting
paragraf waiting
history waiting
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Comments

Respond yes by
pressing the
Execute key.

Now delete
"history."
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Step

You Type

4

(3)

(

5
6

Screen Says

(

IT]

DELETE )

EXECUTE

Comments

~Jistory waiting
Delete from queue?

) PRINTER CONTROL
rru uide active
page
waiting
paragraf waiting

7

(2)

(

8

9

IT]

DELETE

Delete "paragraf."

[EJaragraf waiting

) Delete from queue?

( EXECUTE ) PRINTER CONTROL
rruuide active
page waiting

IT]

10

12

(

) Delete from queue?

CANCEL

) PRINTER CONTROL

13

(

14
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[EJage waiting

DELETE

(

11

DELETE

This time, answer
no by pressing the
Cancel key.

[gJuide active
page waiting

Wait until "guide"
finishes printing.

[EJage active

Let a couple of
paragraphs of
"page" print, and
then try to delete
the printing job.

) Delete from queue?

15

( EXECUTE ) No jobs in queue

16

(

CANCEL

Delete "page."

)

Press Execute to
respond yes.
The document will
print a little
longer and then
stop. The last
line on the
printed page will
say, PRINTING
CANCELLED BY
OPERATOR.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Using Single-Sheet Paper

Letters, memos, and other documents needing high quality printing often
require single, cut sheets of paper. To achieve the results you need, use the
friction feeder on the character printer on your Fortune system to load singlesheet paper.
If the printer has a single-bin feeder attached, you'll normally want to use
it for cut sheet paper. The single-bin feeder does not require hand feeding of
paper. The procedures below do not apply to the single-bin feeder.
Single-sheet printing is handled through the printer control menu. In the
next procedure, you'll print the document "alpha" by using the single-sheet
feeder on your character printer. Before doing so, take the following steps.
• Remove the continuous-form paper from your printer.
• Remove any tractor or single-bin feeder attached to your character
printer.
• Familiarize yourself with single-sheet feeding on your printer. Consult the manuals accompanying your printer for instructions on
single-sheet feeding.
• If you have more than one printer, make sure you know the printer

number of the character printer.
• Put the single sheets of paper near the printer, but do not load it yet.
Now perform the next procedure.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

p

2

EXECUTE
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Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

Print the document
called "alpha."
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Step

You Type

3 alpha

4

Screen Says

( EXECUTE)

(9)( NEXT SCRN

Comments

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page[!]

First, go to the
printer number
category.

Printer number [!]

If this isn't the
number of your
character printer,
change it. Then
go on to "Feed."

5

(4)( NEXT SCRN

Feed

Change "T ractor"
feed to "Sheet."

ITractor I
Sheet

rn

6

Feed
Tractor
Sheet

Now look at the
print style.

Style
Finall
Draft

"Style" should be
"Final." Now
start the printing.

I

7

NEXT SCRN

8

EXECUTE

9

(3)

rn

10

EXECUTE

11

EXECUTE

I

I

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrinter Control I
PRINTER CONTROL
No jobs in queue.

When the printer
is ready to be
loaded, it will
beep. Load the
paper. Now look
at the updated
print queue.

PRINTER CONTROL

Start the print
job.

@]Ipha waiting

12
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GO TO PAGE

Go to the printer
control display.

PRINTER CONTROL
@]Ipha active

The page prints
out. The printer
will beep when it
is ready to print
the next page.
When printing is
complete, leave
"Printer Control."
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

13

( CANCEL )

14

( CANCEL )

OPERATOR TRAINING

15

( CANCEL )

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU
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(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Comments
You can skip steps
13 and 14 if you
are going on to
Part 5.
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J. Spalding's flying machine (1889) may
never have lifted him out of this world,
but he did get beyond the basics.

R.

Courtesy of the U. S. Patent Office.

(Hodel.)

6 Sheets-Sheet 1.

R. J. SPALDING.
FL YING MACHINE.

No. 398,984.

J?hJ.atented Mar. 6. 1889.

Intermediate Functions

Now it's time to go on to the intermediate functions that add to your skills and
may be useful for the kinds of documents your business needs. Intermediate
word processing functions are grouped into seven categories.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Getting access to your documents in new ways
Making up pages
Copying and moving text between documents
Hyphenating and paginating
Changing your document with search and replace
Adding emphasis to the text in your document
Headings and footings

Most of the work you've done up to now has required you to use only some
of the function keys on the keyboard. Now you'll learn how to use many more
of them in ways that will speed your work and replace the cut-and-paste
editing you may have done with typewritten documents.
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Moving Through a Document

By now, you're accustomed to using the cursor keys to move around in a
document and make changes. When you have changes on different pages in
your document, there are four keys on your keyboard that help you move
about quickly.

Q~

L:J~

Each key has a special way of moving the cursor. In Part 3, you used the
Go To Page and Next Scrn keys to move through a document. Before you
learn in detail about how all four keys work, you should review what scrolling
is and how amounts of text on the editing screen relate to standard-sized
paper.

5-2 Intermediate Functions
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How Scrolling Works

Scrolling applies to any key or process you use to move through a document.
In Part 3 you used horizontal scrolling to work across a page in a wide document
and move it back and forth across the screen.
Most often, you'll use vertical scrolling when working with documents on
your editing screen. Imagine that you're looking through a window that's
covered by a paper scroll that rolls up and down over the glass like a window
shade. Much like the way there are separate pages on a scroll, pages on the
editing screen are continuous from the bottom of one screen to the top of the
next. The editing screen can display a maximum of 21 lines on the screen at
one time. So, a single page that you print may have more text than you can
see at anyone time on your screen.
Vertical scrolling allows you to move from the top of the "page" to the
bottom, and back up again to the top, or across page breaks to see the parts
of another page.
Remember, if the cursor is anywhere past the beginning of a document,
vertical scrolling backward takes you closer to the first page. Scrolling forward
moves the cursor toward the last page of the document.

SCREENFULLS OF TEXT
When the text area of your editing screen is filled with characters, that's
known as a screenfull. You can see 21 lines of text on your screen at one time.
Three screenfulls are equal to a normal printed page. Three screenfulls contain about the same number of lines as an 8-112" x 11" printed page with
single-spaced lines. The illustration on the next page shows how the text on
a printed page relates to the way it appears on the screen.
The 21 lines that your display shows you include 3 lines from the bottom
of the previous screen, or top of the next screen, depending on whether you
are scrolling forward or backward.
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Moving Through a Document 5-3
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press the rndent I<ey once and start typ1ng
That hne .ilnO all
tne (0110wlng Ilne" are oOIutomatlcally Indented. to the tab stop
you seLect.
"'ost. word processin& software has other features as well.
Some can Check your spelJ. .. ng.
Others can prInt headlng ana
footlng text that you neeQ 1nclud1ng page numOers.
.some
programs ha'H! aooltlonaJ. functlon" for recordS process1ng and
features llke creatlng .ill t.ilble of contents ana Indel.
One thlng that's u!'Jportant to rememDer 15 that prlntlng and
editing are two dIfferent functlons.
UnlIke a typewrIter, wnere
you see on paper wnat you're tYPIng. when you use .... 01"'0

Doc II pha
word Format
1(1)10

'"Q.I

I

)101

Lin.

I

5P.:~nQ ~ L.n:~h '~

editing are two d1fferent JUnctlOnS.
Unllke a typewr1ter, wnere
you see on paper wOiit you're typlng, when you use word
proceSSIng you see your text on the .$creen.
Then you can pr~nt
1 t 1 f you choose to
Word processlng a130 :save:s you tllDe In printing
Since you
can prln\. exactly the number of coples IOU need, eaCh person can
get an orlglnal and you won't na'Y~ to make COples . . . hen you
need another or111nal, pres," oil few key:s ana you can prlnt It
.ilgaln.
The editing screen saves you typing tune by eliIlnnatlng the
need (or you to press tne return key at the end of every llne
and walt for the pr1nt nead to move baCK to the left :Dargln.
word proce3s1nl automatlcally "wrap," word.$ arouna to the neEt
llne as you type.
'(ou pr"es:s the Ifeturn key only wnen yOu want
to end ,1 paragraph or otherwlse end a line.
Another major advantage of wOr"Q proc~sslng 1.5 that you see
wnat you type on the :screen.
You can make (".0r"rect10n~ easlly
and qUICkly by lnsertlnl, Qeletln~, or" removlng text.
't.::lu can
also copy or move text frail one place to another.
Th!s further
eluunate:s retYPlng.
.ord proce.$.$lng 31:s0 saves you tllDe 1n printlng.
Since you

Bottom of page

Three screenfulls of text correspond to one 8-1/2" x 11" printed page.
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Moving from Screen to Screen

Now that you understand what scrolling is and how pages on the screen run
together, they'll help you understand how the Next Scrn (for Next Screen)
and Prev Scrn (for Previous Screen) keys work.
The Next Scrn and Prev Scrn keys are the easiest keys to use on your
keyboard to review a page of text. The Next Scrn key moves the cursor
forward to the next screen in your document. The Prev Scrn key scrolls the
cursor backward to the previous screen.
Try this to see how it works.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

I

Comments

I

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
(

1

EXECUTE

) Please enter
document name

[~Jistory

(

2 alpha

(

3

RETURN
EXECUTE

If there's another
document name
here, type over it
with "alpha."

) DOCUMENT SUMMARY

) [!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO

Now try using the
Next Scrn key.

KEYBOARDS~

4

5
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(2)[ NEXT SCRN ) [!Jtaly, France

(

PREV SCRN

)

QJndividual

You've moved to
page 1, line 37.
Now press the
Prev Scrn key.
The cursor is on
page 1, line 19.

Moving Through a Document 5-5

I[J
5

Moving to Another Page

If you want to move the cursor further than from one screen to another, you
can use the Go To Page key. You already used this key in earlier procedure
charts to create a top margin and move to the beginning and end of a document. This key also allows you to go directly to a particular page you need or
to move the cursor around quickly on a page.
To move to one of the destinations listed below, first press the Go To Page
key. You'll see the message "Which page?" on your screen. Then press one of
the following keys.
Key

Moves cursor to

b
e

Beginning of the document
End of the document
Right margin on the same line
Left margin on the same line
First character on the page
Page break or end of document indicator
To page 12, or any page number you want
Top of the previous page
Top of the next page

~

rn
rn
12 (,-E-X-E-C-U-T-E. . . .)
( PREY SCRN )
( NEXT SCRN )

Try a few of these combinations and see what happens.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

GO TO PAGE

El

2

3

GO TO PAGE
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Comments

Q]ndividual

The cursor is on
page 1, line 19,
position 1.

Which page?

Use the cursor
key.

born. Individual

Which page?

D

The cursor has
jumped to the
right margin.
Now move to the
end of the page.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

IT]

4

So when Johannes
..

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

5

( EXECUTE )

3

(

7

8

Notice that the
cursor is now on
the line between
pages 1 and 2.

[J-------1(1~ .... ~1

6

Comments

o

Go to page 3.
The cursor is now
on page 3. Move it
to the end of the
document.

torage medium

GO TO PAGE ) Which page?
enjoy using it .....

e

G========
( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

9
10

Now move the cursor back to the
beginning.

b

[!jFROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

Recall that you can also scroll through your document a page at a time in
the page cursor mode. To set the mode to page, press the Mode key, then the
Page key. To use the page mode, hold down the Shift key and press the up
or down cursor keys.
Page 1

Page 2

(GO TO)
PAGE

Page 6

(GO TO]
PAGE

(GO TO)

-=-J
PAGE

_t
____
-=-J_~_l-_-_JGJ_6l__
Here are several ways to scroll through a document.
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Placing Bookmarks

Have you ever put slips of paper in a book to mark your place? You can do
the same thing electronically in a document with a feature called bookmark.
Once you mark the places in a document, you can move the cursor from one
bookmark to another as you edit. This is especially helpful if you have many
revisions to make in a long document.
You can have up to 10 bookmarks, numbered 0 through 9, in your document at one time. Bookmarks are removed automatically when you finish
editing so that you can set new bookmarks the next time you edit.
Try creating and using bookmarks to see how they work.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS .....
(1 0) [I]

2

COMMAND

3

4

NOTE

5

(2) ( NEXT SCRN

6

COMMAND
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complex

D sounds

Comments

Move the cursor to
add the first
bookmark in line
11 of the text.
Now add the bookmark.

Which command?

Put in bookmark 1.

Which command? 1

Notice that your
bookmark number
appears next to
this message.

complex

D sounds

QJ taly, France

The bookmark is
in place. Move to
the next position.
This is the place
for bookmark 2.

Which command?
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Step

7

You Type
2

( NOTE ) [!]taly, France

b

~FROM CAVE
INTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

10

n

1

2
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( NOTE ) complex

D sounds

Move to the bookmarks you set up.

Press the number
of the bookmark
you want, then the
Note key.
You're back at
bookmark 1. Now
go on to 2.

( NOTE ) [!]taly, France

Go back to the
beginning of the
document.

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

14
15

Now go back to the
beginning and use
the bookmarks.

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

12
13

Comments

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

8
9

Screen Says

b

~FROM CAVE
P INTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

Moving Through a Document
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18 Assembling Pages

Since pages are the major unit of a document, you'll learn to use some special
keys and functions that make it easier to assemble pages. These page editing
functions include copying and moving text from one place to another, using
a workpage to store text, and adding notes in the text as reminders. You might
refer to these capabilities as "automatic cut and paste."
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Copying Text Within a Document

You can put the same text in many places in your document with just a few
simple steps. The Copy key allows you to make an exact duplicate of text and
put it in another place in the document. If you want to copy text that includes
format lines, or special features like underlines and boldface, position the
cursor on the position before these features. If you change your mind during
the copy process and want to stop, press the Cancel key.
Try copying some text to learn how to do it.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

~FROM CAVE
AINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

(S)[]J

1

(

2

(

3

Early

D man

COpy

) Copy what?

SHIFT)

language

D as we

(S)[]J

4

(

S

6
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EXECUTE

)

(3)[]J

(

EXECUTE

)

Comments
Move the cursor
to line 6,
position 17.
Start copying the
text here by
pressing the
Copy key.
Move the cursor S
words using word
mode.
The text to be
copied is shown in
reverse video as
you move the cursor. Use the
Execute key to
mark the end of
the text to copy.

To where?

Move the cursor to
the place where
the text will go,
3 lines down.

adventures.~

Copy onto end of
paragraph.

language ~

The copy is
finished. Note
that the original
text is still in
the document.

Assembling Pages 5-11

e.~

Moving Text

Besides copying text from place to place, you can also remove it from one area
of a document and put it somewhere else. The Move key, located in the row
of func~on keys at the top of the keyboard, saves you time because you don't
have to delete the text in one place, and then insert it somewhere else. You
might want to think of the move function as an "automatic delete and insert."
Remember, the Copy key allows you to make a duplicate of the same text
in one document. The Move key removes text permanently from one place
and puts it wherever you specify. If you decide not to complete a move, press
the Cancel key.
Follow the procedures below to move some text.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

SHIFT)

language ~

Change the cursor
mode back to
word mode.

~s more complex

Start the move
here.

Move what?

As you move the
cursor down 5
lines, you'll see
the text appear in
reverse video.

DJanguages still

Move the cursor
to the return
symbol at the end
of the paragraph.

(2)[]]
2

3

4

5

MOVE

(5)fI]

SHIFT)

words.

(8)[]]

~

EXECUTE

5-12 Intermediate Functions

Comments

To where?

Notice that the
text remains in
reverse video.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments
Move the cursor
to the end of the
following paragraph.

6

(

NEXT SCRN

)

skin.

~
(S)IT]

7

8

(

EXECUTE

)

When Charlemagne

languages still

....
~

Put the text
here. Notice that
you can't see the
text you're
moving.
The cursor is
positioned
following the text
you moved. Scroll
back to see that
the text is not
in its former
location.

( PREY SCRN ) [!]FROM CAYE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....
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Workpage

Wouldn't it be convenient to have a place to type text as you think of it, and
then later bring it into your document at the correct place? That's the idea
behind workpage. It's a place to store additional text while you're working on
a document. The workpage might include an author's second thoughts on a
chapter, text that mayor may not be in the final document, charts to be
revised-anything with a temporary status.
Every document can have one workpage with as many lines as you wish,
given the amount of room on your disk. Because it can only be one page in
length, you cannot put page breaks in it. You can copy or move text to a
workpage from the text. When you copy or move text from the workpage into
the body of the document, you may have to change or add page breaks in the
document.
You can't print a workpage as a page you select on the print menu. You can
only see it on the screen. If you want to print the contents, you must copy or
move it to a document page.
Use the procedure below to create a workpage.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS
GO TO PAGE

2

w

3

GO TO PAGE

4

EXECUTE

5-14 Intermediate Functions

Which page?

Create a workpage.

Page W

An open screen is
available to
create text for
later use. As an
example, type in
a paragraph from
this page. Go
back to page 1
of the document.

Which page?
[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS .....

Now go back to
the work page to
see what you did.

4/83

Step

You Type

w

Here's the text
you typed for the
workpage. Now
delete it.

(

DELETE

)

EXECUTE

)

GO TO PAGE

)

7

(

8

(

9
10

Comments

( GOTO PAGE ) Which page?

5
6

Screen Says

b

Delete what?

Move the cursor to
the end of your
text.
You have an open
workpage again.
Return to the
beginning of the
document.

Which page?

~FROM CAVE
P INTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS~
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Using Notes

One additional use of the Note key besides creating bookmarks is to place
some text within the document like a reminder or piece of information about
the document. In contrast to the workpage where you store text away from
the document text, you can place notes directly in the text. This allows you
to make comments within the body of the text and then print the text with the
notes.
There is an option on the print menu under the format heading to print the
document without notes. However, this option is not functional at this time,
so that when you print a document that contains notes you always get the
notes printed. You may want to eliminate the notes from your last draft and
repaginate your document.
Now try out the Note key.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

COMMAND

2 r

(2)QJ

Restore the page
first.

Which command?
[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEyBOARDS ....

3

Comments

Put the note near
the beginning.
You'll see how the
Note key shows on
the screen as
as double
quotation marks.

~

People have always

4

NOTE

II~
11Th··
.•
IS IS a no t e...

Th is is a note.

(

NOTE

S

CANCEL

6

EXECUTE

5-16 Intermediate Functions

Now leave the
document, save
the changes and
print it.

END OF EDIT
options
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Step

7

8

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document name
@]Ipha

9

(

EXECUTE

)

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page [!J

11

12

Comments

IPrint Document I

p

rn

10
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Screen Says

You Type

1

Print thru page

QJ

Print thru page 1

( EXECUTE )

D

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Move down to the
Print thru page
category.
Print only the
first page where
you made the note.
Change the printer
number, if you
need to.
Locate the note
printed on the
first page.

Assembling Pages 5-17
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Working Between Documents

Another time-saving feature is copying and moving text between documents.
You can insert parts of other documents in the document you're working on
and eliminate retyping the text. Or, you can combine several smaller documents into one larger one. When you use this feature, you can also copy or
move the format lines with the text. If you do this, the format lines in the new
text are automatically renumbered to follow the format lines in the original
document in numerical order.

Theredremanyusesforwordprocesslng,dependlnguponyour
ne"dsand available tim"
You can use It for rOullne
correspondence, reportsandSpCClai pro.)ects, andil.stsofev(! ry
kl nd
Word process I ns can 3" ve you ti.,,~ I n a v ar I ely of way s

Ho~~

word processing sonware has other features as well
Others can print heading and

Some can check your spelling

footlolltextthatyouneedlncludln&pal?,en"mbers
Some
prosrams ha~e addl tiOna I funcllons for records proceSSlog and

: :': : :;:::;:::::::~:::::::::;:::'.::::::::.::::::::::~:'":::.

featuresilkecreatlngatableofcontentsandlndel

I~:~~i~:~~::;~::;~:;~:;:;::::::::.:··· "''"""' "'". , t--~
Another major advantage of word

proce~Slng

15 that yo,", see

~:~~:::~~;:~~:::~:~:~::.:::::::::::::::;::::::

prOces~lng

It If

you see your text On the screen

Then you can pnnt

you choose to

~'----~:l~i~:~~::-;~::;~:;~:;-::::::::::,:-··'
""""",-----'", , "I,

can print exactly the nu.,ber of copu~s you need, each person can
getanOrl&lnal and you won't. have to make copies
When yOu
need anot.her orqpnal, press d few keys and you Can print I t

The editing screen saves you typing ume by ellOllnatlng the
need lor you to press the return key at the end of every line

and walt for the print.tlead to move back to the left margin
Word processing automatically "wraps" words around t.o tne next

line as you type

You press the Return key only .. henyouwant

One other key on the keyboard that'

~

a tune-saver I z the

Indent key
Insteadoftyplneonellne,presslngreturn and
presslne the Tab key to Indent the next and followlnellnes,
press the Indent key once and

~tart

tYP,ng

That line dnd all

Copying or moving text between documents eliminates retyping.
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Copying Text Between Documents

You can take text from one document and easily put it in another document
with a type of automatic cut-and-paste feature. For this process, called copying
between documents, you use the Shift and Copy keys. Copying text from one
document to another does not delete any text.
You'll first need to know the definitions of a couple of terms: the original
document is the document you're currently editing, and the source document is
the document from which you're going to copy text. Your source document
must be available on your system disk, although it can be in a different library.
If you type in an incorrect name, or if the document is not on your system
disk, a screen message will let you know.
Follow these procedures to copy some text from one document to another.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
@]Ipha

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]FROM CAVE
PAINTINGS TO
KEYBOARDS~

4

5
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(16)rn

( SHIFT
( COpy

languages

~final

Use this
document again.

This is your
original document.
Move the cursor to
where the new
text will go.
Begin the copy
function on page
1, line 17,
position 1.

The document
COPYING TEXT
BETWEEN DOCUMENTS you're copyi ng to
appears autoFROM:~
matically. Type
TO: alp a
in "paragraf" as
the source document name.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

6

paragraf ( EXECUTE

)

Doc paragraf
~ord processing
From where?

The cursor is now
in the source
document and on
the beginning of
the text you need
to copy. Press
the Execute key
to mark the beginning of it.

7

(

)

Copy what?

Move the cursor to
the end of the
paragraph.

copying between

The paragraph
you're copying is
in reverse video.

9

EXECUTE

(3HI]

8

(

EXECUTE

)

~
(Rearranging)
copying between
~

~

5-20

Comments

Intermediate Functions

The screen shows
the original document where the
new text is now
located.
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Moving Text Between Documents

Sometimes you may want to eliminate text from one document and place it
permanently in another. For the process of moving text from one document to
another, you use the Shift and Move keys.
Unlike copying text, moving text changes the source document. The text
you've moved won't be in the source document when you return to edit it.
If you move a format line, the text in the original document will change to fit
this new format. The text in the source document will revert to whatever
format occurred previous to the one you took out. If you're in doubt about
moving text, copy it before you move it. Then you'll have it, if you need it.
Moving text from one document is similar to the process for copying text.
The procedure below shows you how to do it.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments
Now try moving
some text between
documents. The
cursor is on page
1, line 21.

( SHIFT
( MOVE

2

3
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paragraf

EXECUTE

(5)[]]

MOVING TEXT
BETWEEN DOCUMENTS
FROM:
TO: alpha

Notice that this
is similar to the
screen you saw
for copying text.
Use "paragraf' as
the source document again.

Doc paragraf
~ord processing
From where?

Move the cursor
to the second
paragraph.

[I}ometimes you may

Press the Execute
key to mark the
beginning of the
text you will
move.

n
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Step

4

S

6

You Type

(

)

Move what?

Move the cursor to
the end of the
paragraph.

RETURN

)

to another.~

The whole paragraph is in
reverse video.
Complete the move.

EXECUTE

)

text from

The paragraph is

~

7
8

(

Comments

EXECUTE

(

(

Screen Says

CANCEL

(

)

DELETE )

The final

now in the document. Leave
this document to
go on to another.

END OF EDIT
options

Remove all the
changes.

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Hyphenation and Pagination

Hyphenation and pagination are one selection on the advanced functions
menu. Hyphenation is a word processing function you use to break long words
at the end of a text line in your document for a more even right margin. This
is especially important if you want to print the document right-justified. Word
processing uses a special formula to determine where words should be hyphenated. Pagination is a way to add page breaks systematically throughout
a document, after your editing or hyphenating has produced some pages that
are longer or shorter than others.
Instead of going through your document page by page, hyphenating words
and changing page breaks, you can do both or either function by using the
hyphenation and pagination feature. At any point in either process, you can
stop it by pressing the Cancel key. You'll see another screen, similar to the
end-of-edit screen, that allows you to do one of three things.
Response you want

Key to press

Save the changes
Go back to screen
Erase the changes

( EXECUTE)
( RETURN )
( DELETE)

Notice on the menu on the next page that there are selections shown
besides "Hyphenation and Pagination." These selections are not available at
this time.
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m
5

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Please select next

activIty

IHyphenation and PagInatIon
Records

Processing

SpellIng Checkar
Index Generator
Table of Contents Generator
Current

library

IS

hypl
rpI
spl
lXO
toe

lu/tralnlng

Hyphenation and pagination are included on the advanced functions menu.
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Three Types of Hyphens

Before you use the hyphenation function, you need to know about the three
kinds of hyphens. You can hyphenate words in your document in one of two
ways: manually as you create and revise or automatically through the hyphenation function. If you hyphenate as you edit, you may put in regular or
required hyphens, depending upon the results you want. The third kind of
hyphen, added with hyphenation, is described on the next page.

REGULAR HYPHEN
A regular hyphen is one you put in by pressing the Hyphen key. It shows on
the screen as a -. Use regular hyphens only on those words like "open-ended,"
that you should always hyphenate.

REQUIRED HYPHEN
A required hyphen is one you put in during editing by using the Command key
followed by pressing the Hyphen key. It shows on the screen as 1. . There are
two uses of this kind of hyphen. The first is to show the only place where a
word can be hyphenated in case you use the hyphenation function before you
print your document. For instance, the word "hyphenation" would best be
hyphenated as hyphen-ation, rather than hy-phenation. To show this in your
document, use the required hyphen in the appropriate place. Then if you use
the hyphenation function and the word needs to be hyphenated, it will be
hyphenated only at this point.
The second use of the required hyphen is before a word, like a person's
name, to show that this word should never be hyphenated, even if it occurs
at the end of a line.
The required hyphen symbol that you see on the screen never prints. If you
put them in as you edit and don't use the hyphenation function, the words
will print as if the symbol were not there.
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Hyphenation

To use the hyphenation function when you've completed editing your document, you must check some information on a separate screen. All of the items
are already filled in for you, but you can change them before you begin. These
items include the hot zone length, page length, the page to begin and edit the
process on, and whether or not you want to have the process run automatically without any further information from you.

SETTING THE HOT ZONE LENGTH

The hot zone length is a specified number of character positions before the end
of the text line that you want to fill in with characters by hyphenating words
that appear there. Therefore, words are moved up from the next line and
designated as appropriate for hyphenation, or words are moved down to the
next line when one line is filled up.
You must determine the hot zone length at the beginning of the process.
The standard hot zone length is 3 characters. This means that you'll see any
word that can be broken within 3 characters of the end of the line. You can
set the hot zone length from 3 to 99, but the smaller the hot zone length, the
more even an unjustified right margin will be. To avoid hyphenation, set the
zone length to any number greater than the line length.

HOW HYPHENATION WORKS

After you've checked the settings on the hyphenation and pagination screen,
you'll see some lines from the document on the screen with the first status line
above. The cursor is located on the character following the place where a
hyphen can go, and the characters to the left are bright on the screen. You can
move the cursor as far right as one character before the end of the line, if this
is a more appropriate place to hyphenate. Besides determining where the
hyphen should go, you need to press one of two keys.

5-26

Response you want

Key to press

Add hyphen
Don't add hyphen
and look for
next one

( EXECUTE)
( SEARCH)

Intermediate Functions
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The hyphen you add with this process is called a generated hyphen and shows
on the screen as a bright hyphen. If you go back and edit the document after
you have used hyphenation, the generated hyphens are automatically removed. Or, you can use hyphenation again.
Try hyphenation on a training document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IAdvanced Functions I

a

2

EXECUTE

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Hyphenation and

I

Pagination
3

4
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EXECUTE

hyph

RETURN

5

EXECUTE

6

SEARCH

7

EXECUTE

I[J

I

Please enter
document name
@]Ipha

Use another
document called
"hyph."

Hot zone lengthQ]

Notice that the
hot zone length is
already set as
"3." Leave it
this way.

typ[TIng

The cursor is on
page 1, line 8,
position 63. Don't
put a hyphen here
because it would
leave only the
first three characters of the word
at the end of the
line. Continue
the process.

Ap[EJropriate

The cursor is on
page 1, line 43,
position 59. Put
a hyphen here.

se[9Juence

Use a hyphen here.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

8

( EXECUTE )

9

(

10

CANCEL

)

Comments

conGections

Stop here and
leave the document.

End of hyphenation
and pagination

Look at the
choices here.
Save the changes
and go on to
pagination. If
you had not
cancelled this,
you would have
reached a pagination point.

( EXECUTE ) ADVANCED
FUNCTIONS

IHyphenation and
Pagination

11

( CANCEL )
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I

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Pagination

You use the pagination function to determine where page breaks will occur
when you print the document. Even though you can continue typing past the
page break signal and create a document that is one long page, this is not
advisable. You should always put in page breaks as you edit and use the
pagination feature only for changing the location of the page breaks. A complete discussion of the need for page breaks is included in chapter 10, "Setting ~
Vertical Layout."
~

MANUAL PAGINATION

You learned earlier how to manually change text length and put in two kinds
of page breaks, optional and required. You use required page breaks at the
end of a text page and required page breaks at the end of a chapter or
wherever you want the following text to always start on a new page. However, editing often adds sentences, paragraphs, or pages to a document that
didn't exist when you inserted optional page breaks. After a while, the page
breaks may not be in the correct place, and some pages may be too long or too
short. You can change the location of page breaks manually by scrolling
through the document and adding or removing them.

USING THE PAGINATION FUNCTION

After you've finished creating or editing your document, you can use the
pagination function to change the page breaks before you print. The pagination function removes all the optional page breaks, scans your document,
displays 20 lines of text on the screen, and shows the appropriate place for a
page break as - - - - with 10 lines of text before it and 10 lines after it. Use the
t or ~ cursor keys to move the page break up or down a maximum of nine
lines above or nine lines below the suggested setting.
When you have positioned the page break where you want it, press the
Execute key to complete the process, and move to the next possible page
break. But remember, making the page either shorter or longer than the
specified text length affects the number of lines printed on a page.
The pagination feature always respects a required page break and does not
remove it. To change this kind of page break, you must return to the editing
screen and delete it.
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REMOVING PAGE BREAKS
You can remove a page break that you add manually or with the pagination
function by positioning the cursor on the break and pressing the Delete key,
and then pressing the Execute key.
Now try repaginating the same document you used for hyphenation.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IAdvanced Functions I

a

2

EXECUTE

Pagination

I

3

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[EJyph

4

RETURN

Hot zone length

5 99

RETURN

Text length

EXECUTE

Set page break
organizing
you want to

EXECUTE

Use this document
again.

[II

@] 4

[J----7

Use the advanced
functions again.

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Hyphenation and

I

6

Comments

Set page break
points clear

[J-----

To sidestep the
hyphenation this
time, use a very
long hot zone.
Use the standard
text length.
Here's the first
appropriate place
for a page break.
Add one here.
Try moving the
page break down
1 line here.

a very long

8

rn

a very long

[J-----

Continue with the
process.

subpoints are
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Step

9

10

Screen Says

You Type

(

EXECUTE

)

End of Hyphenation
and Pagination

Comments
Now that you have
finished the whole
document, you can
save the changes,
or cancel them.
This time, save
the changes. If
you delete them,
you'll have the
former page breaks.

( EXECUTE ) ADVANCED
FUNCTIONS
Hyphenation and

I

Pagination

11
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(

CANCEL

)

I

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Searching and Replacing

Using the search and replace functions you can locate words or phrases at
points where you want to edit, or change words here and there. Starting
where the cursor is currently located, the search function looks for the first
instance of a word or set of words you've told it to find and then brightens
it. You can also start the search at the beginning of a document or search
backward toward the beginning.
The replace function works in basically the same way. You can replace one
word with another one time or many times, all in a single operation. It's like
doing a delete and an insert at the same time. You can also perform a global
search and replace to replace up to 10 words or phrases throughout an entire
document. These functions make a tedious job easy.
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Searching

The search function is versatile. You can use it to find a word as well as to
locate a place in your document. Search finds any combinaton of characters
you need up to a total of 36 characters. The following is a list of the kinds of
things that the search function can locate.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numbers
Symbols *, $, #, or 1
Punctuation
Screen symbols for keys like Return, Tab, and Indent
Uppercase and lowercase letters
Any combination: hello!, $5,497.01, SECTION I

There are several more things you should know about the search function.
First, it doesn't differentiate between emphasized text such as underlined
words and text that is not emphasized. For example, you can type in HELLO
to find HELLO. Second, if the search function can't find what you want, you
get the message "Text not found." Then if you press the Execute key, the
cursor returns to the position where the search started. Third, you can stop
the search at any time by pressing the Cancel key.
There are several ways to search, depending on the keys you use. The list
below shows the choices.
Kind of search

Forward
Backward
From the beginning

Keys to use

(---S-E-A-R-C-H'::""')
( COMMAND ) and ( SEARCH)
( SHIFT) and ( SEARCH)

When the search function locates a word, you can either look for the next
word or temporarily halt the search and resume again. To look for the next
occurence, press the Execute key. If you want to make some editing changes,
press the Cancel key and do so. Resume the search for the same text later by
pressing the Search and Execute keys. You'll see the same text again and you
won't have to type it over. In addition, you can change the text that's there
by typing the search text again, or add onto it by pressing the Execute key and
typing the additional text.
Try searching for a word and see what happens on your screen.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)
Document I

IEdit Old
EXECUTE

2 memo

Please enter
document name
[!]yph

Use the document
called "memo."

RETURN

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT...

Move the cursor
to the third
screen.

4

(2)[ NEXT SCRN

[!]irst? Is your

The cursor is
located on page 1,
line 37. Search
for the word
"outline."

5

SEARCH

Search for what?

Type in the word
to be found.
Watch how the text
appears below the
message. If you
type the word
incorrectly, move
the cursor back
and retype.

Search for what?
outline

Now press the
Execute key to
start the search.

an @]utline

The word "outline"
is bright in the
text. Cancel the
search for now.

6

outline

7

EXECUTE

8

CANCEL

9

(5)8
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@]utline

You have stopped
the search. Move
the cursor to the
right 5 characters
to simulate
editing.

outli0e

Now try the search
again.
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Step

10

You Type

(

Screen Says

Comments

SEARCH

)

Search for what?
outline

The last text you
searched for is
saved. Try the
search again.
The next occurrenee of the word
is found. Try it
three more times.

11

(

EXECUTE

)

check your
@]utline

12

(

EXECUTE

)

in your @]utline

13

(

EXECUTE

)

to the @]utline

14

(

EXECUTE

)

Text not found
Press execute to
continue

The word does not
appear again in
the document.
Press the Execute
key.

15

(

EXECUTE

)

to the 00tl i ne.

The cursor moves
back to where you
restarted the
search on page 2,
line 19.

SEARCHING FROM THE BEGINNING

Sometimes, when you're editing in the middle of a document, you may want
to start back at the beginning and search for some words throughout the
document. Using the same document, try starting the search at the beginning.
If you type the word incorrectly, watch what happens and start over again.
Step

You Type

( SHIFT )
( SEARCH )
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Screen Says

Comments

00 tline

The cursor is on
page 2, line 19,
position 25.

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....
Search for what?
outline

The cursor is back
at the beginning
and the text you
last searched for
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

is remembered.
This time search
for "word processing."

2 word processing

Search for what?
word processing

3

( EXECUTE ) Bord processing

Look for the
phrase again.

4

( EXECUTE ) Text not found,

That phrase was
the only occurrence in the
document.

Press execute to
continue

( EXECUTE ) w@]rd processing

S

The cursor moves
back to the the
word where you
started.

SEARCHING BACKWARD

When you're editing near the end of a document and want to make a search,
you can search backward. Try this now.
Step

You Type

2

3

skill

Screen Says

Comments

w@]rd processing

The cursor is on
page 2, line 34,
position 24.

COMMAND

Which command?

Request a
backward search.

SEARCH

Search for what?
word processing

Search for
"skilL"

EXECUTE

each 0kill

The cursor is on
page1,line10
position 16.
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Step
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You Type

Screen Says

Comments

4

( EXECUTE ) Those 0kills

5

( EXECUTE ) Many 0kills

6

(

EXECUTE

)

Text not found
Press execute to
continue

To continue the
process, press the
Execute key.

7

(

EXECUTE

)

ManyDskills

The cursor moves
back to the last
occurrence.

Try the search
again.
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Replacing

Correcting one word throughout a long document is a simple process when
you use the replace feature. It is the same as deleting and then inserting,
except that it combines both steps to save you time. You can replace words
of unequal as well as equal length. The replace function first locates the text
and gives you the option to relace it.
Try the replace function to see how it works.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
Many Dskills

NEXT SCRN

Comments
The cursor is on
page 1, line 7.
Move it to the
word you will
replace.
The word is on
page 1, line 36,
position 50.

(17)[]]
( SHIFT)

(8)[]]

E]
2

3

4
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REPLACE

(10)E]

EXECUTE

Intermediate Functions

QJnformation

Start the replace.

Replace what?

Move the cursor
to the right to
brighten the whole
word.

informatioG

This is the word
you want to
replace.

Insert what?

The text disappears from the
screen. Replace
it with the word
"ideas."
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Step

5

6

You Type
ideas

Screen Says

(

EXECUTE

)

(

CANCEL

) END OF EDIT

The word has been
replaced and the
line breaks in the
rest of the paragraph are changed
to account for the
shorter word. Now
leave the document.

certain ideasD

Discard the
changes you've
made.

options

7

( DELETE )

Comments

(main menu)
Document I

IEdit Old
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[J

Global Search and Replace

You can change many words or phrases in a document one at a time, as many
times as each occurs, with the global search and replace function. With this
function you use the Shift and Replace keys to replace up to 10 items with new
text, with each replacement a maximum of 30 characters long. A special screen
makes it easy for you to list the changes. You list the items you want to replace
in one column, and their replacements in another column. Remember that
you can search for screen symbols, so that if you press the Return key as part
of your search for or replace with text, you'll see that symbol as part of the
text. There are four keys you use on this screen to make up the list.
Use

Key

( RETURN )

B

or
( BACK SPACE)

Enters a return

C.... ) in the text.

Moves the cursor backward in the text to make
corrections

( CANCEL)

Returns you to the editing screen and cancels the list

( EXECUTE)

Moves you to another column and when the list is
complete, starts the process

The illustration on the next page shows what the screen looks like with a
complete list.
When you complete the list and press the Execute key, the cursor moves
back into the document, and you'll see whichever item on the list is first in
your document. The text will brighten on the screen. When the screen message "Replace?" appears, you can respond to it by using one of these keys.
Use

Key

( SEARCH)

Skips changing this text and finds the next item

( EXECUTE)

Replaces the text and moves the cursor to the next
word from the search list

( SHIFT)
( REPLACE)

Does the whole list automatically
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GLOBAL
Se.J.rch

SEARCH AND

REPLACE

Repla"e

for

Informat ion
report
ou til ne

It

WI

th

Idea.

•• "0
pi an

A completed search and replace screen looks like this.
When you use Shift and Replace to use the automatic mode, the screen
stops moving. When the process is complete, the screen changes and the
cursor appears on the last word that was changed. If you stop the process by
pressing the Cancel key, the same thing will happen. If you cancelled the
search because you made some mistakes in your list, start global search and
replace over to create a new list.
Now that you have some information about how the global search and
replace function works, it's time to try it out.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
§]emo

Use this document
again.

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT~
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Step

You Type

4

Screen Says

( SHIFT)
REPLACE

)

GLOBAL SEARCH AND
REPLACE
Search for:

Comments
Replac~ the word
"information."

D

5 information

6

EXECUTE

Search for:
information D

The Execute key
moves the cursor
to the Replace it
with column.

Replace it with:

Replace "informotion" with
"ideas."

D

7 ideas

a

EXECUTE

Replace it with:
ideas D

Now the Execute
key moves the
cursor back to the
Search for column.

Search for:
information

Replace "report."

D

9 report

10

Search for:
information
report D
EXECUTE

Replace it with:
ideas

Replace "report"
with "memo."

D

11

memo

12

Replace it with:
ideas
memoD
EXECUTE

Search for:
information
report

Replace "outline."

D

13 outline
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Search for:
information
report
outline D
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

14

Replace it with:
ideas
memo

EXECUTE

Comments
Replace "outline"
with "plan."

D
15

plan

Replace it with:
ideas
memo
plan

D

16

(2)( EXECUTE

Replace?
a 0eport

17

EXECUTE

0 e port--

Notice how the
word "report" was
replaced with
"memo" and the
cursor has moved
to the next item.
Skip replacing
this one.

18

SEARCH

0eport and

The last word is
unchanged, and the
process proceeds.
Find another word
on the list.

19

SEARCH

20

SHIFT
REPLACE

4/83

Take a look at
your list and see
if it's all
correct. If not,
press the Cancel
key and start
again at step l.

)
)

Here's one of the
words on the list.
Have this replaced.

an @]utline

Now change it to
replace automatically.

(Searching)

This takes 15
seconds, the
screen doesn't
scroll, and you'll
hear a beep at the
end. The cursor
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I[]

Step

21
22

Screen Says

You Type

(

CANCEL

(

DELETE

)
)

Comments

mem~ for

ends up on the
last word that was
replaced. Now
leave the
document.

END OF EDIT
options

Cancel the
changes.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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22

Emphasizing Text and
Using Special Symbols

From time to time, you'll need to add some special refinements to your
printed documents. For example, you may want to add emphasis to text with
boldface printing or underlining. Perhaps you have scientific or mathematical
equations to do. Or you may have legal documents with text that needs
overstriking with slashes. All of these are available for your use. You'll use the
Mode key and one other to add boldface, underlines, overstrike, and double ~
underlines. For using subscripts and superscripts, you'll use another function
key in the top row of your keyboard, the key labeled with the two arrows, one
pointing up and another pointing down. Here's a list of the keys you use and
the effects you'll get.

151

Keys

( Mode) and
( Mode) and b
( Mode) and /
( Mode) and =
Wand (]fufD W

Results

Underline
Boldface
Overstrike
Double underline
Subscript and superscript

The illustration on the next page shows how these enhancements look
when printed.
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TRYING SOME REFINEMENTS
Special pr1nt1ng funct10ns add emphas1s to parts of your text
and make your pOInt more noticeable. These functions include
boldface, ~~~~, ~Quble under~, superscr1pts, subscr1pts,
and l15>iefllUt'Ke.
BOLDFACE PRINTS BOLDLY

Use boldface to emphasIze words 1n text. For Instance, 1f you
want a word boldfaced each t1me it appears 1n the text, you can
turn on boldface before you type 1t, or add boldface when you
already have the word In the text.
TITLES LOOK GOOD UNDERLINED
You're probably more familIar wIth uSIng underline for em~hasIs.
Underl1ne is useful for specif1c words 1n text as well as for
titles and subheadIngs.
Double unde~ adds even more emphas1s to text. It 1S often
used 1n financial statements to 1ndicate the bottom line In
columns of numbers.
Net prof1t after taxes $156,987.34
FORMULAS NEED SUBSCRIPT AND SUPERSCRIPT
You've probably seen subscr1pt and superscr1pt text before.
Every t1me you see a temperature like 720, the 0 is
superscr1pted. Chemical formulas llke C02 have subscripted
characters.
H20
68 0

E=MC2
1055 0
OVERSTRIKE FOR LEGAL TEXT

You can add overstr1ke as you type, or later when you ed1t.
Overstrike IS used 1n legal documents to show text that has been
changed.

Special printing functions give you these results.
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Boldface

Boldface printing adds emphasis to your text. If you're not familiar with
boldface type styles, just think of them as heavier and thicker than others.
When you see them on paper, they catch your eye and stand out from the rest
of the text. Boldface is good for titles and subheadings in a document. Text in
boldface will always appear brightened on the screen.
Your printer prints boldface by printing each character twice: once in its
normal place and again just a hair to the right. You won't need a different
print wheel.
yse the procedure below to create some boldface text. You'll print the entire
document at the end of this chapter.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

2

refine

3

4
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Please enter
document name
Bemo

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

EXECUTE

[!]TRYING SOME
REFINEMENTS ....

(8)QJ

5

6

EXECUTE

MODE
b

Use a new document
called "refine."

Look at the printing refinements in
the first paragraph. Now move
the cursor to
the first heading.

[!]BOLDFACE PRINTS
BOLDLy....
What mode?

~BOLDFACE PRINTS All the text below
the cursor has
LDLV ....
brightened. Now
move the cursor to
end the boldface.
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[I
5

Step

You Type

7

(3)ITJ

(

8

9

MODE

)

b

10

(2)[1]

(

11
12

Screen Says

MODE

b

)

boldface@] each

Intermediate Functions

End the boldface
here.

What mode?

boldface@] each

Now remove some
boldface from the
text and just
leave the heading
bold.

~e boldface to

Turn off the
boldface function.

What mode?

~

Use boldface to

5-48

Comments

Only the heading
is brightened and
will print in
boldface.
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Underlining

Underlining is useful to emphasize an important point in a document, to
indicate titles and other commonly italicized materials, to underline figures in
accounting charts, or to draw lines. Unlike a typewriter, typing and underlining can occur at the same time with word processing.
Try adding underlines to some text.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

~

Use boldface to

(7)rn
2

( MODE)

3

SHIFT

[!]TITLES LOOK GOOD Start the underUNDERLlNED~
lining here.
What mode?

4

Stop the underlining here.

(4)8

subheadingsD

5

( MODE)

What mode?

6

SHIFT

subheadings

o

rn~

D

Double underline

8
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The cursor is on
page 1, line 10.
Move the cursor
down to the next
heading.

[!]TITLES LOOK GOOD Move the cursor
UNDERLlNED~
to the end of the
paragraph.

[]

7

Comments

MODE

Now move the cursor to try some
double underlining.
Turn on the double
underlining.

What mode?
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[I

Step

9

You Type

~uble underline

=

10

(3)[TI
(19)8

(

11
12

5-50

Screen Says

MODE

=

Intermediate Functions

)

of numbers.~

Comments
Move the cursor to
the end of the
paragraph.
Now turn off the
double underline.

What mode?
of numbers.~
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Making Subscripts and Superscripts

With the subscript and superscript key, [I), the one with the two arrows on
it in the top row of keys, you can create documents with scientific or mathematical formulas. You can use this key to instruct the printer to move the
paper to a position one-fourth line below, or one-fourth line above the normal
printing line.
Even though you may not know it, you've seen superscript before. When
the weather is reported as 78°, the degree symbol is in a superscript position
on the line. Chemical and mathematical formulas contain text with subscripts
and superscripts, such as H 2 0 for water or E=MC2 •
Since subscript and superscript symbols, t and t, are displayed on the
screen, they take up space across the line. But remember, the symbols don't
print. If your line of text with subscripts and superscripts looks far too long
on the editing screen, it will print much shorter.
Try subscripts and superscripts with the procedure below.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

(10)rn

2

3
4
5

6
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Comments

of numbers. ~

The cursor is on
page 1, line 25.
Move it to the
text with subscripts and superscripts 10 lines
below.

characters.~

Move the cursor
to the formula for
water.

~H20~

SHIFT)
(2) [I)

(3)E\ ~~20

El
INSERT

[I)

Now to the //2.//

~Hl2JO

Change the //2// to
a subscript.

Insert what?

Now add the subscript character.

~HtD

Complete the
insert.
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[J
5

Step

7

You Type

Screen Says

( EXECUTE ) ~H~~O

8

8
( INSERT)

Insert what?

10

( SHIFT)

~H2tD

11

( EXECUTE ) ~Ht2t~~

E = MC~""

12

(8)8

13

( INSERT)

Insert what?

14

( SHIFT )

~E = MCtD

15

16

rn

( EXECUTE ) ~E = MCt~~

8

17

( INSERT)

18

rn

19

Add the superscript character
to turn off the
subscript function.

~H~2~

9

rn

Comments

Complete the
insert.
The subscript and
superscript are
in place.
Make the //2// a
superscript here.

End the superscript function by
adding the subscript character.

~E = MCt2~

Insert what?
~E = MCt2tD

Finish the insert.

( EXECUTE ) ~E = MCt2~~
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Overstrike

When you want to put a slash over each character in some text, it's called
overstriking and shown as a vertical line on the screen. The slash (I) is the only
character you can use on your keyboard for overstriking. In legal documents,
you can use over striking to show text that will be deleted from the final
document. You can also use overstriking to create logical symbols, like a O.
The overstrike function works like the underline and boldface functions. You
can type slashes over your text as you type, or type them in later.
Use the procedure below to overstrike some text.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

~E=MCi2t~

(lO)[±]

(4)8

SHIFT )

2

documenQ]

shall

D

Comments
Move the cursor
down 10 lines.
Start the overstrike function
on the word
"have."

have

(3)[l]
3
4

MODE

What mode?

rn ~~HI~~I~~H

/

S

SHIFT)

t<l>

IT] ~<I>H"~<I>~~

(6)[l]
6
7

8
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MODE

The rest of the
page shows text
with overstriking.
You want the 6
words starting
with "have" to
be overstruck text.
End the overstrike
function here.

What mode?

/

t<l>

CANCEL

D correspond

END OF EDIT
options

This is the text
that will be overstruck.
Save the changes.
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([I

Step

You Type

( EXECUTE )

9

10

Screen Says

p

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I

11

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document name
0efine

12

(

EXECUTE

)

PRINT DOCUMENT
Pri nt from page [!]

rn

Printer number

[!]

(Your printer number)

Printer number

D

13

14

15

(9)

(

EXECUTE

5-54 Intermediate Functions

)

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Comments
Print the document

Change the printer
number if you need
to.
Type in your
printer number.
Now complete the
printing.
Watch the printer
as it prints this
document to see
how it works.
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Headings and Footings

You often use headings and footings in long or technical documents. In case
you're not familiar with them, they're the lines that appear at the top margin
(heading) or bottom margin (footing) of a page, above or below the text. You
may have two types of headings or footings in your document, depending
upon your needs: regular and alternating. They may contain page numbers,
titles, chapter headings, or just returns. In the following pages, regular headings and footings are described first, and alternating last.
Headings and footings are ways of printing identifying information on each
page. This helps readers identify their location in the document without
referring to the table of contents page. Type the heading or footing once,
and it will automatically appear at the top or bottom of every page when you
print the document. The following are some characteristics of headings and
footings.

• A document can have both a heading and a footing of any length, but
only one of each.
• You can have blank headings and footings that contain only returns.
• You won't see headings and footings on the screen as part of the page
format. They are inserted when you print the document. When you
create a heading or footing, you'll do it on a blank screen.
• When you print a document, headings and footings will take up
some of the space on a page. To compensate for this, shorten the text
length after you create the document by the total number of lines
you've allowed for the heading plus the footing. Then repaginate the
document.
• Headings and footings can be as long as you want them to be. You
can use indent, tabs, center, decimal tab, and any edit function like
move or copy to create them.
• If you want a blank line between the last line of text and the first line
of a footing, start your footing with a return. The last line of a heading
or footing must end with a return.

• You can store frequently used headings and footings as part of a
prototype document.
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[I
5

CHANGING SETTINGS TO PRINT HEADINGS AND FOOTINGS
There are six categories on the print document menu to use with headings and
footings. These are listed on the next page with a description of their use.
Print menu setting

How you use it

Print from page

To choose which page of the document
should be printed first if it's other than the
first page.

Print thru page

To select the page of the document that
should be printed last, if it's other than the
last page of the document.

Starting as page no.

To choose the page number that will be
printed with headings or footings that contain a # symbol, or to choose whether the
page is odd-numbered or even-numbered
for alternating headings and footings.

First heading page

To select the page of the document that you
want to have the heading printed on first.

First footing page

To determine the page of the document that
you want to have the footing printed on first.

Footing begins on line

To determine on which line vertically down
the page the first line of the footing will
print.

When you choose the numbers for the "First heading page" and "First
footing page" settings, the printing of the heading or footing continues from
that page to the end of the document. You can, for example, have the heading
begin printing on page 10 while the footing begins on page 2.
Before you type in a setting for "Footing begins on line," be sure to count
the text length and the number of lines in the heading and footing. A six-line
heading and 54 lines of text equals 60 lines. Therefore, you'll want to start the
footing on the next line, line 61. The total number of heading lines and text
length plus the number of footing lines should not be greater than the paper
length setting on the print menu. In this example, if the footing is 8 lines long,
you've chosen to print a total of 68 lines on a page that's only 66 lines long.
The result is that the footing will print on the line you specify and the extra
lines of text will be printed on an additional page. When this happens, you
need to examine your settings and change them.
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Review Part 3 on page and document layout if you don't remember how all
these elements add up.
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Left justified
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You have several alternatives for using regular headings and footings.
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Headings

Headings are useful for letting the reader know the kind of information the
page contains. Common heading information might be the title of the document, the author's name, or the current date. You can have one heading per
document. Type in the heading as you begin the document so you can adjust
the text length accordingly.
You can also have a heading that contains only blank lines by typing some
returns. In this situation, you should align the top line of the paper in your
printer with the top of the print wheel. When the document prints, the printer
will scroll up the paper by the number of returns in the heading and start
printing the text on the correct position on the page.
The following procedure chart shows how to create a heading for a document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

2

memo

3

4

RETURN

Please enter
document name
0efine
DOCUMENT SUMMARY

( EXECUTE) [!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT....
GO TO PAGE

5 h

5-58 Intermediate Functions

Use the document
called "memo."

Which page?

Put a heading in
this document.
You want page h,
the heading page.
The heading text
in this training
document already
has 6 returns. Move
cursor down 2
lines to insert
text.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

6

(2)

II]

....

Add the title of
the document to
the heading.
Notice that you
can add text in
front of a return
symbol without
using the Insert
key.

....
~

....
....

....

7

( CENTER
The Well-Planned
Report
(

8
9

1

GO TO PAGE

)

Comments

• The Well-Planned

Report~

) Which page?

The heading is
finished.

Go back to the
main document.

( EXECUTE ) [!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....
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Footings

You may prefer to have the information about a page at the bottom, or
different information from the heading. The procedure for creating footings
is similar to the one for headings. Type in your footing when you begin the
document so that you can adjust the page length. When you copy an entire
document that has a footing, the footing will copy with the document. Remember, a document can print with both a heading and a footing, but can
have only one of each!
Add a footing to the document you just used.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

GO TO PAGE

2 f

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT....

Now go to the
footing.

Which page?

Type an f to go to
the footing page.

~
....
....

This footing in
the training document already has
only return symbols
in it. Add some text
to the fourth line .

....

....

...

3

(3)

rn

Comments

....

....
....

~

....
....

4

CENTER

+Chapter 1~

Before you print
this document,
you'll need to
change the page
text length to 54.

Which page?

Go back to the
beginning.

Chapter 1

5

6

7

GO TO PAGE
b

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....
COMMAND

5-60 Intermediate Functions

Which command?

4183

Step

Screen Says

You Type

8

PAGE

9 54

EXECUTE

Text length?

Use a new text
length of 54
lines.

[!JTHE WELL-PLANNED

Now go through the
document and reposition all the
page breaks. When
you're done, end
the editing.

REPORT~

10

CANCEL

11

EXECUTE

12

(2) ( RETURN

13

( EXECUTE

14

EXECUTE

15

(3)

16

17
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rn

RETURN

2

Comments

END OF EDIT
options

Save the changes
to preserve the
heading and
footing.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPrint Document I
Please enter
document name
§:lemo
PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page

Move the cursor
down to the "First
heading page"
category.

First heading
page

The heading will
start printing on
page 1. Now
change where the
footing will print.

First footing
page IT]

Make the footing
start printing on
page 2.

Fi rst footi ng
page 2

Now change the
printer number if
you need to.

QJ

QJ

D

Headings and Footings
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I[J

Step

Screen Says

You Type

18

(5)

rn

19

(Your printer number)

20

(

EXECUTE

5-62 Intermediate Functions

)

OJ
Printer number D

Comments

Printer number

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Go ahead and print
the document.
Check the printed
version to see
the heading and
footing.
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Headings or Footings as Page Numbers

You can print consecutive page numbers on your document when you use the
# sign in the heading or footing, in combination with other text or by itself.
You can position page numbering anywhere, on the same line as the text of
a heading or footing, or on a separate line. For example, if you want the page
number aligned with the left margin, type in the # symbol first.
When you're ready to print the document, you must choose what informa-ID
tion you want for the "Starting as page no.," "First heading page" and "First
footing page" on the print menu. If your document has a title page and table
of contents preceding the text, these pages are usually not numbered because
numbering begins with the text. If the text begins on page 5, and you have a
footing with a page number in it, start the footing on page 5, but number it
beginning with number 1.
If you have both a heading and a footing with a page number, you should
take a few moments to consider these settings before you assign them. The
first page of the document that prints with either the heading or footing starts
the page number counting. For instance, if the heading starts printing on page
1, the footing on page 2, and the starting page number is I, page 1 will be
numbered I, page 2 as 2, and so forth. You may need to experiment by
printing a few pages to see if your settings are correct before you go on and
print the entire document.
Use the steps below to add a page number to the footing you have and print
the document again.

5

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
§]emo

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT~

4
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GO TO PAGE

Go to the footing
screen.

Which page?

Headings and Footings
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Step
5

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

~
~
....

f

Add the page
number after the
chapter number.

~Chapter 1~

6

(3)

rn

[!]Chapter 1~

7

(10)

B

Chapter 1

a

D

Add the word
//page// and the #
sign.

(2)[ SPACE BAR ) Chapter 1 Page #~

Leave the document.

Page

( SPACE BAR )
#

9

(

CANCEL )

10

(

EXECUTE

)

END OF EDIT
options

Save the changes.

(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old
11

(2)

rn

12

(

EXECUTE )

13

(

EXECUTE

14
15
16

(4)

)

rn

3

I Print Document I
Please enter
document name
§]emo
PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page IT]
First footing page

IT]

First footing page 3

(

EXECUTE

)

Make this a "3.//

D

(main menu)
Document

I Edit Old

5-64 Intermediate Functions

The starting page
number is //1.//

I

Notice that the
first two pages
have no footing,
and that page 3
has a footing and
is numbered as
page 1.
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Alternating Headings and Footings

Most headings and footings printed in books are alternating. This means that
different text prints at the bottom or top of the page depending upon whether
you define the page as odd-numbered or even-numbered. This type of heading or footing is often used to place page numbering at the outside edge of the
pages so that the reader can "flip" through the pages quickly.

SETIING UP ALTERNATING HEADINGS OR FOOTINGS

The format for constructing an alternating heading or footing is different from
a regular heading or footing. To create this type, you need to type in two items
of text, one for odd-numbered pages and one for even-numbered pages. You
separate them with a < > symbol by pressing the Merge key followed by
holding down the Shift key and pressing the Merge key. Even though you can
include a # sign to have the pages numbered, you don't have to do this to
make the heading or footing print correctly.

SETTING UP THE PRINT MENU TO PRINT AN ALTERNATING HEADING

OR FOOTING

When you print a document with an alternating heading or footing, the key
category on the print menu is "Starting as page no." If you put an odd page
number here, the odd-numbered heading or footing will print first, depending upon whether the heading or footing prints first.
As an example of how this works, suppose that a document has an alternating heading with a page number symbol in it, and a regular footing. Here's
how the categories on the print menu might be set up.
Print from page
Print thru page
Starting as page no.
First heading page
First footing page

1

L
100

L
L

These settings will print the even-numbered heading reflecting the even
number for the "Starting as page no." on the odd-numbered page of the
4/83
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document, page I, with page number 100. The following pages will be numbered 101 and 102. The footing will not start printing until page 2.
Before you go on, take a look at the illustration of alternating headings and
footings.

Regular heading, alternating footing
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Alternating heading and footing

Alternating headings and footings print different text on odd-numbered and evennumbered pages.
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Use the same document and change the heading and footing to be alternating.

Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
§lemo

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

[!]THE WELL-PLANNED
REPORT ....

4

GO TO PAGE

Go to the footi ng
screen.

Which page?

B]
....

5

[I
Go to the end of
the footing .

~

• Chapter 1 Page #

....
~

6
7

GO TO PAGE

rn

Which page?
• Chapter 1 Page #
~

....

Now add the
symbol < >.

B========
8

MERGE
• Chapter 1 Page #
( SHIFT)
( MERGE )

....
....
<

RETURN

9

(3)( RETURN
Page # for evennumbered pages
( RETURN

>B]

Now add some
returns and one
line of text for
even-numbered
pages.

============

....

Now go to the
heading.

~

....
Page # for evennumbered pages~

B========
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Step

10
11

Screen Says

You Type
GO TO PAGE

Which page?

~
....

h

Comments

Go to the end of
the heading .

• The Well-Planned
Report ....

....
....

....

12

GO TO PAGE

Which page?

IT] ....
....
....

13

• The Well-Planned
Report ....

....

....

Add the symbol that
marks the division
between this text
and the text for
even-numbered
pages .

8========
14

MERGE

< > ....

Now add some
returns and text
without the page
number symbol.

( SHIFT)
( MERGE)
RETURN

15

RETURN )

....

( CENTER)

....

(2)(
Part

8========

2

Leave the document and print
it .

• Part 2....
( RETURN)

8========

16

( CANCEL)

END OF EDIT
options

17

EXECUTE

18

p

Save the changes.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
IPri nt Document I

19

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
EJemo

20

EXECUTE

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page

5-68 Intermediate Functions

OJ

Now print the
document.

Move down to the
"Starting as page
no." setting.

4183

Step

You Type

21

22

(2)

rn

2

23

24

Screen Says

Comments

OJ

Starting as page no.

Starting as page no. 2

(2)

rn

2

First footing page

D

Now change the
first footing
page to 2.

[II

First footing page 2

D

25

( EXECUTE )

26

( CANCEL)

OPERATOR TRAINING

27

( CANCEL)

FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU
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Change this to
a "2."

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Now print the
document.
When the document
has finished
printing, check
the position and
page numbering
for the heading
and footing.
If you're going
on to Part 6,
skip the next two
steps.
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Ramelli's reading machine (1588) kept books
at the proper reading angle and did away
with the need to fetch books
from shelves.
Courtesy of The Bettman Archive.

Managing Documents

Managing documents that you create with word processing is similar to
managing the paperwork in your office. You must know when to throw
things out as well as when to save them. When you save documents, you
must decide where to keep them and how to organize them. To help you with ~6
these basic decisions, you can use the document summary and index.
~
In the following chapters, you will learn about:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Using the document summary page
Working with libraries
Saving documents
Copying, renaming, and deleting documents
Archiving documents
Making an index
Taking care of flexible disks
Organizing and labeling your flexible disks

6-1

24

The Document Summary

The document summary screen contains information about the document
name, title, operator, author, and prototype document used, as well as some
additional information to help you manage your documents. You see this
screen each time you create a new document or edit an old one. You can print
this information for future reference, for example, to keep a record of the time
invested in a document. In the next few pages, you'll review the contents of
the document summary and learn how the information is useful for document
management. A sample document summary is shown below.

DOCUJtBNT S,,""ARY

Docum.ent name
Document

alpha

tit Ie From. Cave Pa Int ino. _ __
Nancy Lane _ _ _ _ _ __
Ceorge Winston. _ _ _ __
For word pIoces.ln; tra1nlnQ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0000

Operator
Au tho r
Comments
Prototype used

Statistics

Oat ..
Created

Last
Las t
La 5 t
Las t

2/07/83
2/07/83

revised
pr .nt.d
archIved
retrieved

Worlct.me
0 O~ 41
0 05 10

Keystrok ••
11 8 ~

987

to
from

PaGes
Total

Time
8 03 37
e 23 12

10

Lines
180

Char s
557 ?

'WOItt Ime
0 38 13

Keys t rolces
7370

A document summary screen looks like this.
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Using a Summary

Look at the categories at the bottom of the sample document summary screen
illustrated on the previous page. They give you specific information about
your document. The chart below shows you what each item of information
means.

• Createc/o

"Created" gives you the date and time you created the
document as well as the total worktime and keystrokes it took.

• Last revisec/o

Whenever you edit a document, "Last revised" is
automatically updated.

• Last printec/.

This category gives you the date and time you last
printed the document.

• Last archivec/o

"Last archived" gives you the date of the last time
you stored the document on an archive disk and the archive disk
name. You'll learn about archiving later in this part.

• Last retrievec/o

"Last retrieved" gives you the last time you put the
document back on the system disk from an archive disk and the
archive disk name.

The document summary gives you a good picture of the age and use of your
document. You can see if you haven't revised or printed it lately, and so you
may want to delete it to make room for newer documents. If you think it may
be used again later, you may want to archive it to protect against its loss or
to save space on the disk for current documents.
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The Document Summary
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Printing a Document Summary

You can print a document summary when you print the document. That way
you have a paper copy, too, for your files. Then you can use the document
summary in making decisions about saving documents.
Most of the time, you won't want to print a document summary each time
you print the document. Therefore, the standard setting for this category on
the print menu is to omit the printing. If you want to print a summary, you'll
need to change this setting. Since a document summary only prints with a
document, you must print at least one page of the document to print the
summary.
Try printing a document summary to look at it in detail.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
(2) ( RETURN
2

3

( EXECUTE

report

EXECUTE

4
5

6-4

Managing Documents

rn

IPrint Document I
Please enter
document name
§lemo

Print a summary
for "report".

PRINT DOCUMENT
Print from page [!J

To print just one
page, start the
printing here and
use the same page
number for the
"Print thru page"
setting.

Print thru page

m

Print thru page 1

D

Use "1" for this
setting also.
Now move the
marker to the
Summary category.
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Step

6

Screen Says

You Type

(14) ( NEXT SCRN ) Summary
INol
Yes

rn

7

Change this to
"yes" to print
the summary.
Now you're ready
to print.

Summary
No
I Yes

I

8

9

( EXECUTE )

(3)

rn

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Cancel the print
request after the
summary prints.

IPrinter Control I

10

( EXECUTE)

PRINTER CONTROL

11

( DELETE)

Delete from queue?

12

( EXECUTE)

PRINTER CONTROL

13

( CANCEL)
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Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

The Document Summary
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Libraries

You were briefly introduced to libraries earlier, but here you'll learn the
details of creating and using libraries. Libraries are lists of document names
that help both you and your Fortune 32:16 to organize documents so that they
are easy to locate.
Every time you create a document, you store more information on the
system disk. In a short time, the system disk becomes crowded with information, especially when a number of people use the computer. As you might
imagine, your Fortune system needs a method of organizing all of this information so it can find the documents you request. Furthermore, you need a
method of keeping track of documents you and others have created. That is
where libraries come into play.

LIBRARIES HELP THE COMPUTER KEEP TRACK OF YOUR WORK

A library is a list, rather like the table of contents in a book. A table of contents
organizes the material in a book on several levels by using names of parts,
chapters, and even subsections. For example, cookbooks and scientific texts
often have many levels of organization. If you wanted to find a recipe for roast
chicken in a cookbook, you would first look in the table of contents for a part
on meats and a chapter on poultry. Then you would look for a section on
chicken and finally find the recipe for roast chicken.
In word processing, documents are organized into libraries. You can create
different levels of libraries, just as some books ary organized in parts, chapters, sections and subsections. For example, you could make "part" libraries,
and then make "chapter" libraries to go in the different part libraries, etc. Then
you can list certain documents in the part library, others in the chapter library,
and so on.
If you have used other Fortune Systems manuals and software, for example, the menu system or help screens, you probably came across the term
directory. The words library and directory refer to the same thing. Library is
a special word processing term.
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LIBRARIES HELP YOU KEEP TRACK OF YOUR WORK

The system disk contains many libraries. By using the supervisory functions
available from the word processing menu, you can make libraries to organize
your documents in the most efficient way possible.
Take a few minutes to think about your business. Do you create many
documents of a particular type, for example, specifications or contracts? You
can create a library devoted to each type of document. Are there many departments in your company? Each department can have an individual library
for its documents. Furthermore, every account on the Fortune system has its
own library. You may prefer to organize documents into a library belonging
to the user that typed or wrote them.

YOUR HOME LIBRARY

When you first log in to the Fortune 32:16 and create your account, the system
automatically creates a personal library for you. It is called your home library
and has the same name as your account. For example, suppose your account
name is "frank." The system gives you a home library named "/ulfrank."
Whenever you log in, the system places you in your home library.
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At the start of a work session, the word processing menu displays the name
of your home library next to the message, "Creation library is." This means
that every document you create will be listed in your home library until you
change libraries. If you go to the word processing menu now, you'll notice
that the creation library is "/u/training." That is the name of the library that lists
the training documents you've been using. Without realizing it, you've already left your home library and are using another, which lists the training
documents. You'll often leave your home library to use documents in other
libraries.
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Understanding Pathnames

The first step in learning to manage documents is understanding how you
name documents. Earlier, you learned that a document name may be 11
characters long and contain a variety of letters and numbers, along with a
period and a hyphen. The full name of a document, or pathname, includes the
document's name and the names of the different libraries under which it is
organized. A pathname may be up to 36 characters long. Recall the example
of looking in a cookbook for a recipe for roast chicken. The full pathname of
"roast chicken" might be "/meats/poultry/chickenlroast."
Suppose you were to create a document called "chocolate" while your creation library was "Iu/training." The complete name, or pathname, of chocolate
would be "/u/training/chocolate." The last part of the pathname, in this case
chocolate, is the name of the individual document. The previous name, training, indicates that the document chocolate was created in a library called
training. But what about the "u"? The u is yet a higher level library. It is the
parent library of training. Parent libraries are those with other sub libraries
listed in them. The training sublibrary was created in the library called u.
The system uses pathnames to locate the document on the disk. The pathname "/u/training/chocolate" tells the system what route or path to take
through the libraries to search for the document called "chocolate." Information on the system disk is grouped together in a structure called the file system.
The file system contains information organized in a structure resembling an
upside down tree, with branches and leaves running downward instead of
upward. At the top of the structure is the root, represented by the first slash
(/) in the pathname. The root has many libraries, documents, and other
information branching from it. The u library directly descends from the root;
the home libraries of everyone on the system are sublibraries of u. That is why
u can be thought of as the parent user library.
Go back to the example of the document chocolate. The following illustration breaks down its pathname "/u/training/chocolate."
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/

u

training

t

t

i

chocolate

t

root

parent
user
library

training
sublibrary

document
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WHY USE PATHNAMES?
Whenever you log in to the computer for your own work, your home library
automatically becomes your creation library, as shown on the word processing
menu. However, the documents you may want to use may not be in your
home library. Therefore, you'll have to change libraries by using the supervisory functions. To change libraries, you'll have to type the pathname of the
library you want when prompted by the system.
The illustration below shows the structure of a mythical engineering
department's library, "/u/eng." Two of the accounts in the department, elaine
and nancy, have individual libraries for documents they've typed. Furthermore, these libraries contain sublibraries called "ltrs" and "specs." At the very
bottom of the tree are the documents in their libraries. Suppose your creation
library is "/u/training/elaine/ltrs," and you want to create a document called
proposals in the library nancy. You can change libraries in either of two ways.
The first way is to use the supervisory functions menu to change to the library
"/u/training/eng/nancy." Then return to the word processing menu, select
create new document, and type the name "proposals." Or, while the creation
library remains "/u/training/elaine/ltrs, select create new document and type
the entire pathname of the new document, "/u/training/eng/nancy/proposals."
Using pathnames to specify the document you want is also helpful for other
functions like archiving documents, explained in the chapters that follow.
Library

/u/training/eng

J

1

lu/training/eng/eialne

Sublibraries

J

lu I tra I ni ng I eng / eia I ne /itrs

Documents

J
{

/u/tram'ng/eng/eiome/itrs/repiy

lu/tralnlng/eng/nancy

1

I u/ tral ni ng/eng/ eioi ne/specs

1
lu/troinmg/eng/eiome/itrs/memo

Libraries and sublibraries have a tree structure.
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Making a New Library

Making a new library is part of the supervisory functions activity shown on
the word processing menu. It's listed here because the responsibility for
setting up libraries varies from company to company. Sometimes the duty is
part of a word processing supervisor's job. Whether or not you are a supervisor, you can still create a library.
Use the following procedure to make a new library.
Step

1

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

Go to the supervisory functions.

IEdit Old Document I
ISupervisory Functions I

s

2

Screen Says

( EXECUTE ) SUPERVISORY
FUNCTIONS
Change library
Current library
is /u/training

I

rn

3
4

I

Make library

( EXECUTE ) Enter new library
name [Z]u/training

S

6 /new
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(11)

(

B

EXECUTE

)

Move the marker to
the "Make library"
selection.

/u/training

I

D

Change library
Current library
is /u/training

You see the
current library
name. Move the
cursor to the
space beyond the
name.
Now add an
additional name.

I

The marker goes
back to the first
choice on the menu
to show you that
the "Make library"
function is complete. You must
use the "Change
library" function
to use your new
library.
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SUPERVISORY rUNCTIONa
Please select next

act

IVI

ty

I Chang_

lIbrary
Male. lIbrary
Rem.ove library

Current

library

IS

chI
mlel
rml

lu/tralnlng

Functions for working with libraries are on the supervisory functions menu.
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Changing from One Library to Another

You can use only one library at a time with word processing. If you need to
use a different library, use the "Change library" activity on the supervisory
functions menu.
You now have two new libraries on your disk, "/u/training", which is the
one that came on your training disk, and "/u/training/new" a sublibrary that
you just created. If you create a document at this time it will go in "/u/training."
To use "/u/training/new," you'll need to change the library because you're
currently in "/u/training." The current library you're in is always shown on this
menu, as well as on the main and index menus.
Change the library to "/u/training/new" so that you can use it.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

SUPERVISORY
FUNCTIONS
IChange library I
Current library
is /u/training

(

1

2

EXECUTE )

(11)

EI

/new

( EXECUTE )
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Change library to
[Z]u/training

The system puts
the current
library name here.
You'll have to
add the other
library name to
the end of it.

Current library
is /u/training/new

You've changed the
library. Any
documents you
create will now be
in this library.

Libraries
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Making a Sublibrary

Making a sublibrary uses the same process as making a library. You can create
a sublibrary for any library by using the supervisory functions, no matter
which library you are using.
As the library has been changed to "/u/training/new," make a sublibrary
under that name.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

SUPERVISORY
FUNCTIONS
IChange library I
Current library
is /u/training/new
RETURN

2

EXECUTE

3

(15)

E1

IMake library I

To make a sublibrary for
"/u/training/new,"
add another name
to the current
library.

Enter new library
name
[ZJu/tra i ni ng/ new

Move the cursor
to the end of the
current library
name.

Enter new library
name
/u/training/new

Call this sublibrary "doc".

Enter new library
name
/u/training/new/doc

Complete the
process.

D

4

5

/doc

EXECUTE

IChange library I
Current library
is /u/training/new

6

EXECUTE
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Change library to
[ZJ ultraining/new

D

To use the sublibrary, change to
it.
Move the cursor
to the end of the
library name, and
add the sublibrary
name to it.
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Step

You Type

7
8

9

(15)

Screen Says

EI

Idoc

lu/training/new

D

lu/training/new/doc

(

EXECUTE

)

IChange library I
Current library is
lu/training/new/doc
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Comments

D

Press the Execute
key to complete
the process.
Now any documents
you create will be
in this sub library.
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Removing a Library

You'll occasionally need to eliminate a library from your disk. For instance,
once you complete the training, you should remove any libraries or sublibraries that aren't needed to make more room for your own documents.
Before doing this, you must remove all the sublibraries and documents that
are part of this library. So don't attempt this without giving it some thought.
Removing a library is a long process unless you just created it and don't have
any sublibraries or documents connected with it. You can't remove the library
you're currently using. You must change to another library and then remove
the first one.
To learn how to remove a library, use the procedure below to remove the
sublibrary and library you just created. You'll learn later how to delete documents.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

SUPERVISORY
FUNCTIONS
Change library
Current library is
I ultra in i ngl new I doc

I
EXECUTE

I

Change library to

I u/training/new/doc

2

(11)

B

3

(8) ( SPACE BAR

4

EXECUTE
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lu/training

0

new/doc

Change library to
lu/training
Current library is
lu/training

Change back to the
"/u/training"
library before
deleting the other
one.
You must use the
Space Bar to
remove the rest
of the name.

D
Now move the
marker to the
"Remove library"
activity.
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Step

5
6

Screen Says

You Type

(2)

(

rn

EXECUTE

)

7 /new/dod EXECUTE )

8
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( CANCEL)

Comments

IRemove library I
Please enter
library name

D

IChange library I

Type in the sublibrary you just
created.
Go back to the
main menu.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Filing Documents

Documents can exist in two places. When you create new documents and edit
them, they are on your system disk. To save or archive them and remove
them from your system disk, you put them on a flexible disk known as the
archive disk. To use them again, however, you will have to transfer the
documents back to the system disk. Document filing is a group of functions
that help you do all these things.
Filing is an activity on the word processing menu and has its own separate
menu. The first three functions on the filing menu-copy document, delete
document, and rename document-are used for documents on your system
disk. You use the rest of the functions for your archive disks.
Look at the filing menu to locate the functions you can use.

FILING
Plea.se select next

ac.tlvlty

~I-CO-P-Y-d-Oe-u-m-.n-t--------------e-p-Y~I
Delate doc.ument

--

d.l

Rename

--

ren

Copy

doc.ument

to a ..,hive

-- eta

Move to archive
Ret Iieve from arc.hive

-- JILt.
-- rta

Oalete
Reaove

---

dfa

--

a.dn

from

archive

archlv. disk
Format arehiv. di sic

Assign a.rc.hlve

Current

library

15

disk

rad
-- fad

n .... m.

luI traInIng

The filing menu has functions to manage your documents.
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Copying a Document to Have Extras

When you work on long documents and make complex changes, it's good to
have a copy available at all times in case you need it. For example, you may
make some drastic changes and find out that the changes aren't needed. If
you have a copy, you can use it instead of deleting and rearranging the latest
version.
When you copy a document, you'll have two of them on the system disk.
To avoid confusion, you can't have two documents with the same name in the
same library on the system disk. The original document name is called the
source document name. The name for the copy is called the destination document
name. For example, you can give the name "Wilson.3" to a copy of "Wilson.2."
But whatever name you choose, make it similar enough to the original name
so you can easily identify it.
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Use the procedure below to copy a document.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

1

IEdit Old Document I
IFiling I

f

2

(

3

4

refine

EXECUTE

)

(

EXECUTE

)

(

EXECUTE

) Destination

FILING

First, copy a
document.

Source document
name 0eport

Here's where you
type in the name
of your original
document. Let's
use a document
"refine" that
you've already
used.

ICopy document I

document name

5

refine 1

(

EXECUTE
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)

FILING

D

ICopy document I

You need to supply
a name for the
copy. Call it
"refine1."
The document
named "refine" has
been copied and
the name for the
copy is "refine 1."
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Changing a Document Name or Location

There are two ways to use the rename function: change the name of a document or, using a pathname, move a document into a different library.

RENAMING DOCUMENTS
You may need to rename a document if you have many related documents
that have very different names. For instance, you may have many letters that
you've named "wils.ltr," "john.ltr," and "lane.ltr." You may now want to give
each one the general name of "ltr" and then follow it with a code. By renaming
them and grouping them, you'll be able to see the relationship between them
listed in the library "ltr".
The key to changing document names is to make the new name easily
identifiable. If you change "spec.23" to "wilsonA," will you be able to find it
again? Until you remember the new names, you may want to keep a written
record of them or print an index which you'll learn to do in Chapter 28.

MOVING A DOCUMENT TO A NEW LIBRARY
When you choose to rename a document, the system actually moves the
document to a different place on the system disk. Therefore, you can use this
capability to move a document to a new library. To do this, you must include
the full pathname for the new location, for example, "Iu/training/new/guide."
Note also that since you're moving the document to a new location, you don't
have to change the name.
You renamed a document in the chapter covering the prototype document,
so this time use rename to move a document to a new library.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

FILING

1

ICopy document I
IRename document I

r

2

(

EXECUTE

)

Old document name
0efinel

The name of the
last document you
used appears. Now
rename it.

3

(

EXECUTE

)

New document nameD

Name it I refine2."

4 refine2

( EXECUTE ) FILING
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ICopy document I
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Deleting a Document

You should think carefully before you delete a document. When you delete
it, it's gone. Unless you have it on an archive disk, you won't be able to work
with it again. Even though this sounds major, and it is, deleting documents
is a necessary part of good document management. It makes room to create
new documents and eliminates confusion. But, before you delete a document,
take a moment to think about it. Perhaps you want to move or copy it to an
archive disk instead. Moving a document removes it from the system disk,
but doesn't erase it completely. So, if in doubt, archive, which you'll learn to
do in the next chapter.
Use the procedure below to delete a document.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

FILING
Copy document

1

I
I
IDelete document I

d

2

(

EXECUTE

)

Document name
0efine2

Delete the document you renamed.

3

(

EXECUTE

) Press execute to

You could change
your mind here by
pressing the
Cancel key to stop
the delete. Use
the Execute key to
complete it.

delete

4
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(

EXECUTE

) FILING

ICopy document I
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Archiving Documents

Archiving is a key part of document management. It is the process of saving
or storing documents on a flexible disk. Just as you occasionally need to clean
out a filing cabinet, the same is true for your system disk. The filing menu,
which you've just seen, has activities for copying and filing documents to an
archive disk, deleting and retrieving documents from an archive disk, formatting an archive disk, and assigning a disk name.
Copying a document to an archive disk is like copying text. It saves the
original as well as a duplicate because you must give the duplicate a new
name. Filing is similar to moving text. The document moves from the system
disk to the archive disk. You can't edit it until you put it back on the system
disk.
Keep in mind the following points about archiving:
• Check your system disk often to see how much room you have
available. For maximum performance, it should be no more than 90
percent full. Watch for the message "_ % of the available space is in
use" when you log into your system.
• Keep your most-used documents on the system disk. Otherwise, file
them onto an archive disk.
• Copy or file a document onto only one disk. You may get confused
if you have a copy on several different disks, and you'll have difficulty determining which one is the most up-to-date.
• Since you cannot have two documents on an archive disk with the
same name, you will need to give documents you archive a new
name.
• Make the new name similar to the original name.
• Keep archive disks no more than 70 percent full. This allows room
for documents to grow in length from when you first archived them.
You see a message showing you how full the archive disk is when
you use it.
• You may want to print an index of each archive disk. You'lllearn how
to do this in the next chapter.
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Preparing an Archive Disk

A major function in document management is storing documents on flexible
disks. This process is called archiving, or backing up. Before you can use a
flexible disk to store any documents, the disk must be prepared by formatting
it. When you format a flexible disk, the computer divides it into parts that it
can identify for storing information. This division into parts in the computer
is invisible to you but necessary for the flexible disk drive to retrieve and store
information.
Formatting a disk also removes anything that is currently stored on it. Be
sure not to format an archive disk that already has documents on it unless you
really want to remove them. There is no way to recover documents when you
have formatted the disk.

ASSIGNING A DISK NAME

In conjunction with, or separately from, formatting a disk, you may assign it
a name. You may want to format a group of disks all at once and assign disk
names as you use them, or you may want to format and assign names one at
a time.
A disk name may be a maximum of 32 characters long, including spaces.
Use any name you want. The name "Formatted disk" is automatically assigned
when you format the disk. You may want to archive all of one author's or
operator's documents on a disk with that person's name. Once you assign a
name, fill out a disk label and attach it to the disk.
You can also use the "Assign disk name" function to see what the disk name
is when you're not sure. To end the process without assigning a new name,
just press the Cancel key.
Use the "Format archive disk" and" Assign archive disk name" selections to
prepare the disk.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

FILING

I Copy document I

I Format archive disk I

2

4/83

EXECUTE

Use one of the
extra disks you
have.

Insert disk and press
execute
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

( EXECUTE ) Press execute to

3

continue and
cancel to remove
disk
Any documents on
this disk will be
destroyed

4

(

S

( EXECUTE ) FILING

EXECUTE

)

(Formatting)
Formatted, remove
disk from drive
Press execute to
continue

Comments
These warning
messages appear
to alert you to
the impact of
formatting and to
tell you to insert
the disk. Put in
the disk now.
You'll see a message during this
process and then
get the copy document selection
again. Now assign
a name.

ICopy Document I
IAssign archive disk

6 a

namel

7

(

EXECUTE

)

8

(

EXECUTE

) Disk name is

Insert disk, press
execute

Formatted disk
New archive disk
nameD

9 training archive

FILING

( EXECUTE

)

ICopy document I

10 a

(

EXECUTE

)

Insert disk, press
execute

11

(

EXECUTE

)

Disk name is
training archive
disk
New archive disk
name D

12

(

CANCEL

) FILING

disk
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Formatting a disk
assigns the name
"Formatted disk."
Give it a
different one.
To see the disk
name, try assigning disk names
again.

Now cancel out
of this function.

ICopy document I
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Copying Documents onto an Archive Disk

Copying a document onto an archive disk makes a duplicate of the document
on that disk, but also leaves it on the system disk. This is helpful when you're
working on long documents. When you save a copy on an archive disk and
work on the original on your system disk, you can use the copy if you make
some serious editing changes you later decide you don't want.
One important feature of both copying and moving documents to an archive disk is overwriting. If you've copied or moved the document to the
archive disk before, you can allow the system to write the new copy of the
document over the old one. Using this feature, you don't have to save multiple copies of document revisions with different document names and take up
space on an archive disk.
Use your newly prepared archive disk to copy a file.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

FILING

(3)
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rn

ICopy document I
ICopy to archive I

2

EXECUTE)

Insert disk, press
execute

You get a reminder
to insert the
disk. Press the
Execute key to
continue.

3

EXECUTE

Disk name is
training archive
disk
0% full
Press execute to
continue
cancel to remove
disk

You can end the
process here by
using the Cancel
key. Go on to
copy a document
to the archive
disk.

4

EXECUTE

Source document
nameD

Type in the name
of the document
you want to copy.
Use the document
named "memo."
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

5 memo

(

EXECUTE

)

6

(

EXECUTE

)

Destination
document name
§]emo

When you copy the
document to an
archive, you may
give it a new
name if it isn't
already on the
disk, or use the
same name.

FILING

The archiving is
complete. Now
you can use
another filing
activity.

I Copy document I
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Moving a Document

Moving a document to an archive disk is helpful when you don't need it on
your system disk. Moving documents makes room on your system disk, and
you can always retrieve a document when needed again.
Moving a document removes it from the system disk and moves it to the
archive. Use the "Retrieve from archive" activity to move it back to the system
disk when you want to revise it, rename it, or delete it. The steps you follow
for moving are very similar to those for copying.
Try moving a document and you'll see how it works.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

FILING

I Copy document I
(4)

I Move to archive I

2

EXECUTE

Source document
name 8emo

3

EXECUTE

Destination
document name
8 emo

4

EXECUTE

Press execute to
overwrite or
Enter another
name

You could overwrite the document
with the revised
version. This
time, type in a
new name for it,
"Ietter."

EXECUTE

I Copy document I

The moving is
complete. Try to
copy the original
document again.

EXECUTE

Source document
nameD

5

6

4/83

rn

letter

Try filing the
same document.
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

7 memo

(

8

(

EXECUTE

)

CANCEL

) FILING

Document doesn't
exist

Comments
The message tells
you that the
document is no
longer on the
disk. Use the
Cancel key to end
this process.

I Copy document I
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Retrieving a Document

When you copy or file a document to an archive disk, you can still put it back
on the system disk when needed. This process is called retrieving a document.
When you retrieve a document, a copy of it is moved from the archive disk
and put back on the system disk. If you look for it later on the archive disk,
it will still be there. You can retrieve it again if you want still another copy on
your system disk. If you copied the document to an archive disk, and never
deleted it from the system disk, it still remains on the system disk. Therefore,
when you retrieve it you must give it a new name.
Try retrieving a document with the procedure below.
Step

Comments

Screen Says

You Type

FILING

ICopy document I
IRetrieve from archive I

1 rr

2

( EXECUTE ) Source document
name [!Jetter

4/83

3

(

EXECUTE

)

4

(

EXECUTE

)

Destination
document name
[!Jetter

Bring back the
document you
just moved to
the archive disk.
If you want it to
have the same
name, just press
the Execute key.

FILING

ICopy document I
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Deleting a Document from
the Archive Disk

Sometimes you'll find that you need to remove documents from the archive
disk. You'll probably do this as the number of your archive disks increases.
Then, you should review the contents of each disk and determine which
documents can be eliminated.
Use this procedure to delete a document from the archive disk.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

FILING

1

I Copy document I
IDelete from archive I

d d

2

(

EXECUTE

)

Document name
[!] etter

Since you brought
back a copy with
the retrieve
function, this
document is still
on the archive
disk.

3

(

EXECUTE

)

Press execute to
delete

Here's a doublecheck to make sure
you want to delete
the document.

4

(

EXECUTE

)

FILING

Now use the remove archive disk
function.

I Copy document I
IRemove archive disk I

S rrr

6

( EXECUTE ) Remove disk from drive
Press execute to continue

7

( EXECUTE ) FILING

I Copy document I
S

(

CANCEL

)

When you see this
message you can
remove the disk.
Now return to the
main menu.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Indexing

An important part of document management is knowing what documents
you have and where they are. The index function, an activity listed on the
word processing menu, gives you a list of your documents to view on the
screen, and if you choose, you can print the list on paper for a permanent
record.
There are two formats for the index, short and long. When you use the
index menu without changing anything, you'll get the short format that
shows only the document names in alphabetical order. When you choose an
index by author or operator you'll get the documents by that particular operator or author in the long format. This format shows the document name,
operator's name, author's name, comments, title, and storage space used.
The long format selection, when used by itself, shows all the documents in a
specified library in the long format. You can also make these choices about an
index of the documents on an archive disk.
Look at the index menu shown below. You can move the marker around in
the menu the same way as on every other menu. On the next page is a portion
of a sample index. It lists information from the document summary of each
document on a system or archive disk.

DOCIIHENT INDEI
Please

select

one

from each column
Ind •• To

I Short

format

--

IRS

----

lEa

I

Operator

Author
Long format
Subllbrarles
Current

library

15

~
Pr lnt er

Index From

I Current
ArchlV.

library
disk

I

Bo th

lxl
lib

lui trainIng

The document index menu looks like this.
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DOCUMENT LISTING
From Llbrary /u/tralnlng
DOCUMENT
NAME

TI TLE /
COMMENTS

OPERATOR
AUTHOR

STORAGE
Total:

0000

74189
799

alpha

From Cave Palntlngs
Sherl Mak
Nancy Lane
For word processlng tralnlng

7418

gUlde

The Well-Planned Report

Nancy Lane
June Westborough
For word processlng tralnlng

8627

hlstory

Hlstory of wp

Jeanne Wllson
Kathleen Robblns
For word processlng tralnlng

7335

hy ph

The Well-Planned Report

Nancy Lane
June Westborough
For word processlng tralnlng

8490

The Well-Planned Report

Nancy Lane
June Westborough
For word processlng tralnlng

8757

page

One page

Sherry Wlnslow
Nancy Lane
For word processlng tralnlng

3475

paragraf

paragraphs to copy

nancy lane
nancy lane
For word processlng tralnlng

1129

reflne

Reflnements for prlntlng

Mark Rogers
John Wllllams
For word processlng tralnlng

2655

report

The Well-Planned Report

DaVld Westln
Joanle Peters
For word processlng tralnlng

8623

tralngloss

Tralnlng glossary

927

Nancy Lane
Nancy Lane
For word processlng tralnlng

This portion of a sample printed document index is in the long format.
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Types of Indexes

When you use word processing to create an index, it takes very little of your
time. You can display an index in any way that suits your needs.
You can move the cursor to different parts of the index by using i or t
cursor keys, and the Prev Scrn or Next Scrn keys. Or you can go to particular
documents by indicating the beginning letter of the document name. For
example, for names beginning with "w", type a w. This works whether the
index is in order by document name, author, or operator.
Look at several kinds of indexes.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)
I Edit Old Document I
Iindexi

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I Short format

I

3

EXECUTE

( In progress)

DOCUMENT LISTING

4 w
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The top choice in
each column is
bright. Pressing
the Execute key
now gives you an
index of all the
documents in the
current library
in short format.
This is a screen
message to tell
you what's going
on. Then you'll
see the index.
Use the cursor
and Next Scrn
keys to move
around in it. Now
use a character to
find a document.
Your cursor is
located on the
first document
name that begins
with a "w."
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Step

You Type

5

Screen Says

( CANCEL)

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

I

6

( SPACE BAR)

7

8

nancy

9

10

12

june

13

I

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT LISTING

CANCEL

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

I
IAuthor I

D

You only need to
type 5 characters,
in uppercase or
lowercase to
locate the
operator's documents. Type the
name "nancy."
Notice the change
in arrangement,
with on Iy the
documents by that
operator listed
in alphabetical
order. Now go
back and try an
index by author.

I

EXECUTE

Please enter
author's name

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT LISTING

Take a look at
this index, then
go back to the
index menu.

CANCEL

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

Now look at the
long format listing of the entire
library.

I

14

I

Please enter
operator's name

rn

Now try an index
of the documents
prepared by a
particular operator.

Type of Index
Operator

EXECUTE

(2)

11

I

Comments

1

I

Type the author's
name. Use "june."

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Long format

I
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Step

Screen Says

You Type

15

( EXECUTE )

16

( CANCEL)

17

(4)

rn

Comments
Now look at the
sublibraries.

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I Short format I
DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I List sublibraries

I

18

(

EXECUTE

)

Library name
/u/training
/u

19

4/83

(

CANCEL

)

The current library name is shown
at the top with
the sublibraries
below. Now leave
this index.

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I Short format I
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How Much Space Is Used?
An important thing to know about your Fortune system is how much disk
space is available for additional documents that fill up the disk as you type.
With this information, you can decide when to archive documents in order to
make more disk space for your daily work.

TOTAL SYSTEM SPACE USED

When you start up your Fortune system and log in, always check the message
that says "_ % of the available space is in use." This is a very important
message because it tells you how much of your total system disk capacity is
currently being used. Always check it each time you start up the system. When
your space in use is 90 percent or more, either file some documents using the
filing menu or delete some documents. If you don't and want to edit a large
document, your system will become totally full, and you won't be able to
work on any more documents. Refer to Understand your Fortune System for
more information about figuring storage space on your disk.

LIBRARY SPACE USED

In addition to the total system space used, you should constantly check each
library to see how much space is being used. You can do this by using the long
format index for each library you have. Notice, when you do this, that there
is a "Total: STORAGE" message above the index to the right. This tells you
the total number of characters of disk storage that the documents in that
library take up. Remember not to confuse it with the total system disk space
being used. But keep track of this storage message.

ARCHIVE DISK SPACE USED

Remember that, when you copy or move a document to an archive disk, you
can see how much of the space is being used.
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Indexing an Archive Disk

Making an index of your archive disk is one way to keep track of your
documents. You can also use this function to make sure there is enough space
on your archive disk for more documents before you add documents to it.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of index
Short Format

1 I

2

I

I

Type of Index
Long format

I

I

(2) ( NEXT SCRN ) Index From

I

Current library
Archive disk

IT]

3

(

EXECUTE

I

I

) Insert disk,
press execute

S

( EXECUTE ) Disk name is ....
-% full
Press execute to
continue or
cancel to remove
disk

Put an archive
disk in the drive.
Check the disk
name to make sure
you have the disk
you want.

6

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT LISTING

From the index you
can note the
amount of space
used by each
document.

7

(

Go back to the
main menu.

CANCEL

) DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

I

8

4183

First, change this
so you can see
everything on the
archive disk.

Index From
Current library
Archive disk

I
4

Comments

( CANCEL )

I

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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From the Word Processing Menu
to an Index

Using the codes beside the entries in the first column of the index menu, you
can move directly from the word processing menu to an index screen. This
feature bypasses many extra steps and keystrokes. The shortcut codes are as
follows:
Short format
Operator
Author
Long format
List sublibraries

ixs
ixo
ixa
ixl
lib

When you are at the word processing menu, pressing the Command key
and then typing in the appropriate code will display the index screen. Pressing the Cancel key returns you to the word processing menu. You can type
in the code in lower case as shown, or in upper case, or a combination of both.
These codes do not allow you, however, to print an index, which you'll learn
about shortly, or to make an index of an archive disk.
To see how a shortcut code works, use the procedure below.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
COMMAND

2

3

ixs

Which command?
DOCUMENT LISTING

CANCEL

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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You now see a
short format index
of all the documents in the current library on
your system disk.
Use the Cancel key
to move back to
where you started.
Now move to an
index by author.
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Step

You Type

( COMMAND ) Which command?

4

S

Screen Says

ixa

Please enter
author's name

D

6 june

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT LISTING

7

( CANCEL )

Comments
Use the code for
index by author.
Type in the name
"june."
Now go back to the
main menu again.

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Printing an Index

You can print an index in one of two ways: use the "Printer" activity on the
index menu, or press the Format key when you have an index on the screen.
This second option saves you the time of returning to the index menu. If
you've already chosen the print index activity and choose it again by using the
Format key, you'll get two copies of the index.
Before beginning this procedure, make sure that your printer is turned on
and has paper in it.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
/Indexl

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

I

3

4

NEXT SCRN

(2) [I]

I

Index To
Screen
Printer
Both

I

Select the entry
to see the index
both displayed
and printed.

I

Index To
Screen
Printer

IBoth I
5

EXECUTE

6

CANCEL

The index prints
and is displayed
on the screen at
the same time.
DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
Short format

I

7

EXECUTE
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I

Display the index
again.

Print the index.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

8

( FORMAT )

9

( CANCEL ) DOCUMENT INDEX

Comments
The index remains
on the screen and
is also printed.

Type of Index
I Short format I
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Moving from the Index
to the Editing Screen

Suppose you want to edit several documents in a row and don't remember
their names. You can go directly from the index screen to a document for
editing, then return to the index and choose another document. This saves
time by eliminating the step of moving back to the word processing menu and
then to the editing screen.
Use the following procedure to try this.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I Short format I

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT LISTING

1

2

3

(

GO TO PAGE

(

(

4

S

CANCEL

(

)

)

DELETE )

CANCEL
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)

Comments
Look at the index
again.

Move the cursor
to one of the
document names
and press the Go To
Page key.
You have the
document on the
editing screen.
Now go back to
the index.

END OF EDIT
options

Don't save any
changes you may
have made.

DOCUMENT LISTING

Now return to the
index menu.

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
I Short format I
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Additional Functions on the Index Screen

You can perform four additional functions while on the document listing
screen: copying, renaming, and deleting documents and moving to hyphenation and pagination function.
• Copy a document.

To copy a document while you're on the document listing screen, position the cursor next to the document name
on the document listing screen and then press the Copy key. You
don't have to use the filing menu.

• Rename a document.

You can change a document name while
you're on the document listing screen by moving the cursor to the
document name, pressing the Move key, and typing in a new name.

• Delete a document.

Press the Delete key to remove documents.

• Use hyphenation and pagination.

You can move to hyphenating
and paginating a document by moving the cursor to the document
name and pressing the Page key.

Use the procedure below to try these out.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
IShort format I
EXECUTE

2

3

4/83

(2) []]
COPY

DOCUMENT LISTING
I alpha I

Move the cursor
down to the document named
"Ietter."

I letter I
Copy document
Destination
document name

D

Type in a new name
for the document,
"Iettera."
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

4 lettera

EXECUTE

letter Ilettera I
Document is copied

So that you can
see that both
documents are
alike, the copied
document follows
the source document. If you
leave the index
and then return,
the new entry will
be in correct
alphabetical
order. You also
see a message
confirming your
action. Now
rename "Iettera."

5

( MOVE)

Rename document
Destination
document name

Type in a new
name.

EXECUTE

letter Iletter21
Document is
renamed

"Lettera" has been
renamed and stays
next to the
document called
"letter." Now
delete "letter2."

7

DELETE

Press execute to
delete

A message asks
you to confirm
this before you
proceed.

8

EXECUTE

Document is
deleted

The document is
gone and the index
is revised. Now
move to the
hyphenation and
pagination
function.

D

6 letter2

Ipagel

9

PAGE
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typQJng

You see the first
word for hyphenation. Now go
back to the index.
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Step

10

You Type

Screen Says

( CANCEL ) End of Hyphenation
and Pagination

l'
12 a

4/83

( DELETE ) Ipagel

Comments
Delete the
changes.
Go back to the
document named
"alpha."

DOCUMENT LISTING
lalpha I
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Archiving Documents from the Index

One time-saving way to archive a number of documents at one time, without
typing in each name, is to use the index screen. Using the Copy and Move
keys, you can either copy or move the documents, one after another, to an
archive disk. In addition, if you move documents to an archive disk, the index
is updated so that you can see exactly what it contains.
Use the procedure below to copy a document to the disk from an index. The
archive disk should still be in place from the earlier procedure you used to see
an index of it.
Step

You Type

SHIFT
( COpy)

2

beta

EXECUTE

3

CANCEL

4

CANCEL

Screen Says

Comments

DOCUMENT LISTING
I alpha I

Copy this document
to the arch ive
disk.

Copy to archive
Destination
document nameD

Name this copy
"beta."

Document is
copied

You can copy as
many documents as
you need. For
now, leave the
index.

DOCUMENT INDEX
Type of Index
IShort format I

Go bock to the
filing menu to
remove the disk.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

IFiling I

5

6

EXECUTE

FILING

I Copy document I
7

8

IRemove archive disk I

rrr
EXECUTE
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Press execute to
continue
Remove disk from
drive
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Step

9

You Type

Screen Says

( EXECUTE ) FILING

I Copy document I
10

( CANCEL )

(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old

11

( CANCEL ) OPERATOR TRAINING

12

( CANCEL ) FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU

4/83

Comments

Go back to the
main menu.
If you're going
on to the next
part, skip steps
11 and 12.
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Organizing and Labeling Flexible Disks

How you organize and label your flexible disks depends, to a certain extent,
on the kinds of documents you're creating and editing. For instance, if you're
continually editing long documents, you should archive them often. This
requires many disks and systematic labeling to find the documents later. If
you create many small documents, you may need only a few extra disks. In
either case, you should devise a scheme that works for you. You might make
use of the following suggestions when you organize your disks.
• If you have many disks, organize them by department, then by
author.

• When you need only a few disks, make the classifications much
broader.
• Use color coding by attaching removable colored labels to differentiate between disks you're currently using and your other archive
disks.
• Store your old archive disks in a safe place and keep the ones you're
currently working on close at hand.
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Labeling Disks

Labeling disks is as important as deciding how to organize them. It saves you
time when you want to locate a specific document, and allows you to file disks
containing similar documents together for easy retrieval. You should have
two labels on each disk. But be careful: you should never write directly on a
disk. Always write on the label before you put it on the disk. The first label should
be permanently attached to your disk. Write a number on it for identification
purposes. The second label should contain information about the documents
you've archived on this disk. Use a self-sticking, removable disk label. The
information on this label should include:

• Disk name. When you format an archive disk, choose a disk name.
This could be the name of the department or individual the documents belong to. No matter what kind of name you use, choose
unique ones that you can easily identify. Further information on this
is in the earlier chapter on archiving.
• Date begun. Note the date that you first used the disk. This will
help you determine later when the useful life has been reached and
when you may need to replace the disk.
• Description. You may want to write more complete information
about the contents of the disk, perhaps something that isn't readily
apparent from the disk name. For instance, if the name is "letters", the
description might read "letters from April, 1983".
When you attach a label to the disk, press the label in place gently. Putting
too much pressure on the disk could damage it.
As information about the contents of the disk change, you should update
the label. You'll need to remove the label, or put another one over it. To
remove a label, lift up one corner and gently peel it away from the disk. Be
careful not to bend the disk.
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Caring for Flexible Disks

By taking proper care of your flexible disks you can assure yourself of good
documents and proper performance from your FORTUNE 32:16. When you
take good care of a flexible disk it should last approximately 200 hours, or 8
hours a day for 25 days of continual use. Since archiving takes very little time,
your disks should last a long time.

HELPFUL HINTS

• Never touch or scratch the exposed magnetic surface of the disk.
• Keep the disk away from magnetic fields produced by electrical appliances such as TV sets, CRTs, electric pencil sharpeners, or air conditioners.
• Never write on the disk label when it's attached to the disk.
• Avoid having extremes of temperature where you store your flexible
disks.
• Don't leave them in direct sunlight.
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• Protect your disks against excessive humidity. Keep them within a
humidity range of 20 to 50 percent.
• When you're not using a disk, return it to its protective sleeve and
store it in a container with other disks.
• Do not bend, fold, staple, or otherwise mutilate your disk.
• Avoid spilling any liquids or cigarette ashes on the disk.
Remember, disks aren't fragile, but they do require a certain amount of
tender loving care.
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James Watt's speed governor, pictured below,
paved the way for modern automation.
From James Watt and the Steam Engine by
H. W. Dickenson and Rhys Jenkins.
(Oxford, Clarendon Press)

Shortcuts and Tips

To make your work easier and to make your own use of word processing
easier, there are some additional features available to you. In this part you'll
learn how to:
• Use the shortcut codes
• Remove the screen symbols

7-1
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Alternatives

To make your work with Fortune:Word easier and faster, especially if you're
a good typist and are familiar with the application, there are two alternatives
you can use, shortcut codes and removing the screen symbols.
Shortcut codes are the three-character abbreviations next to most of the
activities on all of the menus. These allow you to use a function without being
on the menu where the function is listed.
If you find the screen symbols interfere with your perception of how text
is lined up on the screen, you can remove them, and replace them.

7-2

Shortcuts and Tips
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Shortcut Codes

In the last chapter you got a hint of the usefulness of shortcut codes when you
learned how to go from the main menu to an index. On most menu screens
there are codes next to each activity. When you are working on one menu,
you can press the Command key, type the appropriate code, and use a
function from another menu. You can use these shortcut codes only when
you're on a menu, and not while editing.
Below is a list of shortcut codes. You can type them as shown, in all capital
letters, or in a combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.
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Activity

Code

Assign archive disk name
Attach glossary
Change library
Copy document
Copy to archive
Create new glossary
Create new document
Delete document
Delete from archive
Detach glossary
Edit old document
Edit old glossary
Format archive disk
Hyphenation and pagination
Index by author
Index by operator
Long format (index)
Make library
Move to archive
Print document
Printer Control
Remove archive disk
Remove library
Rename document
Retrieve from archive
Short format (index)
Sublibraries (index)
Verify glossary

adn
agl
chI
cpy
eta
cgl
crd
del
dfa
dgl
edd
egl
fad
hyp
ixa
ixo
ixl
mkl
mta
prd
prc
rad
rml
ren
rfa
ixs
lib
vgl

[J

Alternatives 7-3

As you use shortcut codes and learn more of them, you'll find that you use
some more frequently than others. If you change libraries often, for example,
you'll speed up your work by using the code "chl" instead of working your
way to and from the supervisory functions menu. And, you can copy a
document to an archive disk with "cta," and remove the disk again with "rad."
Try the shortcuts in the procedure chart below to see how they work.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
COMMAND

2

ixs

3

CANCEL

Which command?

Use the code "ixs"
to see a short
format index of
the documents.

(short format
index of the
training library)

You now see the
index. Return
to the main menu.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

EXECUTE

FILING

ICopy document I
6

COMMAND

7 mkl

S

9 /Iibrary

(l1)EI
EXECUTE

Shortcuts and Tips

Now make a new
library.

Which command?

Type in the code
for making a new
library.

Please enter new library
name[ZJ u/training

Add onto the end
of the library name.

/u/training

D

FILING

I Copy document I

7-4

Now go to another
menu screen in the
usual manner.

IFiling I

4

5

To use a shortcut,
you must use the
Command key.

Now change to the
new library.
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Step

( COMMAND ) Which command?

10

11

Screen Says

You Type

chi

(11)8

13 /Iibrary

/u/training

D

( EXECUTE ) FILING

ICopy document I
Current library
is /u/training/
library

17

chi
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Ii]

Change library to
[2] u/training/library

(11)8
/u/training( RETURN

/u/training

[2]

library

) Current library
is /u/training

18

You're now in the
new library.
Change back to
the library called
"/u/training."

( COMMAND ) Which command?

14

16

Use the code for
changing a
library.

Change library to
[2Ju/training

12

15

Comments

( CANCEL )

Go back to the
main menu.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Removing and Replacing Screen Symbols

If you type text with many tabs, indents, or other screen symbols, you may
find that these symbols interfere with your judgment about how the text is
positioned on the editing screen. To solve this problem, you can remove, and
then replace, the screen symbols.
Use the procedure chart below for a short example of how this works.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
( EXECUTE ) Please enter
document name
[§Jeta
1 refine

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT SUMMARY

2

( EXECUTE ) [!]TRYING SOME
REFINEMENTS ....

3
4

5

( REPLACE )

TRYING SOME
REFINEMENTS

The screen symbols
are gone. Now
put them back.

( COMMAND ) Which command?
( REPLACE)

[!]TRYING SOME
REFINEMENTS ....

7

( CANCEL)

END OF EDIT
options

8

( DELETE )

(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old

10

Now remove the
screen symbols.

( COMMAND ) Which command?

6

9

Use the document
named "refine."

Now leave the
document.

If you are going on
to Part 8, you can
skip steps 9 and 10.

( CANCEL ) OPERATOR TRAINING
( CANCEL ) FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU
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Schott's engraving represents an apparatus
of uncertain use, which dimly
foreshadows the programming of
movements by means of a
perforated cylinder.
From Gaspar Schott, Magia Universalis,
Bamberg, 1677.

Glossary Documents

The glossary feature allows you to store text and the names of word processing function keys in a special document for instant recall and use. This
saves you time because you don't have to type the same information time after
time; just type it once and you'll have it for the future. Unless you are very
familiar with this concept or have had considerable experience using Fortune
Systems word processing, you should save this part for later.
First, you'll need to know from daily practice how the keys on the keyboard
work and relate to one another, and understand what other information you
must give, for example, in response to a message.
Second, in order to create a glossary document that answers your needs,
you need to have experience in word processing to analyze those needs. This
will keep you from spending needless time creating a glossary document
when it's not appropriate, and give you the insight to create a useful glossary
document.
The descriptions of the key functions that follow presume that you have
this level of knowledge and experience so you can get the maximum benefit
from the glossary feature.
If you're prepared to go on with this part about glossary documents, you'll
learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What a glossary document is and how you can use it
What the glossary language is
The steps in creating a glossary document
How to edit, archive, and print glossary documents
Methods for writing successful glossary documents
Error and informational messages about glossary documents
Ways to use glossary documents

8-1
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Creating and Using Glossary
Documents

The dictionary definition of the word glossary is a list of words and their
definitions. The term glossary used with word processing is a different concept. It refers to a special type of document in which you store text, like a
company's name, and can store names of keyboard keys, like Insert and
Execute. Then, in place of typing the same text or performing the same word
processing function over and over again while you are editing a document,
you can activate a glossary document to insert a company's name or use keys
like Insert and Execute when you need to. In addition, you can use a glossary
document to activate a word processing function that ordinarily requires you
to go through several steps, like printing a document.
The advantages of using a glossary document are:
• It saves typing time and reduces errors when the same text is typed

over and over again.
• More than one person at a time can use it.
• Typing is less repetitious.
As you can see, using a glossary document is somewhat like using shortcut
codes, which you learned about in Part 7. The difference is that you decide
what your glossary "code" will stand for and what it will do.
A glossary document contains groups of text called entries, which include
text as well as the names of function keys. For example, an address can
include returns, and have text that is boldface, underlined, and so on. In
general, any size block of text or any number of functions can be a single
glossary entry. Every entry has a one-character label and you can store as
many as 95 entries in one glossary document. The illustration on the next page
shows how a glossary document and entries are related. In the following
pages you'll learn about each element of an entry.

8-2 Glossary Documents
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Glossary document

entry a
entry b
_ - + - - - - entry c

' - - - - - - - - - - - - . Glossary entry
Entry label - - - -....~P entry c
{ insert "Hello" execute}

St!g

J

Key words
Enclosed by braces

A glossary document may contain up to 95 entries, and each entry is a separate item
with a specific structure.

You may create as many glossary documents as you need, although you can
use only one at a time. You can print a glossary document and store it on an
archive disk. In many ways you can work with a glossary document in the
same manner as you work with a text document. The greatest difference
between a glossary document and a text document is that a glossary document
contains separate, usable entries instead of one complete text.
To see this difference, look at the two sample entries from a glossary
document at the beginning of the next page. Read them and see if you can
think how they could be used with a text document to make someone's typing
easier and faster.

4(83
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entry a
{ insert "Howard, Wilson, Jones & Milton" return
"2257 Beacon St." return
"San Francisco, CA 90001" return execute}
entry b
{ insert "Contract number 49178918G" execute}

USING GLOSSARY DOCUMENTS
You'll find a glossary document is very useful for cutting down on typing
repetitious text. Legal documents, letters, specifications, and other types of
documents often require that you type the same thing over and over. In a
day's work, you may type the same address, or term, or date many times. By
storing frequently used addresses in a glossary document, when you need a
particular address as part of the letter you can press the GL key located next
to the Return key on the keyboard, type the entry label that identifies it, and
the address will appear immediately on the editing screen. Then you can
continue typing the rest of your letter, and put in other glossary entries as you
need them, such as a contract number or even entire standard paragraphs.
Using glossary entries, you don't need to proofread the entire document,
but rather only the "new" portions. The text you store in a glossary document
always remains the same. But when you ne~d to, you can change the text in
a glossary document at any time by editing it just as you would edit a text
document.

THE GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS MENU
The glossary functions menu is your primary resource for creating, editing
and working with glossary documents. Some of the functions described below are similar to functions you've used with text documents.

8-4 Glossary Documents
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EDIT OLD GLOSSARY

Use this function to edit a glossary that you've already created, even one
that's brand-new and doesn't have any entries in it. You can also use "Edit Old
Document" on the word processing menu.

CREATE NEW GLOSSARY

This function allows you to create the glossary document in the same manner
as you create a text document. When you choose this method, the document
is automatically verified when you end the editing. You can also use "Create
New Document" on the word processing menu. However, if you use "Create
New Document," you must verify the document using the "Verify glossary"
activity on the glossary functions menu. Thereafter, when you edit the giOS-m
sary, it is automatically verified.
You must give the glossary document a name. Choose a name that you'll
be able to remember, like "gloss}," "gloss2," or even "specglos." A glossary
document name is subject to the same naming restrictions as a text document.
When you see a glossary name on the index screen, you'll see two asterisks
(**) before it to distinguish it from a text document.

8

VERI FY GLOSSARY

Although the verification process happens automatically when you finish
editing or creating a glossary document with the glossary functions menu,
you will sometimes need to use this function separately to verify a glossary
document that had errors you've corrected, or to verify one that you created
with "Create New Document." This process checks the glossary for errors, lets
you know what they are, and prepares the glossary for successful use.

ATTACH GLOSSARY

You use this function, explained in more detail later, to make the document
available for use.
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DETACH GLOSSARY

When you detach a glossary document you remove it from use. It is still saved
on the system disk. Another way to detach a glossary is to attach a new one.
Anytime you attach a new one, the previous one is automatically detached
and saved on the system disk.

GLOSSARY

act

1 V 1

FUNCTIONS

t Y

~1-Ed-l-t-O-l-d-G-l-O-55-a-ry---------e-Ql~1
Create New Glossary
VeIl fy glossary
Attach glossary
Detach glossary
Current

lIbrary

IS

-----

e.gl
vgl
agl
dgl

tu/trainIng

The glossary functions menu contains activities for working with glossary documents.
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Glossary Documents
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Creating a Glossary Document

You can create a glossary document in two ways, by using the "Create New
Document" activity on the word processing menu, or by using the "Create
Glossary" activity on the glossary functions menu. The difference between
these two approaches is that when you create a glossary document using the
"Create New Document" you must go to the glossary functions menu and
verify it before you can use it the first time. Thereafter, you can edit it using
"Edit Old Document" or "Edit Glossary" and in both cases the document will
be verified.
To see how easy it is to create a glossary document, follow the procedure
below.
Step

Comments

Screen Says

You Type

I

I

Move back into word processing through T3
on the global menu.
(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old

rn

1
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ICreate New Document I

2

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document nameD

3

traingloss ( EXECUTE

)

Prototype

[Q]OOO

4

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT SUMMARY

S

(

EXECUTE

)

Use "Create New
Document."

Name your glossary
"traingloss."
Your prototype
document comes
into use for
glossary documents
also.
Fill in the
summary with
some information.
Now you have an
open editing
screen for
creating an entry.
You'll learn how
to do this in the
next few pages.
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Creating Glossary Entries

Now that you have a glossary document, there are two ways to create an
entry: by example, which you do as you create a word processing document,
and original entry, which you do by typing directly into a glossary document.
The next few pages describe in detail these two ways of creating entries for
a glossary.

A GLOSSARY ENTRY BY EXAMPLE

The quickest way to store simple, short glossary entries is to create them by
example. In this way, you are performing the keystrokes in your word processing document and at the same time storing them in a glossary document
for later recall. Small entries, such as words or phrases, work best for a
glossary by example. Later, you can always edit, change, and add to the
entries in this glossary.
You can type a maximum of 512 characters in a glossary entry by example.
Since a glossary by example collects every keystroke you use, it also includes
the keys you press to make corrections in the entry or move the cursor
around. Unless you're very sure exactly what the entry should contain, you
may quickly reach the maximum entry size.

TYPING ORIGINAL ENTRIES IN A GLOSSARY DOCUMENT

The other way to create glossary entries is from original entries that you type
directly into a glossary document. This method allows you to create more
complicated entries with less effort than when creating a glossary by example.

8-8 Glossary Documents
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Creating an Original Glossary Entry

Now that you have a glossary document, you can create glossary entries in it.
Even though you might not understand everything that's shown as you create
an original glossary entry, type it just as you see it. You'll learn about everything soon. One key you'll be using is the brace, { and }. Before you go on to
the procedure, check for its location at the bottom of the group of special
symbol keys at the bottom left of the keyboard. The brace is used to enclose
the contents of a glossary entry.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

(editing screen)

entry a (2)( RETURN

entry a""

G========

2 { insert "word
processing" return
execute} ( RETURN

{ insert "word
processing"
return execute }.....

G========
3

CANCEL

4

( EXECUTE)

END OF EDIT
options

Comments

Type in an entry
in this new
glossary document.
Begin by typing
an entry label.
Begin the entry
with a brace,
follow it with the
text, and end it
with another
brace.
You've now completed an entry.
Leave the glossary
document.
Save the new
glossary document
with its entry.
Go to the glossary
functions menu to
verify it.

(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old
5
6

(7)[]]
EXECUTE

I Glossary

Functions I

GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS Move down to th9
verify option.

IEdit Old Glossary I
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I!l

Step

Screen Says

You Type

7

(2)[]]

8

( EXECUTE )

9 traingloss ( EXECUTE )

IVerify glossary I
Please enter
glossary nameD
You'll see this
message for a
short ti me. If
GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS you typed the
entry correctly,
Edit Old Glossary
you should see the
glossary functions
menu again. Now
go back to the
main menu.
(Verifying)

I

10

( CANCEL )

Comments

I

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I

8-1 0 Glossary Documents
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Creating a Glossary Entry by Example

While creating glossary entries by example may seem easier, at first glance,
than creating entries in the glossary document directly, there is a disadvantage. The text you type and the keys you press are made into an entry that you
can't see at the time. To see what the entry actually looks like, or even edit it,
you must use "Edit Old Document" on the word processing menu, or "Edit
Glossary" on the glossary functions menu.
In the following procedure, use the entry in the glossary document you just
created, and then create a glossary entry by example.
Step

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

2

paragraf

RETURN

3

EXECUTE

4

GO TO PAGE

5 e

Please enter
document name
[!]raingloss

Use the document
named "paragraf"
to experiment
with.

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

~ord processing

Now move the cursor down to the
end of the document.

Which page?
Copying between

....

....

Begin the entry
by pressing the
Mode key .

E]========
6
7
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MODE

CQ[)

What mode?

Now press the GL
key.

Glossary entry

Notice that a
"Glossary entry"
message is blinking at the bottom
of the screen.
Use the Insert
key first.
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[I

Step

You Type

8
9

INSERT

Insert what?

( RETURN)
This is a glossary
entry.
( RETURN)

(
10

EXECUTE

@J

b

Comments
Now type the entry
text.

.... text from one

End the entry
with the Mode and
This is a glossary entry ..... GI keys.

....

) EI========

MODE

11

12

Screen Says

EXECUTE

What mode?
Which entry?

Now give the entry
a one-character
name.

This is a glossary

Now use the entry.

EI========

@J

13
14

b

Which entry?
This is a glossary entry .....

....

This is a glossary entry ....

EI========

15

CANCEL

16

DELETE

END OF EDIT
options

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I

17

EXECUTE

18

traingloss ( EXECUTE

8-12 Glossary Documents

The entry text is
inserted in the
document beneath
the original. Now
leave the document.
Remove the changes. The entry
will still be
saved in the
glossary document.
Now edit the
glossary document

Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

The glossary document is named
"traingloss."

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

Since you verified
the document to
make it a glossary
the summary screen,
changes to
"glossary summary." Look at
entry "b."
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Step

19

(

20

(

21

Screen Says

You Type

Comments

EXECUTE

)

entry b
{
insert return
"This is a
glossary entry."
return execute
}

Notice how the
names of the keys
you pressed have
been converted
into words. Now
leave the document.

CANCEL

)

END OF EDIT
options

Even when you
delete the changes
the verification
process occurs.

( DELETE )

(Verifying)
(main menu)
Document I

IEdit Old
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Glossary Syntax

Now that you've seen several entries in a glossary document, you're ready to
learn the details of creating them. Entries must follow certain guidelines,
called syntax, to work properly. Syntax describes how you must label an
entry, define the entry with braces, use keywords and strings, and add
comments for clarification. In addition, you'll find writing glossary entries
easier if you know how page breaks and format lines affect entries.

ENTRY LABELS

Just as each document needs a name, every glossary entry must have a label
so that you can identify it when you use it. The requirements for a label are:

• A label must start with the word "entry," followed by a one-character
code. For example, in "traingloss" you created two entries, and their
labels were "entry a" and "entry b."
• Entry codes may be only one character in length. You can use any
character on the keyboard including letters, numbers, and symbols in
both lower and uppercase and the Space Bar. So, the maximum
number of entries in a glossary document is 95. To have more entries
available, you must put them in other glossary documents.
• Two entries in the same glossary document can't have the same label.

DEFINING THE ENTRY WITH BRACES

You must use braces, { and }, to define the start and end of an entry after the
entry label. Using "entry a" as an example, you can see that braces define the
text to be inserted and the keyword functions associated with the entry.
entry a
{ insert "word processing" return execute}

8-14

Glossary Documents
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ADDING COMMENT LINES

Comment lines are descriptive remarks about a glossary entry. They can be
very helpful to others who use your entries. Comments explain the flow of
what you want the entry to do, give instructions for use, or describe the entry.
Comments don't affect how the entry works, and you can write them in at any
point in the entry after the brace that begins the entry. A comment line begins
with a /* and ends with a */. Adding comments to an entry makes it look like
this:
entry a
{ /*this is a sample entry*/
insert "word processing" return execute}
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Keywords

The glossary syntax describes how you structure the entry which is inside the
braces. The entry consists of keywords and strings. Keywords are described
below, and strings are described in the following pages.
Keywords are names that represent the formatting, editing, and cursor
movement keys on the keyboard, such as Return, Tab, Search, Copy, Delete,
and Insert. When you use an entry that contains keywords, the functions they
perform are activated. For example, if you use the keyword insert followed by
some text and then the keywords return and execute, the text will be inserted
when you use the entry. In the previous pages, that is what happened when
you used entry b.
There are four groups of keywords that define keys on the keyboard. Here
are the groups with some examples. Refer to the keyword list in this section
for the full list.

• Formatting. Keywords such as tab, indent, decimaltab, and return
change the format of document text. On the editing screen they
appear as screen symbols such as .... for a Return, or ~ for a Tab.
• Editing. Keywords such as format, search, copy, and move cause
a function to occur as you work on your text document. Editing
keywords do not produce any screen symbols.
• Cursor movement. Keywords such as left, north, east and prevscrn
make the cursor move over the text to a specific location without
changing the text or format.
• Other. Keywords such as cancel, delete, and space compose a
group of additional functions you can add to glossaries.
When you write a glossary entry, you must spell out the keywords so that
word processing will recognize them as instructions. For example, if you want
the cursor to move down one line when the entry is recalled, you must spell
out the keyword "down" or "south" or "return" as an instruction. If you want
to activate a function more than once, you can follow a keyword with a
number in parentheses that defines how many times you want that key
activated. For example, to have four returns in a row as part of an entry, you
could either type out the keyword return four times or, more easily, type

return(4).

8-16 Glossary Documents
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The sequence of events you describe with keywords determines how the
glossary entry works. Therefore, it's very important that you understand how
all the keys work. For example, if you want a glossary entry to insert the
words 'The Fortune Systems 32:16" in your word processing document, you
must know what happens during the insert function when you're creating or
editing text. You would see the message "Insert what?", type the words and/or
formatting characters to be inserted, and press the Execute key to indicate that
you have completed the insert. You must follow this same sequence when
you write out an insert instruction in a glossary entry. If you leave out the
"execute" that completes the insert and try to use the entry, it won't work the
way you expected.
For a better idea of how this works, use the procedure below to create and
use an entry that consists only of keywords.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

2

traingloss ( EXECUTE

3

EXECUTE

4

GO TO PAGE

5 e

Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

Edit the glossary
document
traingloss.

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

[~Jntry a

Move down to the
end of the document to add a
new entry.

Which page?
insert return
}

Now add entry "c."

....

G========
6

7
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entry c (2) ( RETURN

entry c ....

{ insert return(4)
ta b (2) retu rn
execute}
( RETURN)

{ insert return(4)
tab(2) return
execute } ....

CANCEL

...

G========

Now leave the
glossary document
and go to the
training document
to try out the
entry.

END OF EDIT
options
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Step

You Type

(

8

EXECUTE

Screen Says

)

Comments

(Verifying)
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
9

10

paragraf

11

(

EXECUTE

)

Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

(

EXECUTE

)

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

(

EXECUTE

)

CQO

12
13

~ord processing

~

14
15

(
(

CANCEL

)

DELETE

)

Tryout the entry
here.

Which entry?

.....
.....
.....
.....

c

Go back to the
document named
"paragraf."

~

.....

END OF EDIT
options

This is an exampie of what you
can do with just
keywords in an
entry. Now leave
the document.
Remove the
changes.

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
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Keyword List

You may want to pause a few minutes and familiarize yourself with the list
of keywords below, or go on to finish this part and come back to the list when
you're creating your own entries. Locate the keys they represent on the
keyboard. Depending upon how you use glossary documents, you'll probably use some keywords more often than others.

FORMATIING KEYWORDS

Keyword

Results

center

A screen symbol for center, ., appears on the screen. The text
after it is centered.

decimaltab

The decimal tab screen symbol, ,appears in the next available tab stop. Numbers that follow are aligned on the decimal
points. Note that the keyword is two words that are combined
into one without a space in between.

indent

The screen symbol for an indent, ~, appears on the editing
screen under the next tab stop in the format line. The text after
it is indented.

return

The screen symbol for a return, ..... , appears on the screen, and
the cursor goes down one line.

subscript

The subscript screen symbol, ~,appears on the screen.

superscript

A superscript screen symbol,

tab

The tab screen symbol, ~, appears on the screen under the
next tab stop in the format line.
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i,

appears on the screen.
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EDITING KEYWORDS

Keyword

Results

command

The command function starts and the screen message, "Which
command?" appears on the screen.

copy
COpy

The copy text function starts and the screen message "Copy
what?" appears on the screen. To copy text between documents, use the keyword in uppercase, COPY.

format

The cursor moves back to the first available format line and the
screen message "Change format?" appears. Used with the insert keyword, this creates an alternate format line.

merge
MERGE

The screen symbol for merge, <, appears on the screen.
To produce the other half of the merge symbol, >, use
MERGE.

mode

The mode function starts and the screen message "What
mode?" appears on the screen. This must be followed by a
letter indicating the mode to be used, such as mode ''b'' for
boldface.

move
MOVE

The move text function starts and the screen message "Move
what?" appears. To use the function that moves text between
documents, use the MOVE keyword. MOVE is equivalent to
using Shift and Move.

note

The screen symbol for a note, !!, appears. Used alone and
followed by text, this creates a note. When used with the
command keyword and a number, such as command note"l",
this creates a bookmark. To locate a bookmark, use goto note
and the bookmark number.

page
PAGE

When used with the insert and execute keywords, as in insert
page execute, this adds an optional page break. To add a required page break use the keywords insert PAGE. To change
the text length use the keywords command page.

replace
REPLACE

The replace function starts, and the screen message "Replace
what?" appears. The REPLACE keyword, equivalent to using
Shift and Replace, starts the global search and replace function.

search
SEARCH

The search function starts and the screen message "Search
for what?" appears. The SEARCH keyword, equivalent to using Shift and Search, starts the search from the beginning and
the keywords command search start a search backward.
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CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYWORDS

Keyword

Results

backspace

The cursor moves back one space.

down

The cursor moves down one line. You can use the keyword
south instead.

east

The cursor moves to the right one position. You can use the
keyword right instead.

goto

The cursor moves to a location as in goto "1", or goto "e", or to
another location when followed by another cursor movement
keyword, such as goto nextscrn.

left

The cursor moves to the left one position. You can use the west
keyword instead.

nextscrn

The cursor moves to the next screenfull. When used with the
go to keyword, as in goto nextscrn, the cursor moves to the top
of the next page.

north

The cursor moves up one line. You can use the up keyword
instead.

prevscrn

The cursor moves to the previous screenfull. When used with
the goto keyword, as in goto prevscrn, the cursor moves to the
top of the previous page.

right

The cursor moves one position to the right. You can use the
east keyword instead.

south

The cursor moves down one line. You can use the down keyword instead.

up

The cursor moves up one line. You can use the north keyword
instead.

west

The cursor moves to the left one space. You can use the left
keyword instead.
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r:1

I!.I

OTHER KEYWORDS

Results

Keyword

cancel

Cancels whatever function keyword precedes it.

delete

The delete function begins and the screen message "Delete
what?" appears.

execute

This keyword executes another function keyword like insert.

insert

The insert function begins, and the screen message "Insert
what?" appears.

quote

You use this keyword within a string to encompass quoted
words or phrases with quotation marks.

space

The keyword places one space at the cursor location. Although
spaces are not identified with a screen symbol, the system
considers them as characters. This keyword need not be used
between words in a quoted string. However, it is very useful
in defining the movement of the space bar, for example, in
changing a format line.
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Strings

Besides using keywords to activate functions, you can also have text in a
glossary entry. You've already seen text in entries "a" and ''h'' that you created
in the glossary document. Text, like a paragraph or word or phrase, is the
foundation for entries. To differentiate between text and the words that represent keywords, you enclose the text in quotes. This is called a string. Since
a string can be of any length in an original glossary entry, there are several
definitions for it:
• One character such as any single number, letter or symbol that may
be printed can be a string.
Examples: "a" "B" "1" "$" "%"
• One word or number can be a string.
Examples: "Fortune" "32:16"
• A space or spaces can be a string. If you want to have blank space
or spaces as part of the entry, enclose them in quotes. In the following
example, four spaces compose the string.
Example: "

"

Because "space" is also a keyword, you can use the keyword to have
four blank spaces as part of the entry by following the keyword with
a number for the number of times you want it used, for example,
"space(4)." This alternative is also true for the keywords "tab,"
"return," and "indent."
• Words or numbers separated by spaces can compose a string.
Example: "Fortune Systems manufactures the Fortune 32:16."
You can think of the entire sentence above as one string because you
enclosed it in quotes.
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Using Keywords With Strings

You'll often want to use keywords with a string to instruct the system to tab,
return, search or perform other formatting and editing functions with the text.
You can include keywords in an entry with strings in two ways: by using
quotation marks before and after the keywords, or by using abbreviations for
keywords within the string. If you use quotation marks around the keywords,
you can use either whole or abbreviated names for them. If you want to
include keywords within the string, you may only use the abbreviated names.

USING WHOLE KEYWORDS IN STRINGS

To use whole keywords within strings, you must enclose the string with
quotation marks, type the keyword, and open up the string again with quotation marks. If you have a long or complex entry it's easy to get confused
about what text is a string and what text is keywords. Here's another example
showing whole keywords within a string.
entry b
{ insert center "The Fortune Systems 32:16" return center "is a
multiuser, multitasking microcomputer." return execute}
This example inserts and centers the two strings and ends both lines with
a Return. Look at it carefully or you may haVe difficulty seeing exactly what's
going on. Also, it's very easy with these kinds of entries to forget to enclose
the string in quotes and leave the keywords outside. So, you can easily put
errors in your entry.

USING ABBREVIATIONS

To avoid problems with keywords in strings, use abbreviations for l~eywords
whenever you can. You'll find it easier to have the keyword abbreviations
enclosed in the string rather than figuring out the combinations of quotes
before and after the k~fwords. The abbreviation method of showing key-
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words uses a character for the keyword preceded by a backslash, \. The
abbreviation \r, for example, is the same as the keyword "return." Here's a
revision of the example above using keyword abbreviations within a string.
entry b
{ insert "\c The Fortune Systems 32:16 \r\c is a
multiuser, multitasking microcomputer. \r" execute}
Once you become accustomed to the abbreviation method you'll probably
find that your glossary entries are much easier to construct and review. Here
are the keyword abbreviations you can use divided into the same categories
as the keyword list, with their equivalent keyword or string. Note that not
all keywords have abbreviations.

FORMATTING ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation
\c
\.
\i

\r
\S
\s
\t
\U
\u
\D
\d
\B

\b
\0
\0
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Function

Keyword or String
Equivalent

center
decimal tab
indent
return
subscript
superscript
tab
underline on
underline off
double underline on
double underline off
bold on
bold off
overstrike on
overstrike off

center
decimaltab
indent
return
subscript
superscript
tab
mode "_"
mode "_"
mode "="
mode "="
mode "b"
mode "b"
mode"/"
mode "/"
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EDITING ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation

Function

backslash
double quote (")
optional page break
\G
required page break
\<
merge on
\>
merge off
\n
note
\(space) required space
\required hyphen
\\

\q
\g
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Keyword or String
Equivalent
"y'
quote
page
PAGE

merge
MERGE

note
command space
command hyphen
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Verifying, Troubleshooting,
Attaching and Detaching

Once you have created a glossary document and written entries, you must
complete the process by verifying it, correcting errors, and attaching or detaching it. Depending upon the complexity of your glossary entry and your
experience creating them, you may have errors. Don't worry. That's part of
the process of learning about and experimenting with glossaries.
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Verification

The purpose of verification is to check the glossary entries for correct syntax
and keyword usage. This process also checks to be sure that all entries have
a label and are defined by braces. If the verification is successful, which it most
often is, your glossary is automatically attached and you'll be returned to the
glossary functions menu. Then you can go ahead and use your entry in a
document.
If verification is not successful, you'll see a new screen that shows you the
number of errors detected and the key you can press to continue, either
Return or Delete. The uses of these two keys is explained below.
Key You Press

Use

( RETURN )

Returns you to the editing screen. Press the Go To Page
key and type the letter w to move to the workpage
where the errors are listed.

( DELETE)

Returns you to the glossary functions menu and ignores
the errors for now. Remember that a glossary document
with unverified entries may give you results you don't
want.

The best way to see what an error listing looks like is to try it. Use the
procedure chart below to create a new entry with an error.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

2 trainingloss

( EXECUTE
3

EXECUTE

4

GO TO PAGE
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DOCUMENT SUMMARY

[~Jntry a~

Go to the end of
the glossary
document.

Which page?
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

5 e

{ insert return

B========

6

7

(2)( RETURN ) entry d<lllll
entry d (2) ( RETURN ) <II1II
{ insert rturn
{ insert rturn
execute}
execute }<11111
( RETURN ) B========

(

CANCEL

Comments
Add a new entry.
Be sure to misspell the keyword
"return" to make
an error.
Now end the editing to use the
verification
process.

) END OF EDIT
options

8
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(

EXECUTE )

No. of errors
detected: 1
Verification
error options

The verification
process has found
the error you put
in the entry.
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Troubleshooting Errors and Reverifying

Recognizing entry errors and correcting them is the process of troubleshooting.
Common errors include leaving out an entry label, forgetting the braces,
leaving out a keyword, or misspelling a keyword. Make the corrections you
need. Then, reverify the document by pressing the Cancel key again.
The workpage shows the date and time that the verificaton was done and
a list, by both line and page, of the error or errors found throughout the
glossary document. Below is a sample Page W, displaying errors found in a
glossary entry. Notice that it does not tell you in which entry the problem
occurred. When you go back to the glossary document page, watch the line
and position counters in the status line. Move the cursor through the document to the line and position specified to locate the error in an entry.

************************************
Fri Jan 28, 1983 at 10:45

************************************
page 1 , line 10 : syntax error
page 3 , line 40 : syntax error

REVERIFYING

When you reverify the document after correcting the errors, any new errors
detected will be added to those already stored on the workpage. Once you
have corrected all the errors, you can remove the old information from the
workpage using the Delete key.
Use the procedure chart below to get a better idea of how to use information
on the workpage.
Step

You Type

Screen Says
No. of errors
detected: 1
Verification
error options
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Comments
Press the Return
key to go back to
the document and
look at the
errors I isted on
the workpage.
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Step

(

1

2

Screen Says

You Type
RETURN )

[~Jntry a ....

( GO TO PAGE ) Which page?

3 w
4

Comments

page 1, line 17:
syntax error ....

(

GO TO PAGE )

Go back to the
document.

Which page?

[~Jntry a ....

5 b
6

(16)ITJ

OJ insert rturn
execute}

7

(9)EI

a
9 e

(
(

INSERT )

EXECUTE

)

10

(

11

( EXECUTE )

CANCEL )

{Durn

Here's the error
you put in. Now
correct it.

Insert what?
{ insert reQJurn
execute

Leave the document
and reverify it.

END OF EDIT
options
(Verifying)
(main menu)

This time the
verification was
successful.

I Edit Old Document I

PRINTING THE GLOSSARY DOCUMENT

You can make troubleshooting multiple errors easier by printing the glossary
document and its entries. Just use the "Print Document" selection on the main
menu and print it as you would any other document. If you can't locate your
error, printing the glossary and looking at it in detail may help you find it. You
can't print the workpage as a page by itself. So, you must copy it onto a page
in the glossary document and then print it. During the verification process,
text on this "new" page will be identified as an error. Ignore that by pressing
the Delete key, and go on and print the document.
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OBSCURE ERRORS

You may occasionally find that you can't resolve your errors. The problem
may be that you misinterpreted how to use one of the keywords. Check the
keyword list again. If the glossary still doesn't pass the verification process
and you can't determine what's wrong, try writing out the entry again or
making a flow chart of it to determine the problem. You may also want to
mark the strings with a highlighting pen and see that each is enclosed in
quotation marks.
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Attaching and Detaching
a Glossary Document

The glossary document is automatically attached after it has been successfully
verified. Attaching means the glossary information is available for your use.
Then you can use the glossary document in any document you choose. If you
have a multiuser Fortune system, you must attach the glossary document to
the workstation you are using. When you detach a glossary, it is no longer
available for use.

ATTACHING A GLOSSARY

You can have only one glossary attached at a time. Since your glossary is
automatically attached after you edit and verify it, you won't need to attach
it during this process. However, there are other times when you'll need to use
the attach function, for example, when you want to attach a glossary other
than the one you're using, or when you want to use a shortcut code to do so
while working on a menu. You can create a glossary document and entries in
any library and use it in any other library to which you have access.
Three ways are available to attach a glossary document: by using the glossary functions menu, by attaching it while you're editing a document, and by
using a shortcut code.

• The glossary functions menu. Use the glossary functions menu to
attach a glossary when you want a different glossary. When you
attach a new glossary, the old one is detached automatically so that
you don't have to detach it first.
• While you're editing. Press the Command key and then the GL key
while you're editing a document. Type in the glossary name and
press the Execute key. When you attach a new glossary in this way,
any other glossary that was attached is a~tomatically detached.
• Using the shortcut code. Use the shortcut code when you are on
any menu screen. Press the Command key and type the "agl" shortcut
code.
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DETACHING A GLOSSARY DOCUMENT
Even though you can detach a glossary by attaching a different one in its
place, the "Detach Glossary" function is still useful. If you don't want to use
a glossary document any more and it is one that performs some sophisticated
functions like printing a long document automatically, you'll save yourself
from using this glossary by mistake when you don't want to by being sure to
detach it. As an alternative, you can use a shortcut code on any menu to
detach the glossary. Press the Command key and type in the "dgl" shortcut
code.
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Glossary Document Examples

Many applications of glossary documents are possible for your business.
You're limited only by your imagination and available time. To get you
started, this chapter contains four examples of glossary documents which you
may find useful. Each example is described, and a procedure chart is given for
each example except the last one. In this case, a thorough description and
glossary entry text are shown for your use. You can modify all of these
examples for your own use.
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Keyword List for Creating
Gloss.ary Documents

Writing keywords in a glossary entry is a tedious process, and you must be
careful to spell the keywords correctly to avoid problems with verification.
One of the uses of a glossary document is to use it in writing other glossary
documents. You'll probably want to print this glossary document so that you
can keep it beside you as you create new glossary entries.
In the procedure chart below, you'll create a new entry in the glossary
document named "traingloss" with some keyword entries. Then you'll use this
entry to create entries in a new glossary document. Because you're creating
a long entry, the text is shown in the "Screen Says" column instead of the "You
Type" column.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
[!]raingloss

2

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

0ntry a ....

4

GO TO PAGE

5 e

Move to the end of
the glossary.

Which page?
{ insert return

[:]========
6

....

....
entry e ....
{ "insert" }....

....

entry f....
{ "return" }....

....

You'll probably
use these keywords
frequently in
glossary documents. Now leave
the document and
verify your
entries .

entry g ....
{ "execute" }....

[:]========
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

7

( CANCEL)

8

EXECUTE

END OF EDIT
options
(Verifying)
(main menu)
Document I

I Edit Old

9

I Glossary

g

10

EXECUTE

Now you'll create
a new glossary
document and use
your new entries
to add the
keywords.

Functions I

GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS
IEdit Old Glossary I

IT] ICreate New Glossary I

11

12

EXECUTE

Please enter
document name

EXECUTE

Prototype [QJOOO

14

EXECUTE

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

Go past this
screen.

15

EXECUTE

EI========

Now start writing
an entry.

entry a ....

Use a keyword
glossary entry .

13

16

glosstest

entry a
{

(2)(

RETURN

{....
EI========

CQO

17
18

e

SPACE BAR

)

Which entry?
entry a ....

....

{insert

CQO

19
20

g

SPACE BAR

)

[I

D

....

RETURN

The keyword is
added to the
glossary. Try
another one.

D

Which entry?
entry a""

....

{insert execute
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Comments

D

Complete the
entry and leave
the document.
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Step

21

Screen Says

You Type

}

Comments

( RETURN ) entry a

...

{ insert execute } ...

B========
22

( CANCEL)

23

( EXECUTE)

END OF EDIT
options
(Verifying)
GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS

I Edit Old Glossary I
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Global Heading and Footing

If you frequently use the same headings and footings, you can use a glossary
document to prevent typing the same text repeatedly. With the Goto keyword, you can create glossary entries to move from the document to the
heading and footing pages, create the heading and footing for you, and return
to the first page of the document.
In the procedure chart below you'll create a heading and footing entry.
Follow the "Screen Says" column exactly to enter the correct text.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS

IEdit Old Glossary I
EXECUTE

Please enter
glossary name
[illiosstest

2

EXECUTE

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

0ntry

4

GO TO PAGE

5

IT]

a'"

Add the heading
and footing
entries to this
glossary.

Go to the end of
the document to
add these two
entries.

Which page?
{insert execute}

G========
6

(2) ( RETURN

...

...
G========

7

entry h...

Start the entry
for the heading
here.
Now type the entry
for the footing .

....
{ goto "h" return
"Department
Report" return
goto "1" execute}

...
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Step

You Type

8

Screen Says
entry f....

....

{ goto "f'
center "Page #"
return goto "1"
execute } ....

Comments
Verify the entries
and try them in a
document

B========
9

CANCEL

END OF EDIT
options

10

EXECUTE

GLOSSARY FUNCTIONS
I Edit Old Glossary I

11

CANCEL

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
12

13

paragraf

14

Please enter
document name
[EJaragraf

EXECUTE

DOCUMENT SUMMARY

EXECUTE

~ord processing

CQD

15
16

EXECUTE

CQD

17

19
20

GO TO PAGE
h

Glossary Documents

Go to the heading
and see what
happened.

Which page?

~

Department Report....

8-40

Now put in the
footing.

Which entry?

~ord processing

18

Watch very closely
as you use these
two entries
because they
happen so quickly.

Which entry?

~ord processing

h

Use the short
document named
"paragraf."

Leave the document
and remove the
changes.
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Step

21

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

( CANCEL ) END OF EDIT
options

22
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( DELETE )

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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A Form Letter

A way to eliminate the tedium of typing form letters is to create a glossary
document with two entries, one for the date, and one for the text. Use the date
entry first, type in the person's name and address, salutation, and follow this
with the text entry. If you write many form letters, you may want to keep
them all in one glossary document following the date entry. At the beginning
of each day, edit the date entry so that you can use it all through the day.
Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
/EJa rag raf

EXECUTE

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

3

EXECUTE

0ntry a .....

4

GO TO PAGE

2

glosstest

6

entry

Go to the end of
the glossary to
add the new
entries.

Which page?

rn .B========
..

5

Use the glossary
document named
"glosstest."

Type the entries
as shown below.

d.....

.....
{ "May 12, 1983" return }.....

.....
.....
entry I.....

.....
{ tab "We appreciate your interest in Williams Research. Our unique
consumer products are quickly gaining recognition as the finest of their
kind. Enclosed you will find a copy of our latest catalog." return tab
"Thank you for inquiring about Williams Research." return(3) "Sincerely,"
return(5) "Warren Jones" return "Sales Manager" return} .....
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Step

You Type

(

7

Screen Says

CANCEL

)

8

( EXECUTE )

9

rn
(

10

11

memo

EXECUTE

)

END OF EDIT
options

Comments
Save the new
entries.

(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I

Now create a new
document to try
this entry.

ICreate New Document I
Please enter
document name

D

( EXECUTE ) DOCUMENT SUMMARY Don't bother to
fill in anything.

(

12

)

CQO

13
14

EXECUTE

Now use the first
entry.
Which entry?
May 12, 1983~

d

~
~

[:]========

CQO

15
16

Which entry?
Sales Manager~

1

[:]========

17

(

18

( EXECUTE )
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CANCEL

)

You can type in
a person's name
and address and
a salutation if you
wish before you
use the next entry.

The entire text
of the letter is
added to your document. Now leave
the document

END OF EDIT
options
(main menu)

IEdit Old Document I
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Creating a Table or Chart

If you often use word processing to create chart and table formats to fill in, you
know how tedious this can be. However, if you create a glossary entry for the
chart or table you'll save a lot of time.
Most charts and tables are a combination of column or row heading lines
and underlines, or vertical bars for the outlines. To construct this type of
glossary you need to take a different approach. Begin by constructing the
table on your editing screen as you normally do. Count the number of times
you press each key, and write it down using keywords. Then use this information to write the entry. Be sure to go to a document and test the entry after
you've verified it. Don't be surprised if you need to go back to the entry and
make additional corrections.
In the procedure chart that follows you'll create a small table similar to
this one.
Name

Title

Status

In addition, you'll use the cursor movement keywords to position the cursor
at the first position in the chart ready for you to begin typing. You'll use a
special character, :, to create the vertical lines. However, be sure to check
your print wheel and see if this character is on it. You may want to use the
exclamation point instead.
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
EXECUTE

Please enter
document name
§]emo

2 traingloss ( EXECUTE

GLOSSARY SUMMARY

3

[~Jntry a ....

( EXECUTE)

4

GO TO PAGE

5 e

Edit the glossary
document named
"traingloss"
instead.

Which page?
entry g ....
{ "execute" }.....

G========

Type in the entry
text just as you
see it below. Use
the Copy key to
help you repeat
some of the lines.
When you've finished leave the
document and save
the changes. If
you have verification errors, go
back and correct
them.

6 .....

....

entry t.....

.....
{ tab mode "_" space(51) return .....
tab" : " space(6) "Name" space(7) ":" space(S) "Title"....
space(5) ":" space(4) "Status" space(5) " : " mode ....
"_" return .....
tab" "space(17)":" space(15) ":" space(15) ":" return .....
tab" "space(17)":" space(lS) ":" space(15) ": " return .....
tab" "space(17)" "space(lS) ":" space(15) ":" return .....
tab" "space(17)" "space(lS) ":" space(15) ": " return .....
tab" "space(17)" "space(15) ":" space(15~ " : " return .....
tab" "space(17)" "space(lS)":" space(15) " : " return .....
tab" space(17)" "space(lS) ":" space(15) " : " return .....
tab" : " space(17)" "space(15) ":" space(15) ": " return .....
tab" : " space(17)" "space(lS) ":" space(15) " : " return .....
tab" : " space(17)" "space(lS) ":" space(15) ": " return .....
tab mode "....!' " : " space(17) ":" space (15) ":" space(15) ":"
mode "_" .....
return north(10) east (3) }.....
I "
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Step

You Type

Screen Says

7

( CANCEL )

END OF EDIT
options

8

( EXECUTE )

(Verifying)

Comments

(main menu)

I Edit Old Document I
9
10

8-46

( CANCEL )

OPERATOR TRAINING

( CANCEL ) FORTUNE SYSTEMS
GLOBAL MENU

Glossary Documents
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Appendix A: Word Processing Terms

Activity

A choice on a menu.
Alternate Format Line

An additional format line within a document besides the first one.
Alternating Heading or Footing

A heading or footing with two parts: one that prints on odd-numbered pages,
and one that prints on even-numbered pages.
Archive Disk

A flexible disk used only for storing documents.
Author

The person who composes a document.
Boldface

A printing feature that creates results resembling boldface type so that the
lines of the printed characters stand out as thicker and heavier.
Bookmark

An electronic position marker in a document.
Brighten

To display text with a more brilliant light on the editing screen than is usual.
Character

A single letter, number, symbol or space in the text.
Comments

A line on the document summary screen that allows space for typing a
document description.
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Continuous Paper

Paper that has the top of one sheet attached to another along the bottom and
is perforated at regular intervals so that you can tear it into single sheets.
Copy Key

A function key used to duplicate text in a document or copy text from one
document to another.
Creation Library

The library where all newly created documents will be filed, until you change
it. The creation and current libraries are the same.
Current Library

The library that you're working in.
Decimal Tab Key

A key used to line up numbers vertically on their decimal points.
Destination Document

The document you create when you copy a document on the system disk, or
copy or file it onto an archive disk.
Disk Name

An identifying name of 32 characters or less assigned to an archive disk.
Document

A generic name for word processing text that can be a memo, report, letter,
or anything you can type in and print.
Document Name

An identifier for a document that can be up to 11 characters long.
Document Summary

A screen where you store information and statistics about a document.
Document Title

A 32-character field on the document summary screen you use to give a
descriptive title to a document.
Editing

The process of making textual changes to a document.
Editing Screen

The screen where all text editing is done.
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Error Messages

Screen messages that alert you to a problem or to a function that word
processing doesn't allow. All word processing error messages are listed in
Part 3 of the Reference Guide.
Flexible Disk

A magnetically coded plastic disk enclosed in a packet and used for storing
applications or for archiving documents.
Footing

Text printed at the bottom of a page and is used to describe the text or to print
page numbers.
Format Disk

An activity on the filing menu used to prepare a flexible disk for archiving.
Format Line

A line near the top of the editing screen that shows the format's particular
number and the line spacing, line length, and tab stop settings that you are
using to work with the text below it.
Format Line Number

The number assigned to each succeeding new format line in a document.
Function Key

Key that performs a word processing activity, unlike the character keys on the
central keyboard.
Generated Hyphen

The hyphen created by the hyphenation process.
Global Search and Replace

The process of locating and removing many pieces of text in a document while
substituting new pieces of text.
Glossary Document

A document created with the glossary functions menu and containing entries
with keywords and text for later use.
Glossary Entry

A group of strings and/or keywords that are a unit within a glossary document.
Heading

Text that is printed at the top of a page and usually includes identifying
information or page numbers.
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Help Key

A function key used on menus or on the editing screen to get on-screen
assistance.
Horizontal Scroll

The process of scrolling across a document. It allows you to shift what is on
the screen to view documents wider than 80 characters.
Horizontal Scroll Setting

A setting that determines how many characters across the screen it is that the
screen shifts during a horizontal scroll.
Hot Zone Length

A specified number of character positions from zero to 99, that are before the
right margin and are used by the hyphenation function to determine when
and where it should hyphenate a word.
Hyphenation

An activity on the advanced functions menu that uses hyphens to break
words between lines of text throughout a document.
Indent Key

A key used to create text that starts and wraps back to a position to the right
of the left margin.
Index

A listing of documents.
Keystroke

Each press of a key. Also, the category listed on document summary that
shows the number of keystrokes used to create or revise each document.
Keyword

A name given to a keyboard function key to use in glossary entries.
Library

A list of documents.
Line Length

A setting on the format line on the editing screen that determines how many
characters you can type in a line.
Line Spacing

The distance between printed lines.
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Lines Per Inch

A setting on the print menu that determines the number of lines to be printed
in one inch vertically down the page.
Margins

The open space left at the top, bottom, right, and left of printed text on a page.
Menu

A screen that shows you a group of activities you can choose from.
Mode Key

A key used to initiate word processing functions.
Move Key

A key used to take text from one area in a document and place it somewhere
else in the same document or in another document.
Note Key

A key used to add bookmarks and comments to a document.
Numeric Keypad

A special grouping of numbers and punctuation keys that duplicates a calculator keypad for your convenience in typing numbers.
Operator

The person who types a document.
Optional Page Break

A row of dashes used to indicate the end of a page.
Overstrike

A printing function used to print slashes over characters.
Page Break

A row of dashes or equal signs that divide the text into pages.
Pagination

An activity on the advanced functions menu that removes optional page
breaks and allows you to place them in a different place.
Paper Length

The number of lines that can be printed on one piece of paper.
Pathname

The complete location of a document including the library and sublibrary
names.
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Pitch

A setting on the print menu that determines how many characters the printer
will print in one inch across the paper.
Position Marker

A + on the format line that mirrors horizontal cursor movement in the text
across the screen.
Print Queue

A listing of print jobs and their status.
Print Wheel Number

A setting on the print menu used to assign a number to each print wheel used
on a printer.
Printer Number

A setting on the print menu used to assign a number to each printer connected to a Fortune system.
Prototype Document

A document used to predetermine settings on the editing screen and print
menu.
Regular Hyphen

A hyphen you add during editing and that the hyphenation function leaves
in place.
Required Page Break

A page break that the pagination function leaves in place.
Required Space

A space used to prevent two words from being separated, especially if they
come at the end of a line. The delete, copy, and move functions show text in
reverse video so that you can distinguish it from other text.
Reverse Video

A display function that shows the characters on the screen as dark letters
against a light background.
Screen

The visual display area of the Fortune 32:16 monitor on which you see information.
Screen Symbols

Symbols on the editing screen that represent functions such as tab, indent,
superscript, subscript, notes, decimal tab, and center.
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Scrolling

The movement of text on the screen, either horizontally or vertically, caused
by moving the cursor through the text.
Search Key

A function key used to locate text in a document.
Shortcut

A simplified method of using keys or menu functions.
Simultaneous Print and Edit

The process of editing a document while it or another document is printing.
Single Sheet Paper

Paper that comes with each page as a separate sheet, in contrast to continuous
paper.
Source Document

A document from which you copy text, or a document that you rename, copy,

or file.
Status Lines

Two lines of information regarding the document shown at the top of the
editing screen.
String

A group of text characters enclosed in quotes that is part of a glossary entry.
Subscript Key

A key that allows text to be printed 1/4 line below other text on the same line.
Superscript Key

A key that allows text to be printed 1/4 line above other text on the same line.
System Disk

The hard disk on which the documents are stored as you save them.
Tab Key

A key on the keyboard that moves the cursor across the screen by preset
increments.
Template

A plastic strip that lays in a channel below the row of function keys at the top
of the keyboard and identifies the function for each.
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Text Length

A vertical measure for the number of lines of text before a page break.
Verification

The process of checking glossary entries for syntax and keyword errors.
Vertical Scroll

Scrolling up or down a page of text.
Word Wrap

The automatic process that moves excess words at the end of a line down to
the next line.
Workpage

A page of the document where you can store text away from the main body
of text and where glossary syntax errors are listed.
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Index
A
abbreviations, used in
glossary 8-24
alternate format line,
changing 3-60
creating 3-57
deleting 3-62
recalling 3-59
alternating headings
and footings 5-65
archive disk,
indexing 6-39
preparing 6-25
archiving documents
from index 6-48
arrows (cursor keys),
use with
marker 1-23

B
banner, printing 4-8
boldface 5-47
bookmarks,
placing 5-8
bottom margin 3-9,
3-34
braces, defining
glossary entry
8-14
break, page 3-24

C
calculator keypad
1-15
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centered text,
changing 3-16
centering text 3-9,
3-13
centering,
defined 3-5
removing 3-16
changes,
discarding 2-16
saving 2-18
chapters,
skipping 1-5
character, typing
over 2-11
charts, procedure,
using 1-8
codes, shortcut 1-22,
7-3
copy category, print
menu 4-11
correcting errors 2-7
cursor,
keys and mode 1-33
position 1-8
cut and paste,
automatic 5-10
cycle, document 1-2,
2-1

D
decimal tab 3-9, 3-22
DEL key (CANCEL) 1-15
deleting text 2-12
disk labels 1-7
disk name,
assigning 6-25

Index

1-1

disk, archive,
preparing 6-25
disks,
blank flexible 1-7
caring for 6-52
labeling 6-51
document cycle 1-2,
2-1
document layout,
planning 3-1
document name
line 2-5
document names 2-5
document summary 6-2
printing 6-4
using 6-3
document summary
screen 2-3, 2-5
document titles 2-6
document,
abandoning 2-16
changing name or
location 6-21
copying 6-19
copying (to save
original) 2-19
creating and
revising 2-1
creating new 2-2
definition 1-3
deleting 6-23
deleting from
archive
disk 6-32
glossary, attaching
and detaching
8-33
glossary,
creating 8-7
glossary,
examples 8-35
glossary, keyword
list for
creating 8-36

1-2 Index

glossary,
printing 8-31
moving through 5-2
moving to archive
disk 6-29
naming 2-3
new, creating from
prototype 3-54
old, asking
for 2-5
old, defined 2-18
old, discarding
changes
in 2-17
printing 2-23
printing parts
of 4-7
prototype 3-48
prototype,
creating 3-50
prototype, defining
printing
standards 3-52
retrieving from
archive
disk 6-31
returning to 2-20
wide,
printing 3-69
documents,
archiving 6-24
archiving from
index 6-48
copying onto archive
disk 6-27
filing 6-18
glossary 8-1
managing 6-1
multipage 3-1
training 1-4
wide 3-64
working
between 5-18
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E
editing screen 1-20,
1-24, 3-8
parts of 1-25
returning to 2-20
editing, ending 2-15
elements, printer 1-7
error messages
1-18, 1-31
errors,
correcting 2-7
errors, obscure 8-32

F
filing documents 6-18
footing, global 8-39
footings 5-55, 5-60
form letter 8-42
format changes, making
on print menu 3-36
format line,
alternate 3-57
editing screen,
position marker
(+) 1-28
editing screen, use
of 1-28
wide,
creating 3-65
format lines,
multiple 3-56
format number 3-9
format standards 3-8
format, page,
standard 3-1
format, standard,
editing screen 1-30
Fortune:Word,
introducing 1-1
function keys,
print queue 4-16
summary of 1-14
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function,
prototype 2-3

G
global heading and
footing 8-39
global menu 1-10
global search and
replace 5-40
glossary,
attaching and
detaching 8-27
comment lines 8-15
document
examples 8-35
document, attaching
and detaching
8-33
document,
creating 8-7
document,
printing 8-31
documents 8-1
documents, keyword
list for
creating 8-36
entries,
creating 8-8
entry by
example 8-11
entry,
original 8-9
functions menu 8-4
keyword list 8-19
keywords 8-16
keywords,
editing 8-20
strings 8-23
syntax 8-14
troubleshooting
8-30
verification 8-28

Index

1-3

H
heading,
global 8-39
related to
text and page
length 3-32
headings 3-32,
5-55, 5-58
headings and footings,
alterna ting 5-65
help key 1-13
help,
getting 1-18
use in problem
solving 1-18
horizontal layout,
setting 3-12
horizontal scroll,
changing 3-67
use of 3-64
horizontal
spacing 3-2
hot zone length 5-26
hyphenation
5-23, 5-26
hyphens, types
of 5-25

indexing archive
disk 6-39
inserting parts of
documents 5-18
insertions, text 2-8

J
job, print queue,
changing
positions 4-21
removing 4-26
restarting 4-24
suspending 4-20
justified
printing 3-11
justified text,
causing 3-46
justified,
defined 3-5
justified/unjustified
format 3-36

K
indent,
defined 3-5
standard 3-9
indents,
removing 3-21
index screen,
additional
functions 6-45
moving to 6-40
index, printing 6-42
indexes, types
of 6-35
indexing 6-33

1-4 Index

key,
cancel 1-15, 2-8
cancel, use
of 1-24
center 3-16
command
1-22, 3-29
copy 2-19
cursor (arrows),
use with
marker 1-23
dec tab 3-22
delete 2-7, 2-12
execute 2-8
execute, use with
marker 1-23
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format 3-13, 3-18
go to page 3-30,
3-32, 5-6
help 1-13, 1-18
help, use with
menus 1-19
indent 3-20
insert 2-7, 2-8
next scrn
1-15, 5-5
prev scrn
1-15, 5-5
return, use with
marker 1-23
shift 1-17
single letter,
use with
marker 1-23
space bar, use with
marker 1-23
tab 1-17, 3-17
keyboard, introduction
to 1-13
keypad,
calculator 1-15
keys,
cursor
(arrows) 1-33
cursor, and
mode 1-33
formatting, with
glossary 8-19
function, print
queue 4-16
function, summary
of 1-14
graphic
representation
of 1-8
keywords,
abbreviations
for 8-24
glossary 8-16
glossary,
editing 8-20
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using with
strings 8-24

L
I (letter) vs. 1
(number) 1-8
labels, disk 1-7
layout,
document,
planning 3-1
horizontal,
setting 3-12
page, standard 3-1
vertical,
setting 3-24
left margin,
changing when
printing 3-42
length,
line 3-9
page 3-9
paper 3-10, 3-36
text,
changing 3-26
letter, form 8-42
libraries 6-6
relation to
prototype
document 3-49
library,
changing from
one to
another 6-13
home 6-7
making a new 6-11
removing 6-16
sub, making 6-14
line length 3-9
changing, effect
of 3-13
setting 3-13

Index

1-5

line spacing 3-8
changing 3-29
effect on text
length 3-29
line,
alternate format,
changing 3-60
creating 3-57
deleting 3-62
recalling 3-59
document name 2-5
format (editing
screen) 1-26
format,
alternate 3-57
format, wide,
crea ting 3-65
lines per inch
3-7, 3-36
printer 3-11
printing,
changing 3-40
lines,
comment,
glossary 8-15
format,
multiple 3-56
status (editing
screen) 1-25
list, keyword,
glossary 8-19

M
main menu screen 1-22
margin,
bottom 3-9
bottom,
setting 3-34
left 3-36

1-6 Index

left, changing,
when printing
3-42
print, left 3-11
right 3-9
top 3-9
top, setting 3-32
margins,
defined 3-5
standard 3-3
top and bottom,
defined 3-7
marker, using 1-23
menu screen 1-20
menu, global 1-10
menu, glossary
functions 8-4
menu, print document,
headings and
footings 5-56
menu, print,
advanced
functions 4-2
changing paper
length 3-43
defined 2-21
making format
changes 3-36
setting up alternate
headings and
footings, 5-66
special
features 4-11
message areas,
editing
screen 1-26
screen 1-31
use in problem
solving 1-18
messages,
error 1-18, 1-31
information 1-31
question 1-31
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mode,
cursor,
changing 1-33
page, moving cursor
by 1-35
paragraph, moving
cursor by 1-34
sentence, moving
cursor by 1-34
word, moving
cursor by 1-36

N
name line,
document 2-5
name, document,
assigning 2-5
typing exactly 2-5
new document,
starting 2-3
notes, using 5-16
number,
format 3-9
print wheel 4-10
printer 4-12
printer,
setting 2-22
printwheel,
setting 2-22
numbers, page 5-63

o

one (1) vs.
I (letter) 1-8
overstrike 5-53
overview, word
processing 1-2
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p
page,
break,
defined 3-24
breaks,
removing 5-30
format,
standard 3-1
heading 3-32
layout, elements
of 3-2
length 3-9
mode, moving cursor
by 1-35
moving to
another 5-6
numbers, headings or
footings as 5-63
restoring 2-14
pages,
assembling 5-10
pagination 5-23, 5-29
paper length,
3-7, 3-10
printer 1-7
single sheet,
using 4-28
type 4-5
paragraph mode, moving
cursor by 1-34
pathnames,
understanding 6-9
pitch 3-36
defined 3-5
printer 3-11
printing,
changing 3-38
print menu 2-21, 3-10
print queue 4-12
changing
positions 4-21
moving around 4-15
removing documents
from 4-26
restarting job 4-24

Index 1-7

print queue (continued)
suspending
job 4-20
using 4-17
print wheels 4-10
printer,
character,
defined 2-22
control
display 4-14
dot matrix,
defined 2-22
elements 1-7
feed 4-4
number,
setting 2-22
numbers 4-12
paper 1-7
pitch 3-11
ribbons 1-7
using more
than one 4-12
printers,
controlling 4-12
printing 2-21
advanced 4-2
banner 4-8
changing left
margin 3-42
changing lines
per inch 3-40
changing paper
length 3-43
document 2-23
features 4-1
glossary
document 8-31
more than one
original 4-3
parts of
document 4-7
pitch,
changing 3-38
style 4-5
wide document 3-69

1-8 Index

printwheel, number,
setting 2-22
problem solving 1-18
procedure charts,
using 1-8
prototype document
3-48, 3-50, 3-52
prototype
function 2-3

R
replacing 5-32, 5-38
restore page
feature 2-14
reverse video 1-23
ribbons, printer 1-7
right margin 3-9

sscreen message
areas 1-31
screen symbols,
removing and
replacing 7-6
screen to screen,
moving from 5-5
screen,
document summary
2-5, 2-6
editing 1-20,
1-24, 2-20,
3-8, 6-44
end-of-edit
2-15, 2-19
index 6-45
main menu 1-22
menu 1-20
print menu 3-8
summary 1-20,
1-24, 2-3
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screenfull of
text 5-3
screens, introduction
to 1-20
scroll, horizontal,
changing
setting 3-67
use of 3-64
scrolling 5-2
search and replace,
global 5-40
searching 5-32, 5-33
backward 5-36
from beginning
5-35
sentence mode, moving
cursor by 1-34
shortcut codes
1-22, 7-3
shortcut to highlight
text 2-12
shortcuts and
tips 7-1
space bar, use with
marker 1-23
space,
required,
adding 2-10
required,
removing 2-9
system 6-38
spacing,
horizontal
3-2, 3-3
line 3-8
line,
changing 3-29
line, defined 3-6
standard, page
layout 3-2
vertical 3-2,
3-3, 3-6
standard format,
editing
screen 1-30
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standard page
format 3-1
standards,
format 3-8
print menu 3-10
setting 3-8
status lines, editing
screen, use
of 1-26
strings, in
glossary 8-23
sublibrary,
making 6-14
subscripts 5-51,
summary screen
1-20, 1-24, 2-3
superscripts 5-51
supplies, getting the
right 1-7
symbol,
cen tering (.)
3-16
decimal tab (L)
3-22
indent (~) 3-20
return (.... ) 2-9
tab (~) 3-17
symbols, screen,
removing and
replacing 7-6
symbols, special 5-45

T
tab stops,
changing 3-18
removing 3-18
using 3-17
tab, decimal
3-9, 3-22
tab, standard 3-9
table or chart,
creating 8-44

Index

1-9

tabs, defined 3-5
text area, editing
screen 1-26, 1-30
text insertions 2-8
text length,
changing 3-26
effect of line
spacing on 3-29
text,
centered,
changing 3-16
centering 3-13
changing 2-7
copying 5-11
copying between
documents 5-19
definition 1-3
deleting 2-12
emphasizing 5-45
indenting 3-20
justified, to
cause 3-46
length,
defined 3-7
moving 5-12
moving between
documents 5-21
printed, comparing
to screen 2-24
saving 2-18
screenfull 5-3
typing over 2-11
titles, document 2-6
to file category, print
menu 4-11
top margin 3-9, 3-32
training
documents 1-4
training more than
one person 1-5
training process,
understanding 1-4

1-10 Index

U
underlining 5-47
unjustified printing
(standard) 3-11
unjustified,
defined 3-5

v
vertical layout,
setting 3-24
vertical spacing 3-2
video, reverse 1-23

W
wheel, print 4-10
wide documents 3-64
wide format line,
creating 3-65
word mode, moving
cursor by 1-36
word processing,
leaving 1-10
overview 1-2
using 1-12
word wrap 2-9
word, typing
over 2-11
work, saving 2-15
workpage 5-14
wrap, word 2-9

Z
zone, hot 5-26
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